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GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. I_VOI._P.__PI.______
Work. Vol. P. Pi. Fi.
Archaeopteris DIawson.
laxa ............h...al Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 275 Ct X27
Cyclopteris Broogniart.
Hallana................. . . .......... ........
......
Dadoxylon Endlich.








gaspianum .... . Dawzson.
Leptophlceum Dawson.













N. Y. S. M.
Q. J. G. S.
Foss. P1.




Q. J. G. S.
N. Y. S. M.
Q. J. G. S.
Sphenopteris Brongniart.
Hitchcockana ...Dawson. Q. J. G. S.
laXa.......... ..
Spirophyton Hall.
crassum.... H.fall. N. Y. S. M.
Stigmaria Brongniart.






























































308 1 3 8I3
Subkingdom
Ceratodictya H. & C.
Chem.LJ4- GIij.T1i annulata .......... Hall. N. Y. S. M. i6 90 3 3
H. & C. Pal.Sp. .I20 22 5, 6
Clathrospongia Hall.





NOTE.-General remarks and the explanation of abbreviations used in this part of the Catalogue, but
not in the preceding parts, will be found on the pages immediately following the tabulated matter.
Devoniian.
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Subkingdom CRYPTOGAMIA.
LoCALITY.
Pine Valley, N. Y.



















As Sphenopteris laxa. Was made the type of Cyclopferis Hallana by
Gceppert, Die fossil Flora des UTebergangsgebirges, IS52, p. I45.
See Archaopteris laxaz.
A rather small, silicified fragment from Hemlock Creek.
Fragment of a stem, imbedded.
See Plumalin aplumaria.
As Sigillaria chemuizgensis.
A cast in sandy shale. Figures are one-half natural size.
Imbedded fragment.
Cast in sandstone, imbedded.
Imprint.




" type of Ly'copodites Vaznuxemi.
" Lycopodites Vanuxemi. Imprint in sandstone.




Interior cast and exterior imprint of_fragment seven inches long.
Class PLETHOSPONGLIE.
As Dictyopkq nanl/m.... -i ......... . .. ....ADcphytonan-nulatum.Western New York. Exterior imprint and the cast thereof.
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1, pt. 2 476










































































....... ....... .... ...
....................
....................
Cattaraugus Co., N. Y.
Addison, N. Y.
....................










Figure is enlarged to Il diameters.
Imprint of exterior.
As Dictygphyton tuberosumn. This is the second specimen men-













Genesee Val., N. Y.
C.9 4 9
Livingston Co., N.Y.
Genesee Val., N. Y.
Near York, N. Y.
Genesee Val., N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.
Eighteen Mi. Crk., N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.
Bosanquet, Ont.




As the type of Acervularia profunda. Part of the colony was
figured.
See Acervularia Davidsoni.
One entire individual and two smaller ones cut in longit. section.
As Strombodes-? Two small individuals.
Three ordinary indiv. and an elongate fragm. showing longit. sect.
A considerable colony on a Heliopkvyllun.
Two entire individuals and one entire and one fragm. longit. sect.
Only a part of the specimen figured is now in the Museum.
A somewhat weathered individual with base wanting.
Part of large individual, broken to show longitudinal section.
A very perfect individual.
Young individual.
Large individual showing cut and polished transverse section.
Individual of medium size.
Parn of the half-cup used for the figure.
Two fragments showing the sections. Not from Skaneateles Lake.
A double corallum.
Large individual, imperfect as to cup.
Four individuals, one of which has been cut lengthwise.
A long, slender specimen.
Two individuals, one of which has been broken lengthwise.
Fragment showing cross section.
Longitudinal section, nearly entire.
I93
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Class ACTINOZOA-Continued.





hemisphericus ( Troost) H.
"t It var. H.
hemisphericus ( Troost),
var. distortus . . . Hatl.
hemisphericus ( Troost),
var. turbinatus (Bill.) H.
Heliophyllum Hall.
arachne ...........Hall.
confluens .... .. Hall.
degener .....Ha...H







convexa (d'Orb.). . . Hall.
stylopora (Ea-ton) . . Hall.




























































.......... 19 3, 5, 7, 8I
...... ... I
9I 6, 24






...... .... 2I 4.... ... . 20 1, 5, 8
.......... 2I 6,7,9, IO
Class HYDROZOA.
Desmograptus.
devonicus ....... Gurley. J. G. 4 84
Hall. Can. 0. R. Dec. 2 58 ..........
Dictyonema Hall.
actinotum .... Gurlev. J. G. 4 82.
cadens ............
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LOCALITY.
Caledonia, N. Y.
Shore of L. Erie, N. V.
Near Louisville, Ky.
Erie Co., N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Schoharie ?, N. Y.
Genesee Val., N. Y.
Skaneateles L., N. Y.
Genesee Val., N. Y.
York, N. Y.
VIT.1vVuenesee va4., LN. x.
Darien, N. Y.
Livingston Co., N. V.
Caledonia, N. Y.
York or Darien, N. Y.
Pavilion, N. Y.
Falls of the Ohio.
Western, N. Y.




Skaneateles L., N. Y.
Genesee Val., N. Y.
REMARKS.
Imperfect, weathered cup. May have come from Mendon, N. Y.
Part of a large mass.
Turbinate colony of typical form. Fig. i was not made from this.
A hemispheroidal fragment.
Fragmentary. May have come from Albany county.
A conical colony cut longitudinally.
Two entire individuals.
A small group.
A large and a small individual.
Two individuals, one cut transversely and the other longitudinally.
Two individuals, cut transversely.
Somewhat weathered. Not from Skaneateles lake.
Entire.
Entire individual showing bud and a fragm. giving cross section.
A group of six calyces on one stem.
Calyx with buds in several stages of growth.
Large fragment showing longitudinal section,
A well preserved colony and a weathered mass cut longitudinally.
Five colonies, three of which have been cut to show sections.
Fragment cut to show longitudinal section.
Four individuals. Enlargements are to two diameters.
T'hree individuals; one cut longitudinally.
Two individuals. The second figure is not an enlargement.
See A mp/exus inter,nittens.
Six fragments. Some may not have come from this exact locality.
A large individual.
Parts of two individ. and a third which has been split lengthwise.
Three individuals, two of which have been cut longitudinally.
Moscow, N. Y. As Dictyonenza caden s. Hall. Nomen nudum. Part of a frond,
imbedded.
Koshong Crk., N. Y. Part of a frond, imb. See remark under Dictyoxema hamiZtonix......... See Desmograptzes devonzicus.
Moscow and Genesee Two specimens, not very well preserved, which were the types of
Val., N. Y. Hall's species, but the species was not described, and a co-
specific form has been described by Gurley under the name
_Dictyonema actinoturm, q. v.
'95
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Subkingdom ECHINODERMATA.
Geol. Cat. Type or GRFus,SPECIES AN D AUTHIOR. R__E _ R E N CE_ .
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. P1. Figs.
Codaster McCoy.
U. H. ,7A. Fig'd. pyramidatus (Slzumard)H. N. Y. S. M. I5 I52 I I2, 13
Palaeaster Hall.




1 . 20 2S7 9 3a
Ptilonaster Hall.








































Forbesiocrinus de K. & le
lobatus ... ............
nuntius ...............















N. Y. S. M.
M. M. C. Z.
N. Y. S. M.
M. M. C. Z.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
Hon.
N. Y. S. M.
N. Y. Acad.
Geol. 0.



























































Cheirocrinus Hall ......... .........
clarsu....
-- -










INear Madison, N. Y.
Nr. Fultonham, N. Y.
Summit, N. Y.
Cortland, N. Y.
Livingston Co., N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N.Y.
... r...............Portland, N. V.
............ .....-
Pavilion, N. Y.
Near Bellona, N. Y.
i Near Utica, N. Y.
I Cumberland, Md.




A silicified body. Figures are enlargements to two diameters.
Very perfect imprints of the dorsal and ventral sides of the same
individual.
Imprint of ventral side used for some of the details of the figure.





As Cyathocrinus (Q) bulbosus.








Body, arms and part of column; imbedded. Properly a Maria-
crinus. From the lake shore.
As Cacabocrinus glyptus.
A calyx preserving arm bases.
As Cacabocrinus liratus.
A calyx preserving arm bases.
Three calices used in making the figures.
A series of fourteen silicified specimens.




As Actinocrinus calypso. Crushed calyx with arms attached; im-
bedded. From Jacock's Run.
As Actinocrinus eucharis. Compressed calyx witb arms and part
of column; imbedded. From Jacock's Run.
A calyx without arms. Locality is in Delaware county.
1900.] I97
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Class CRINOIDEA
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I98 Natural History. [VoL. Xi,
-Continued.
REFERENCE.
Work. Vol. P. P1.































Orisk. W Type. disparilis .......... Ha. Pal. N. Y. 3 145 88 I-4
II
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LOCALITY.
Near Manlius, N. V.
Cumberland, Md.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Buffalo, Iowa.
Near Milwaukee, Wis.
Near Caledonia, N. V.
IHamburg, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N.Y.





RE M AR Ic S.
Two minute calyces.
Silicified calyx preservinig arms and proboscis.
As Alegistocrinus latus Hall. The lower part of a flattened
calyx. This specimen was used for a part, at least. of the figurein the Iowa report.
Large calyx, somewhat compressed. See also AZegistocrinus de-
pressus.
A large and a small calyx, without arms. Found in the Drift.
A silicified calyx.
Calyx with portions of arms attached. Fig. is an enl. to 2 diam.
A compressed calyx, imbedded.
A somewhat imperfect calyx.
As Forbesiocr. lobatus. Calyx with arms and part of column.
As Forbesiocr. nunztius. Calyx with lower portion of arms.
Defined as a subgenus of Mariacrinus.
Imprint in sandstone.
Two silicified columns.
The silicified basal portion of a calyx.
Part of a silicified calyx witb part of the column and some of the
arm bases attached.
Nine detached body plates and four column plates, silicified.
Seven separated plates and two conjoined. Prob.= Technocrinus
Andrewsi.
Four silicified column plates.
Three silicified plates.
Cumberland, Md. A siliceous cast.
I99
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Class BLASTOIDEA.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS SPECIES AND AUTHOR. REFERENCE.
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. _ Work. Vol. P. P1. Figs.
Eleutherocrinus S. & Y.
Ham. tA Type. Whitfieldi..... HallI. N. Y. S. M . I5 15 ........
Nucleocrinus Conrad.
440Sp.Type. elegans.G ...onrad. J. A. N. S. 8 280 15 17
Hall. N.YV. S. M. 15 147 I I4, 15
44i. Type. lucina.... ...... .Hall. " 5 148 .
"
.............
" " I5 I48 .
Pentremites Say.
4Af4I " . calvce.... Hall. " " I5 I50.
masa........Hall., I1 I50 Io1
AMOLLUSCOIDEA.
Gen. and Acrogenia Hall.







U. H. 0 1 Type. hyale.. Hall. N. Y. S. M. 26 IOO.
St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 12 I8, I9
. Pal. N. Y. 6 76 I2 IS, i9
irregularis..... Hhall. T. A. 1. I0 I48... St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 24 13-I5.. Pal. N. Y. 6 76 26 I3-I5
Coscinium Keyserling.
Ham. A . striatum........... Hall. " . 6 238 64 I3-I6
Fenestella Lonsdale.4" i. emaciata.Hall. N. Y. S. M. 36 68
A I A 4I....1 8 9-I3
.~L~ " .subtortilis Hall. " " 36 7I.
Fistulipora McCoy.
interaspera ........ hall. Pal. N. Y. 6 218.
spheroidea. Hall. T. A. I. Io I87 .
. St. G. N.Y. 3 3I1
46 Pal. N. Y. 6 225 57 3, 4
4rnGe. ndHernodia Hall.Sp40GTpi.anpd humifusa ..... Hall. T. A. 1. IO I96S .Type '~~~~~4 St. G. N.Y. 3 58
. Pal. N. Y. 6 28I 65 20, 21
Lichenalia Hall.
1






. iA4. vesiculata.H.ll.H . . 6 I98 59 I4
Polypora McCoy.




Ham. iA " stolonifera (Rolle) . Hall. T. A. I. 10 I95 .
i St. G. N. Y. 3 56 .........
_ Pal. N. Y. 6 274 65 I7-I9
Catalogue of ZpYes and Figzured Specimens.1900.1
LOCALITY. REMARKIS.
Muttonville, N. Y. A crushed body. One of the two types. Ontario county.
Moscow, N. Y. Three individuals, the largest of which was Conrad's type spec.
Bellona, N. Y. One small and two large calyces.
York, N. Y. A large and a medium sized calvx.
Genesee Co., N. Y. A somewhat crushed calyx.
Moscow, N. Y. A calyx partly surrounded by pyrite.
Class POLYZOA.
i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
Onondaga Val., N. Y.
Ceentral New York.
Widder, Ont.












A large branching frond. Figure drawn but not published.
See C&ezocaulis hyale.
Celocaulis irregularis.
Defined as a subgenus of Callopora.
As Callopora hyale.
A partly crushed branch, imbedded.
As CalZlopora irregularis.
Tremnatopora (Callopor) irreglaris.
A rather large fragment, imbedded.
A large fragment, imbedded.
An imbedded frond and several detached branches.
Shows non-celluliferous surface. Figured, but fig. not published.
Coating a cyathophylloid coral.
As Thallistigma spheroideum.
4 4 s. ..c
A spheroidal mass, imbedded.
Colony on a cast of Gomphoceras abruptum.
A large surface on a fragment of a Cysti.phyllum.
A detached mass and thin sections from it.
A considerable fragment, imbedded.




As type of Ptilionella penniformxis.
C.ILoIes I..f cr
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Ham. A-°- Type. interplana ...... Hall. Pal. N. Y. 6 I86 56 12irregClasis .
Class BRACHIOPODA.




























N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
Geol. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Geol N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Amphigenia Hall.

















N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.







































































































































Genesee Val., N. Y. A small fragment, imbedded.
See Calocaulis irreguZaris.
....................




Painted Post, N. Y.
Dexterville, N. Y.
jasper, N. Y.




Nr. Friendship, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
See Ambocclia umibonala var. gregar-ia.
As Or-tliis p?rcnembonza.
Two ventral valves. From " Baileytown," on Seneca lake.
See Spi-ifer subuzzbonta.
Figures 8 and 9 are not enlargements.
A large individual, a ventral valve and two dorsal valves.
Individ. from which the vent. valve has been removed to show the
spires.
As type of Orthis nzcleus.
Anmbocceia nucleus.
An imbedded individual showing ventral valve.
As type of Ambocaelia gregania.
Orthis unguicilus Sowerby. Individual imbedded so that it
shows the exfoliated dorsal valve.
As type of Ambocexlia gregaria. A ventral valve and the internal
cast of a dorsal valve.
As type of Am boccelia gregaria. Cast of ventral valve, imbedded.
As type of A mbocnxlia gregaria. A block showing many shells and
casts.
Internal cast of dorsal valve retaining some shell.
Internal cast of dorsal valve.
Entire internal cast split longitudinally.
Upper part of an internal cast of conjoined valves.
A ventral valve, imbedded. From the " Arched Rock."
A partly exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded. From " Rockville."
Three valves, two ventral and a dorsal, imbedded separately.
203
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Class BRACHIOPODA-Continfued.






































cora ............ . .
H. &P C.














vittata ............ Ha al. . 4H.& C. St. G. N. Y. I3

























N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.





















































































































































St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N.Y.
............
... ... .... ...
....... .......



























-- 1-Work. Vol. P. Pi.
4 4




Nr. Great Val., N. Y.
Western New York.
Delphi, N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
....................
jasper, N. Y.
Steuben Co., N. Y.
... ... ...........
i8 Mile Creek, N. V.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Darien, N. Y.
Hardy Co., Va.
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Darien, N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Independence, Ia.
........ ...........
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Near Bath, N. Y.
Bath, N. Y.
The Helderbergs, N. Y.
..C.
A vent. valve and the internal cast of another, imbedded separatelv.
Large, slightly distorted, ventral valve.
Entire internal cast. Probably from Cattaraugus county.
Two exfoliated individuals.
As Athyris vittata H. Indiv. cut to show central portion of spires.
As A trypa ploita.
Two individuals, considerably exfoliated.
Entire internal cast.
As. Atrypa concentrica Bronn.
Spirigera sfpirife;-oidesr. Large, entire. From the lake shore.
Two entire individuals. From " Baileytown."
A small, gibbous individual.
Two large individuals and one of medium size. The last is " from
the lake shore."
A ventral valve of medium size.
Internal cast of conjoined valves.
An individual cut down from both sides to show the spires.
Sections from the middle portions of three individuals from which
the diagram was constructed.
Entire, partly siliceous. See also Athiyris fultonenzrsis.
See Atrpa r-eticudaris.
Entire.







External imprint ventral valve incomplete along hinge line.
External imprint of ventral valve.
IL ., & . , c c
Large individual retaining most of shell.
Imprint of interior of dorsal valve.
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Class BRACHIOPODA-Continued.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.
Subdiv. No. Fi'dSp.
Atrypa Dalman- Continued.
U. H. VOTt1 Type. pseudomarginalis... Hall.
H.&eC.
Tully. Iff"I Fig'd. reticularis (Linn.). Hall.
Ham. 11fi, Whiif.
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Barroisella H. & C.
subspatulata (M.& W.)
H. C.









St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
4 4 4.




















































St. G. N.Y. ii











































































































































. .. . t 66 3
.... 1'.' , 'I ........
27 4. jGen. andgyISp.Type.




Falls of Ohio River.
Williamsville, N. Y.
Clarence Hiollow, N.Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
The Bake-Oven, 111.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.









Erie Co.. N. Y.
Near Batavia, N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Darien, N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
E. of Sandusky, 0.
IIII I. . . .. ....
..................!- - ....... . .. . . . .
Cumberland, Md.
REM AR K S.
An entire individual.
External imprint of a ventral valve preserving the long fimbrfe.
Retains some shell.
Individ. from wh. the vent. valve has been removed to show spires.
A small, exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded.
Exfoliated individ. from which the vent. valve hlas been removed.
One small and two large, entire individuals.
Separated valves of same individual, silicified.
Entire, somewhat exfoliated.
Siliceous casts of two large individuals.
A large individual, somewhat exfoliated, and a ventral valve.
An individual from which the ventral valve has been removed.
Two entire individuals.
A somewhat broken dorsal valve. From the lake shore.
A very large individual.
Large ventral valve, imbedded.
As type of Atry/pa tribulis.
A nearly entire invid. and the external imprint of a ventral valve.
Internal imprint of a ventral valve.
One very large and two small individuals.
As type of Atr)pa dumosa. Imperfect cast retaining some spires.
As type of A trypa tribulis. Imperfect internal cast of a ventral
valve. From the " Inclined Plane."
Rather flat individual, preserving spinules.
Entire. As A. spinosa vel aspera Schlotheim in the text.
Rather smooth individual. Entered in text like preceding.
A silicified vent. valve and a dorsal valve with imperfect margin.
An average individual denuded of spinules.
A large ventral valve.




An imbedded ventral valve and the internal imprint of another.
From the "Black Slate."
Fragmentary dorsal valve showing interior, imbedded. From the
" Black Slate."
Defined as a subgenus of Rensseleria.
As ilfeganzteris Suessana.
" Rensselaria Suessana. The lower figure.
Entire internal cast, silicified. The lower figure.
1900.] 207
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ype SP. GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.






























cogegt.(o........ llH & C.




















St. G. N. Y
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.












Ha'll. N. Y. S. M.
. Pal. N. Y.
.
orbicularis . . . .
H. & C. ."
....Hall. N. Y. S. M.
. Pal. N. Y.
hr. & C.1 St. G. N. Y.
C Pal. N. Y.
REFERENCE.
Vol. P.! P1. Figs.
3 459 I07 9, IO
I3 85° 5I 6, inzt. d.vl8, pt. 2 260 77 2, " "
3 459 I07 I-5h
13 850 5I I-48, pt. 2 260 77 3, 6-9
-4 459 I07 8, it. d. v.8,pt.2 2601 77 5, 4(
4 3361 54 9, II-13
4 336 54 xo, ent.X 28, pt. 2 I92 57 3,'
4 34' 54 44, 45
4 34I 54 51, iD.Z.8,pt.2 I90 57 22,
4 34I 54 52-54
I3 826 43 9
8, Pt. 2 190 57 20, 2I
4 337 54 I4- I9
8, Pt. 2 I92 57 4-6
4th D. t. 66 3a, V. v.
4 35I 55 26, "
4 35I 55. 29-338, pt. 2 I92 57 2S, 29,3I
4 35I 55 36, v. v.




.... t. 66 IC, V. V.








8, pt. 2 I92
4th D. ....
4 348



































































4 1 9 7f1--




















Near Hamilton, N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
Near Columbus, 0.
Belmont, N. Y.




Steuben Co., N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Nr. Friendship, N. Y.
Rockford, Ia.
Pavilion, N. Y.
i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
E. Jamestown, N. Y.
....................
E. Jamestown, N. Y.
...................
Allegany Co., N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Rockford, Ia.












Two fragmentary dorsal valves, silicified.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschismna) Billinzgsi. Entire individual. The
locality is now called -Winona.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschisma) Billinzgsi.
Internal siliceous cast. From the collection of Dr. Knapp.
As Rhzynchonella (Stenoschisma) congregata. Exfoliated individual.
Internal cast of a rather large ventral valve.
As Rhylnchonella (Stenoschisma) conzgregata.
Two entire internal casts of conjoined valves.
As Rhynchonezlla (Stenoschis;nia) carolina.
Two entire internal casts, siliceous.
As At;ypa contracta. Cast, imbedded.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschismna) contracta. Cast, imbedded.
Entire internal cast.
As Rhzynchonella (Stenoschisma) contracta. Cast imbedded.
"4 "4 In"t. cast ventral valve.
As Atrypa laticostata Phillips. Casts of the opposite valves in
separate blocks from the southern part of the county.
As Atrypa laticostata Phillips. Imbedded cast from Fall Creek.
As Atrypa sp. Internal cast, imbedded. From Rockville.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschismna) contracta (?) var. saxatilis. Two
individuals.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschisma) dotis. Exfoliated individual.
A well preserved adult.
As Rhynzchonella (Stentosczismza) dotis. Cast of a gibbous individual.
As Atrypa duplicata. An exfoliated individual and a block, part
of which was figured. Local. formerly called Dexterville.
As Rhynchonella (Stenoschisma) duplicata.
A considerably exfoliated individual.
As Atrypa exirmia.
" Rlzynchonella (Stenoschisnma) exrnmia.
Entire internal cast. From White Creek.
As Rhynzchonella (Stenoschisma) eximizz. An entire internal cast
and the casts of the opposite valves. All retain some shell.
As Rhzynzchonella (Stenoschisma) contracta (?) var. saxatilis Hall.
Small individual.
As Rhynchonella Horsfordi.
(Stenoschisma) Horsfordi. A silicified individual.
Two individuals.
As Rlzynchonella (Stenoschisma) Horsfordi.
Entire individual.
As Rhynchonella orbicularis.
" " (Stenoschisma) orbicukaris.
Two nearly entire internal casts.
I 900.] 209
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N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Can. N. & G.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.




St. G,,. N. V.
Pal. N. V.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. .
Pal. N. Y.
Pal. N. c
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
Pal. N.Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
deflectus.Hl.. .htz. N. V. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
. St. G. N. Y.
H. & C. .C"
4 Pal. N. Y.
.......... lall. N. Y. S. M
Pal. N. Y.







































































































































































3, ext. v.- r.
5a-c



























Near LeRoy, N. Y.
LeRoy, N. Y.
Madison Co., N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Cortland Co., N. Y.
Western New York.





Schoharie Co., N. Y.
I....................










Internal cast of a dorsal valve.
As Rhynchonella (Stenosehisma) prolizca.Five entire internal casts.
As Rhzynchonella? (Stenoschisma?) royana. Entire, silici fied.
Rhynchonella sappho.
(Ste'noschismBa) sapp ho.
Seven individuals, of which four were figured.
As Rhynchonekla (Stenoschisma) sappho. A large, gibbous individ.
As type of Rhzynzch0onella (Stenoschisma) Stephani. Ventral
valve, imbedded.
As type of Rhynchonelia (Stenoschisma) Stephani.
Internal cast of a ventral valve.
As Rhynchonella (?) alveata.
A considerably exfoliated, somewhat imperfect individual.
As Rhynchonella glans-fagea.
Made type of genus Centtronella.
Individual with beak slightly broken.
Entire. The figures are enlargements to two diameters.
Entire figures are enl. X 2. Specimen came from 0. H. St. John.
Internal cast retaining shell at the umbones.
A very perfect adult, a ventral and two dorsal valves.
Internal cast of ventral valve and a partial cast of a dorsal valve;
imbedded; two blocks.
As Strophomtena acutiradiata.
Two ventral valves imbedded together.
A nearly entire individual and two imbedded ventral valves.
Internal cast of a ventral valve. See also Chionetes hemisphericus.
See Chonostrophia complaznatus.
A small, entire individual and two ventral valves, one of which is
imbedded. See also Chonetes syrtalis.:
Fig. an enl. X 2.
.' '9 "4 " Two entire individs. and two opposite valves.
As type of Chonetes gibbosus.
A very gibbous ventral valve, imbedded.
See Chonetes de/lectus.
" " lineatus.
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Logani var. aurora. . Hall.
H. & C.
Maclurea (N. & P.) Hall.












pUi.l . . . . . . . . .Zl
H. C.
.............ll




syrtalis ( ...... all.
H. C.














N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.








St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.




N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.























































...... "all. . 4
It St. G. N.Y. 2











































































































8, V. V.9, "
2, ext. v. V.
2a, b
5, I9
2, V. V. X21
5, I9

































Albany Co., N. Y.




Seneca Co., N. Y.
De Ruyter, N. Y.
Devil's Backbone, 111.
Avon, N. Y.
Near Buffalo, N. Y.
Williamsville, N. Y.
...................
Ontario Co., N. .V.
Cattaraugus Co., N.Y.
Devil's Backbone, Ill.
Outlet L. Keuka, N.Y.
Western New York.
Bellona, N. Y.
Near Tioga, N. Y.
Nr. Cumberland, Md.
....................
Near Caledonia, N. Y.






A somewhat imperfect ventral valve, imbedded.
As Chsonetes arcuatus, by error.
A ventral valve, imbedded.
Imb. Ident. by Norwood & Pratten, but= Chiozetes coronatus Con.
See Chonetes mucronatus.
A large, entire individual and a dorsal valve.
Ventral valve, imbedded.
As type of Chonetes glaber Hall.
Two ventral valves, one dorsal valve, one individual and an internal
cast of ventr. valve; all imbedded. See also Chonetes Yandellznus.
Two specimens imbedded with many others.
Imbedded. Identified by Norwood & Pratten, but probably=
Chonetes cornutus Con.
Internal imprint retaining some shell. Identified by Norwood &
Pratten, but probably= Clhonetes cornutu.s Con.
As Strofhomena mucronata. Ventral valve, imbedded.
As type of Chonetes Zaticosta.
Two imbedded ventral valves.
As type of Chonetes laticosta.
Specific reference queried.
Exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded.
As type of Chonetes laticosta.
Ventral valve, imbedded.
External imprint dorsal valve, somewhat imperfect.
Imbedded.
Entire individual.
A dorsal valve, imbedded.
Cast of a somewbat distorted ventral valve.
Internal cast of ventral valve, imbedded with many others.
As Strophomena setigera.
An imbedded ventral valve; possibly from Avon, N. Y.
Exfoliated, imbedded.
As Chonetes coronatus Con.
Opposite valves imbedded together. Is= Chonetes coronatus Con.,
according to Hall. Locality is in Schoharie county.
As Clhonetes coronatus Con.
Int. impt. ventr. valve. Is= Chonetes coronatus Con., acc. to Hall.- - --
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Chonetes Fischer-Coon.t
Ham.
-L14U Fig'd. Tuomeyi (N. &' P.) Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 I36 21 9a, b
4-Y Type. Yandellanus. all. N. Y. S. M. 1o IISPal. N. Y. 4 123 20 4a-g
H. C. St. G. N. Y. II ... 20 IO
.
. s ~~~~~~~Pal. N . Y. S , Pt. I ... i6
Chonostrophia H. &C....Orisk. complanatus. Hall. N. Y. S. M. 48956 .
Pal. N. Y. 3; 418 93 Ia-C, 2'C
St. G. N. Y. 2r 047 29, inj.v.'z
H. lC. Y. S,P .... 20 2I,
















































St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.




N. V. s. m.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.










?jucunda.... Hall. Pal. N.Y.





































































































































Canandaigua L., N. Y.
i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
Leon, N. Y.
Near Angelica, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N. Y.
....................
Canandaigua L., N. V.
Waterloo, Ia.




A somewhat broken individual. Identified by Norwood & Pratten.
Is= Cizonetes coronatus Con. Loc. given by Norwood & Pratten.
As Chonetes Zineatus Con., by error.
" " "' " " One entire individual and two
detached opposite valves. From above the " bone bed."
Defined as a subgenus of Chonzetes.
As Chonetes complanatus.
Exterior imprints of two valves and interior imprint of another.
As Chonetes complanatus.
Interior imprint of ventral valve.
As Le_ptocaZlia acutiplicata.
T'wo entire individuals and a ventral valve witb part of dorsal valve
adhering: silicified.
As Leptoccelia acutitplicata. Dorsal valve, imbedded.
As Celos.pira concava Hall, in the text, by error.
Two individuals and two detached opposite valves.
See Cdos.pira camilla.
Defined as a subgenus of Dielasma.
As Terebratula Romingeri.
An individual cut so as to show loop.
A small rotund individual from the shore of the lake. This species
is probably identical with Eunella Linckl&-ni.
A dorsal valve, imbedded. From near Black Point.
A dorsal valve on an Athyris s.piriferoides.
See Craniella hamiltonia-.
Three internal casts.
A partly exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded. From Hull's Mill.
As Corania hamiltonensis, apparently by error.
4" " harmiltoniae. One of a group of three ventral valves
attached to the ventral valve of a Y'ropidohptus cannatus.
As Crania hamilfoni&.
'Three individuals on a Tropidoleptus carinatus.
As Terebratuela elia. Silicified. Right margin restored
As Crytonzella iphis in expl. pl., by error. Internal cast.
Internal casts of an individual and of a dorsal valve.
See Cryptonella eudora.
Individual ground down to show loop.
As Terebratula lens.
cc
"4 cc Internal cast and an exfoliated individual.
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Cryptonella Hall-Cont.
Lincklaei.........
f-l| Type. navicella.HlP......-ail Pal. N.- YV. 4 391 60 3S-44





4 l0 ..I"Pal.N.Y. 14 395 6i 1I2-18H. pC. " "8,Pt.2286 So05,d.I
!
|].<..... |4 395 6I 22, enli.
AZ. &C. St. G. N. Y. 13 ..! 521 2I,
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 286 So JO,




Pal. N. Y. 4 394 6i 2-7
H. &P St. G. N.



















N. V. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.





















N.Y. S. M. 23 238 ....


























N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.




St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.


























































































T7, iXZ. X 2
26, 33
45-47
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As Terebratula zavicella. Three individuals.
" "
4 IL pianirosh-a.
Referred to genus Cryptonella.
Three entire individuals showing variations.




Large ventral valve with beak of dorsal valve attached.
As Rlzynchospira nobilis.
As T7rematospira ? nobilis.
Genus Cyclorzinza established.
Weathered dorsal valve showing mould of the crura.








Internal cast of ventral valve.







A large individual with strongly curved beak.
A very large individual.
Middle portion of a dorsal valve.
Internal cast. Figures are enlargements to 2 diameters.
Axial section of one individual and transverse section of another.
An entire adult.i8 Mile..Creek, N. Y.
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Cyrtina Davidson-Cont.
Chem. 4-
-N Type. hamiltonensis vzr. recta H.




Ham. 4 umbonata.... Hall.
Dalmanella H. & C.









Ham. 4 8ei5i Fig'd.
Its 4 5)il E;5 c &
leonensis ....... Hall.
lepida....... Hall.









































I s . s
Geol. Ia.
Pal. N. V.
N. Y. S. M.











St. G. N. Y.
IPal. N. Y.
RE F ERENCE.

























































8 8, ext. v.v.
6 ia-f









































































Near Bath, N. V.
....................
....................
Near Elmira, N. V.
Near Blossburg, Pa.





Cast of ventral valve, retaining shell along cardinal area.
As Cyrtia rostrata.
Four silicified individuals, young to very old.As Cyrtia rostrata.
.A dorsal and a ventral valve silicified.
As Cyrtia rostrata. Internal cast of a ventral valve.
" " umbonata. A ventral valve and an entire individual.
As Orthis lenticularis Vanux. A ventral valve. Vanuxem's name
was preoccupied and Miller proposed the name Orthis eboraceisisfor this species. N. A. Geol. and Pal., p. 357.
As Orthis leonensis. External imprint of ventral valve.
" pida.











Gen. Dignomia established. Cast of a valve preserving some shell.
See Orbiculoidea alleghania.
" " ampla.









Considered by Hall and Clarke to be a subgenus of Stropheodonta.
As Strophodonta arcuat'a. Two entire indiv. and a ventral valve.
" cayuta. Int. cast small ventr.valve. Steuben county.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
As Stro.Phodonta cayuta. Internal cast of ventral valve.
As Stropho;zena inequistriata. A ventral valve.
As Strop hodonta inequistriata.
Central portion of a dorsal valve imbedded.- -I
I9
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Douvillina Oehlert-Cont.
UD6ii Fig'd. inoequistriata (Con.) Hall.
H. &r C.
152'5 " " nla i.









































Work. Vol. P. PI. Figs
Pal. N. Y. 4 io6 i8 2b, e, g
St. G. N. Y. 2 45 I-3
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 289 I4 I63
4 io6 I8 2k,enl.




St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
Pa.. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.






St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
F. ..L
zamis . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . ...





























































































































































. . i. ..... ..15 221 23
.. .
... ...
U. H.1 41911 1Type.f-











Falls of Ohio River.
Falls of Ohio River.












An almost entire individual.
As Sro.phodonta inequistriata. A venitral valve of medium size.
As Strophodonta ineq:uishfiata.
A small ventral valve, imbedded.




Entire internal cast retaining part of ventral valve.
Entire internal cast.
Two silicified ventral valves.
Three silicified dorsal valves.
Internal imprint ventral valve.
Three internal casts retaining more or less shell, silicified.
A silicified ventral valve.
Defined as a subgenus of Crptonzella.
As Terebr-atida har.(zmoniia. Int. cast retaining pt. of silicified shell.
Silicified individual somewhat broken on margin.
As Terebratula Lincklwni.
Ref. to C6-vptotella (?) in text and to Terebrahtua in expl. plate.
A series of seven individuals.
Ref. to Cr ptoneZla (?) in text and to Terelbratula in expl. plate.
A somewhat crushed internal cast.
As Terebratula Linckla?ni, var.
Four individuals, two of which have been cut to show the loop.
Crancna A'ominig-eri is probably identical with this species.
As Teerebratula simujalor.
Individual which has been cut to show the loop. Not from the
Hamilton group at Widder, Ont., as stated in the books.
Synonym of Pen-tagonia, q. v.
As Pentamnerus occidentalis H-lall. Two ventral valves.
As Gvypiduza occidentalis. Type of genus.
Entire; exfoliated in places.
As Gypidula occidentalis.
Suggested as type of possible new species, Gypidula laZvis. Slightly
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~~~~~~~Work. Vol. P. Pl. Figs.
Hipparionyx Vanuxem.
Orisk. 5j Fig'd. proximus (Vanux.) Hall. Pal. N. V. 3 407 89 ia-4
St. G.N. Y. 2 ...39 34, 35
H. &~C.j I .. i6 7
" Hall. ~Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. I1257 9 34, 35
" 3 407 91 41sees" i
~~~~~~~~~~~~3482 95A I 141I
~~~~~~~~~St.G. N. Y. 2 ...39 33,Zl.dr
H.& C Pal. N. Y. S, Pt. I 257 9 33,
Hall., ~3 48I 95A 20, 21ILeiorhynchus Ilaill......
Mar. 11Type. dubium . Hall. Pal. N. V. 4 364 56 22-25
"
.
I" 8,Pt. 2. 59 6, 7
Chem. W2Fig'd. globuliforme ( Vanux.) Hf. 4 364 57 26,int.d.7'.
Ham. ~7'Type. Kelloggi ......Hall.! 4 361 57 I-I2
H.C. ~8, pt- 2 I94 59 I8-20
Mar. i1AFig'd. limitare (I anux.). .Hall.1 4 356 56 6-9
C.
~~4 356 -56 15-I9
H.& C.St G. N.Y. 13 .... 43 i6,1I7
"1 Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 I94 59 3-5
Chem. 4572. Type. mesacostale.....Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. .t. 67 ib, v. v.
N. Y.S. M. 13 86 .... ib,
Pal. N. V. 4 362 57 I19,




~4 362 57 2i, d. v.4172.' " ~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4362 57 23, 25
H&'C. St."G. N. Y. 13 .... 43 21, ifl.d.7'.
Pal. N. V. 8, Pt. 2 I94 59 I2,
A472
-~~~~~~~~~~~Hall1. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. t. 67 I
" N.VY.S. M. 13 86 ..
Ham. multi.zosta~ ~~~.....Pal. N. Y. 4 362 57 24, v.v.Ham. ulticsta ....... hall. N. Y. S. M. 13 85
It Pal. N. Y. 4 358 56 26, 27
4-W175 , ... Hall. " " 4 358 56 30-32
It
s- .........Hall. 4 '358 56 33, d. v.
Ct
T .... 4 358 56 34, 354171- ...... 4 358 56 36-40
IT- ~~~~~~~~~~4358 63 26-29Mlar. I4~~4 mysia.... Hall. " " 4 357 56 '-5
Chem. 1574 Newberryi. H. &W .V .M 3 20 II 26, 27
sen.~Fiffd S,P quadriCostatum &z C. Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 I94 59 38, card.fadG.T.'Vn)H 4 357 56 44.-464571 ~~~~~~~~~H.&' C'. 8, Pt. 2 193 59 22 Xtd71
~~~~~~~Hall1."4 357 56 47,49
H.&'C. St. G.N.VY. 13 827 43 22, V.7V.
Pal. N. Y. 8,Pt. 2 I93 69 21I,"Chem.HL~~~eTyp .sinuatum . Hall. " "
~~~4 362 57 13-I7
Leptaena Dalman.
U. H.10 Fig'd. rhomboidalis ( Wilck.) H. " 4 76 21,V..
St. G.N.XY. 2 ...38 28,"
H. &C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 279 8 28,






Schoharie Co. (?), N.Y.
Cortland, N. Y.
Northern Ohio.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
4. ..I
....................
Steuben Co., N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Cortland, N. Y.
Tompkins Co., N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Chenango Co. (?), N.Y.
Summit, N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.




Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Kelloggsville, 0.
Seneca Co., N. Y.




RE MlAR IC S.
As type of Orthis hiJzzpariony)x Hall.
As Strepto-hynclius hihppharionyx.
Three internal casts of dorsal valve and two of ventral.
As type of Ort/Iis hipparionyx Hall. Internal casts of one dorsal
and four ventral valves. One of the latter retains some shell.
Figure 5 was made from a gutta percha squeeze.
As type of Orthis hipparionyx Hall. Cast retaining some shell.
As type of Strophodonta intermedia Hall.
As type of Streptom-Jtynchus hifiparionzvx Hall.
A silicified dorsal valve.
As type of Orthis cumbei-landia. Two silicified ventral valves.
Spelled Liorhynchus in Pal. N. Y., vol. 8, pt. 2.
Two somewhat exfoliated individuals.
Internal cast of dorsal valve.




Cast of ventral valve from the southern part of the county.
Three casts imbedded separately.
Internal cast of dorsal valve, imbedded.
Internal casts of a dorsal and a ventral valve.
As At-ypa mesacostalis.
Imperfect cast of large ventral valve from Fall Creek.
Internal cast of ventral valve retaining shell at beak.
Two casts of dorsal valve in blocks with many others. Schoharie Co.
A dorsal and two ventral valves. somewhat exfoliated, imbedded
separately.
A much exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded.
A young individual of elongate form.
Large individual, somewhat exfoliated.
Internal cast.
Three individuals.
Exfoliated ventral valve and vertically crushed int. cast of individ.
Two int. casts and a dorsal valve. imbed. From Big Stream Creek.
Two crushed internal casts, imbedded. From east shore of lake.
Three partly exfoliated individuals.
As Strophomena rhomboidalis.






--- ---- - ---- - - - -
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Work. Vol. P. P1.
Pal. N.Y. 4 76 I2
3 4I71 94
N.Y. S.M. IO 55
Pal. N. Y. 3 4I7 94
Pal. N."Y. 3 452 Io3B
3 450 Io3B.< | ~~3 4521--
St. G. N. Y., I3 45..,9
Pal. N. V. 18, pt. 2. I37 53
3 450 1o3 B
'it. G. N. Y. 3940zo
Pal. IN. Y. 8, Pt. 2; I37: 53
N. Y. S. M. IO IOS..
Pal. N. Y. 3 449 103 B
St. G. N. Y. I3 18041 39

















3 452 I, 2
St. (G. N. Y. I3 1804 39 22,Zfnt.d.7,
Pal. N. Y. 18, pt. 2 I36 53 43, "
3 449 Io6 ia-d
3 449 Io6 ie, f
. . . .. . . . . . .t I* -*
Pal. N. V. 4 423.
N.Y. S. M. IO 141.
Pal. N. V. 4 io8 IS 3a, ext.
N.Y.S.M. IO 54.
Pal. N.Y. 3 14I4 93 44,int.v....'.
3 1I44 94 2c,d
3 482 95A I5, i6
3 482 95A I7-I9
St. G. N. Y. 2 ... 44 2S, inZt.
"1 II 28I I5 4,
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 288 I3 28,
4 92 12 I5,
4 98 I7 ia, h
8, pt. I 288 15 7, ixt.V.7V.!
N.Y. S. M. 10 I43 .
Pal. N.. 4 98 17 ib, d
St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 46 3,ext.7'..
II .... |I5 |I,
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 288 15 13,
4 98 17 IC,
4 98 I7 Ii, int.v..
Geol. Ia. T, pt. 2 496 3 6a-C
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I .... I5 8,,int.d..
Geol N. Y 4th D. 266 c 22o0 I, Ta
Pal. N. Y. 4 II3 19i4,int.'.'.
St.G.N.Y. 2 .... 46 I17,




































-Steuben Co.,7 N. Y.
REMARKS..
As Strophomena rhomboidaZis. Int. cast ventr. valve w. some shell.
"" rugosa var. ventricosa. Internal cast dorsalvalve.




Three silicified individuals. In the last reference the figures are
enlargements to two, not three, diameters.
Two opposite valves, silicified.
As types of Leptocaiazpropria H., and thus throughout this.species.
Genus established.
Two silicified individuals from 5 miles below the city.
Two opposite valves, silicified, from preceding locality.
An entire individual and an imbedded dorsal valve.
An imbedded dorsal valve and the internal cast of another.
See Leptocwlla_fabellites.
Defined by Hall & Clarke as a subgenus of Stropheodonta.
Specific name given in the list of corrigenda.
As .S-troPhom;zena (Strophodonta) textilis.
A large ventral valve imbedded.
As Strcqphonmena (Strophodonta) mnagnifica.
As Strophodonta miagniica. Internal cast of large ventral valve.
Very perf. int. casts of two dors. valves.
Two silicified individuals.
Two silicified ventral valves.
As Shtopho/lonta perplana. Internal cast ventral valve. External
imprint of same is present.
As Strophzodonta pefplana.
Two ventral valves. The larger lacks its beak.
As type of Stz-ophomena (Stroplzodota) fragiiis Hall.
As Strophodonta perplana.
Two opposite valves, imbedded separately.
As Strophodonta perplana. Ventral valve imbedded.
I4L 9 4
" Internal cast of ventral valve. Locality
is on Seneca lake.
As type of Strophodonta fragilis Hall.
Two dorsal valves.
As type of Strophonena nzervosa.
As Strophodonxta perplana var. nervosa.I a
Intemeal cast ventral valve, from 4 miles north of Bath.- - I - - --- - - - --- - I
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Leptostrophia H. & C.-Conzt. P N V 4Chem.§ Type. perplanazar. nervosa. . St.PaG. N. Y. 4 II3 I9 I6
H-:. & C.i Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. i .... I5 I4, 15
Ta . . e 4 . os s sHablZl.I "4 I13 I9 L8,in7.'.r.P.-fi6 ss ss .s ss " 4 II3 Ig19,
Lingula Bruguiere.
alveata ............
Ham. 4._. Type. densa..... Hhall.! Pal. N. Y. 4 II 2 10, II
U. H. 3030 it desiderata ..... H all. N.Y. S. M. i6 I9
. " Pal. N.Y. 4 6 2 2 enl.X2Z
exilis ............ ........... .. .. . 1.... ...... i
Ham 4...f Type. leana.ll............ I6 20leana . I Pal. N.Y. 4 9 2 I2,v.vl
licea..fiall. N.Y. S. M. J3 76
"51" Pal. N. Y. 4 7 I1 2a, b
4s 54..1 maida .Hall.! N.Y. S. M. i6 20j
Pal. N. Y. 4 9 2 3, v.?v.!
Mar. 30_2 Manni.Hall. N.Y. S. M. i6 20
Pal. N. Y. 4 6 12 3, ext.
palq,formis................. ...... .*..**..*
Gen. 4A_L Fig'd. spatulata (Vanux.) Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 I3 I Ia, b
H. & C. . 8, pt. I .... I j15, eal.X6
Lingulella Salter.
Ham. 4"3 Type. ? paliformis....... N.lS.VM. 13 76 I
X. Pal. N. Y. 4 8 I 7
Lingulodiscina Whitfield.
Ham. SpTp. exilis........Hall., Pal. N. Y. 4 7Ham. t Sp.nTyapedlWhitf-A.M. N. H. 3 1 22. . . .Fig'd Sp. (Hall) I 22 .. -and G.T 3 I-7
Fig'd..I l.....I-la. Pal. N. Y. 4 Ig 2 22
Zi,Liorhync us ....... ....... ............ ...... .... . ...
Megalanteris Suess.......
Orisk. Type. ovalis.. Hall. N. Y. S. MI. io ioi .I~~~~~~~~~~L" Pal. NT. Y. 3 458 106 |2b, c
.
.. " " ........... ........ "l""......... 3 1 458 io6 2d-g, i-l;
H. & C.St. G. N.Y. I3 4 58 I |SIO
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 280 77 1I2-I4





ovoides.................I X X ovoides ..~~~I.....-.1. .... ........ .. .... .. ........1 Suessana




Mar. | Type.1 Barrisi .Hall.I N. Y. S. M. I3 84
Pal. N. Y. 4 304 49 5, 8-201
.&PC. " 8, pt 2 78 43 25, 26
.Hall...h.l " " 4 304 49 2I, 22,
h. & C. 18,pt. 2 78 44 29,301
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Ontario Co., N. Y.
....................
North Bristol, N. Y.




Seneca Lake, N. Y.
. . . . . . .. ... ... ........ ..
Pine Valley, N. Y.
.... ................










. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Near LeRoy, N. Y.
4
RE.AR KS.
As Strophzodonta perplana var. nervosar.
4. 4. A 6 tC~~444
Part of a large ventral valve, imbedded.
As Str-ophodonta perplana var. nervosa. Part of an internal cast.
" "
cc Internal cast of ventral
valve.
See Dignzomia alveata.
Two opposite valves imbedded together. Schoharie county.
Int. cast dorsal (?) valve and the shell. From " Lapham's Mill."
See Lingulodiscina exilis.
Exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded. Referred to genus Glossina
by Schuchert, Syn. Am. Foss. Brach., p. 224.
Two valves on same block.
Cast of ventral (?) valve retaining some shell.
A single valve, imbedded.
See Lingotlellapaliformis.
Imbedded. From Big Stream Point.
As Lin2gula pialformis.
" " " Exfoliated ventral (?) valve, imbedded.
Found loose.
As Lingula exilis.
Individual attached to a AModiomorpha concentrica.
Four individuals, two of which are imbedded.
As types of Discina doria. Group of 4 indiv. on a Pleur-otomaria.
See Leiorhynchus.
This form of the name was introduced by Oehlert in I887.
As Meganteris ovalis.
As Rensseiaria ova/is. A much exfoliated individual.
C . CsC 4
Three entire internal casts and two imperfect ones.







Eight somewhat exfoliated individuals.
Two internal casts of individuals.- -- - ---- -, - ---
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Orisk. 2 7 1
Ham. 4-
U. H. -9 w4 Fig'd.
Scho. 2 "4




























N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
...........











Meta:plasia H. & C.
pyxidata....... I/all. ,r 7Z. Pal. N. Y.
H. &C.I "
". al..... ... Il "1
Newberria Hall.johannis..... H.1all."
Can. Ial.
St. G. N. Y.
Af. &' C.! Pal. N. Y.
.......... Hall.
St. G. N.Y.
" Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
hr. C.
Nucleospira Hall.











St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
I 4.. t
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
REFERENCE.
Vol. P. P1. I?igs.
I 1-
I3 84
4 303 50 1 3-IO
8, pt. 2 78 43 2I, 22
4 3031 5° I2
I3 84
4 306i 49 35
3 43I I1OI 3a-f
3 43I IOI 3g-m
4 308 49 I-8, pt. 2 78 43 29, 30
15 1i6o1 3 I7-20
4 299 48 7-I4
8, pt. 29978 43 i d. Z.
4 |299! 48 4, il t. 7V.
4 2991 48 jI8,
8,pt. 2978 442
14 299 48 1I9, ilit.
8,Pt.2! 78 20,
I4 I00.i
15 i6o 3 2I, 22




8, pt. 2 78 43 I9, 20
3 428 100, ga-io8, pt.2 56 .......
3 428 100 12, in/.d.z.1
4 3S5158a1 9-15
I 236|.
I0 94 6 5-9
.8, Pt. 2 262 78 I4-16
4 385 58a 1i8,ext.7v.v.
IO 94 6 14,
4 1385 58a '20, int.v.v.
Io 94 6 3,
I3 853 51 I 7,
S pt. 2 2621 78 I0,
At4. nO. n Lu .L.
4 279 45 42-46
I3 ....j 38 3I, 34
8, pt. 2. 145 4S 13-i6
4 ;2791 45 j36, d. v.
4 279 45 138-41, 58,
13 .... 38 30,d. v.
8, pt. 2 I45 48 I2, 25
4 279 45 47-49
I3 .-. !38 35
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LOCALITV.
Nr.Williamsville, N. Y.




Albany Co., N. Y.
Near Delaware, 0.
Near Columbus, 0.








,Canandaigua L., N. Y.
York, N. Y.
Genesee Co., N. Y.
R E MIA R IC S.
I
Four exfoliated individuals from Young's quarry.
Upper half of an internal cast from Young's quarry.
See Aleristella nast.ta.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
As MTei-ista iacta. An imbedded ventral valve and two individuals.
One of the latter is much exfoliated.
As Aferista zGta. Two internal casts of individuals and one of
ventral valve.
An entire adult.
Five more or less exfoliated individuals.
Internal cast of ventral valve, imbedded.
A somewhat broken ventral valve.
Etched specimen. Has been broken since figure was made.
As type of ALeristella elissa Hall.
Somewhat doubtfully referred to M. nasula.
A large, partly exfoliated individual.
See Pentagonzia unisulcata.
As Spirifer pyxidatus.
Genus AMetaplasia established. An individual and two ventral
valves, silicified.
As Spirifer pyxidatus. Internal cast of dorsal valve.
As Renssela&ria (?) johanzni.
Gen. Newberria proposed by Prof. lall in a letter to J: F. Whiteaves.
Four more or less crushed and exfoliated individuals.
As Rensselae'ria (?)/johanzi.
A broad ventral valve, imbedded.
As R'enssela?ria (?) johanni.
Upper portion of individual showing cast of ventral valve.
As Atiypea concintna.
A normal individual which has lost the surface spines.
Entire individual.
Three individuals, two of which retain parts of the spinulose surface.
A well-preserved dorsal valve.I~~~~~~~~
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Geol Cat Type or GNSSCESADUTO.R F F ,zEEN C E.Subdivj1 No: iFig'dSp.~ Work. Vol. iP. P. Figs.
Nucleospira Hall-Coazt.
11lam.~ Type. concinna......Hall.! Pal. N. V. 4 279 45 50, 5TH. &- C. St. G. N.Y.! '3 ... 38 133, enj.X
Pal. N.YN;8, Pt. 2 I45 48 I7, 32
......Hall.1 279 45 52
45871 "~~~~~~...... 4 279: 45 54fl.v
7 ..........~~I4 279 45 155,d..Orbicula Cuvier.
lodenss.........
Tpe.Orbiculoidea d'Orbigny.
Chem. Typaeeghnia Hall.1 N. Y. S. M. 1 7*..~
Pal. N. Y. I4 25 I 7b
6r,7!tCHallI7a,'b
Ham. 41L$9 doi"........Flai1 ' 4 19 2 ,2i,en2.X
Chem. elmira........Hal.1.4 241 2 3,3
Gen. F ig'd. lodensis (Vanux.). ..ilalli. 382T 4,39
Hm45l 22IUam. 4 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~14b,d.v.
Gen.1j 4 122 1 IOd,f
Chem. iA' ype. Imedia........zI ill. 4 20 12 28, V. V.'
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~H.&C7. St. G. N.Y.,I I ... 13
I " ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N.Y. I,tr 25I14EI1i6,
Mar minuta.. HaIll Geol. N Y 4thD. 182 !ct.7I' 9
Pal. N. Y. 4 i 6 Ii 6a, b
H-am. seneca .Hall....4.202a23,241
Gen.V14I"A4 truncata. Hall. 4 3 Iea, b
Orthis Dalman.
I cquivalvis........N.Y.S.M.Io10 q












lenticularis........ .. . . ... ...:..:. .





prceumbona.............. ........1propinqua ...... ..........
srubo-~bicularis...............
srubumbona .. . . . . .. . .
Catal,ogue of Types and Figured Specimens.I9°°.]
LOCALITY.
Darien, N. V.
Genesee Co., N. Y.
IHardy Co., Va.
Near Apulia, N. Y.
...................
Nr. Belvidere, N. Y.
Knox, N. V.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Nr. Wellsborough, Pa.
Near Lodi, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
'Troupsburg, N. Y.
i von, N. Y.










R EMA R aS.
An entire ventral valve.
Individual with dorsal valve removed to show the spires.
Internal cast of conjoined valves.,
See Orbicu/oidea lodensis.
1.c & c minzuta.
As Discina alleghantia.
"'4" Very perfect dorsal valve, imbedded.
amzp/a, in foot-note.
" grandis Vanuxem. External imprint of a dorsal valve
and the internal cast of both valves of the same individual.
As Discina doria. An upper valve, imbedded. Fr. the " East shore."
See also Lingulodiscinia exi/is.
As Discina elmira. Imbedded cast with apex worn off.
lodensis. Opposite valves, imbedded separately.
""" Imprint of dorsal valve. The associated
fossils show the specimen to be from the Hamilton bed.
As Discina Zodensis. Two ventral valves, imbedded. From Big
Stream Point.
As Discina media.
Internal cast of ventral valve retaining some shell.
As Or,bicula minuta.
Discina " Dorsal valve, imbedded.
" seneca. Dorsal valve, imbedded. From near Lodi.




















Rhipidomel/a penelope and R. /eucosia.
Orthotlhetes chemungensis, var. perversus.
Da/manel// p/anoconvexa.
Ambocalia orczu7ubona.
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Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. -REF-ERENCE.Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. oko. P.
-Pi. Figs-
Orthis Dalman-Continued.








Chem. AL Fig'd. chemungensis (Con.)Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 67 10 2, 3
"" " " " " ~~ ~~~
~~~~~~~~~467 IO10
4T"C Geol. N. V. 4th D. 266 Ct.120 2, V;. V.
~~~~~~1~~~~* " "~~~~~~~~~4th D. 266 CtI720 4, d.z.
I ~~~~~~~~ Pal.N.Y.4 67 10 6, 6a
4 67 I0 II-I7~St. G.N Y. 2 *..40 9, card.
H.&c ""C .... i6
:ig7 ~~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. I 255 101Ir Type. var. arctostriatus H. Geol. N. V. 4th D. 266 ct.52o 3Pal. N. Y. 4 67 IO 7
44597 C C C 94 71 93 -5,8,9
" ISt.& G. N4.Y. 2 40 ,
H. &'C.' Pal. N. Y. S,pt. I.. 10 8, 4
U. H. naFig'd. " pandora(Bill.)H. " 4 68 9 24,ntd'.
CC~~~~~ ~'' " " ~~~~ 4 68 9 215,ZHi .'.7
"St. G.N.VY. 2 40t 6,"
H.& C. Pal. N. Y. S, Pt. 1255 10 6,
--mjoibType.perversus Hall. N. Y. S. M. 10 137 --2~~C~~CIIType. "~~~~~~ Pal. N. Y. 4 72 9 1'x.'7
zvsjb """ " " " " 4 72 9 26,ext.d.v.
Ham4A~U Gn. ndParazyga liall & Clarke.Ham. ype. hirsuta . .Hall. N.VST . M. i0 168 .9, t 1 14 101 .
It Pal. N. Y. 4 274 45 I7,1IS
A-EM ... .... . " 4 274 45 i6, d.v.I
C'4J1P.5" "~~~~......." " 4 274 45 X9, 20,30-32.
H.&'C. St. G.N. Y. I3 Sot 38 14,1i6
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 128 39 34, 39
.......Hall. 4 274 45 28, 29!
H. &' C. St. G. N. Y. I3 Soi 38 i5,in/.d.v.'
It Pal. N. V. 8, pt. 2 128 49 35, 37
1102 ~Pentagonia Cozzens.U. H. l~1Fig'd. unisulcata (Conz.)... Hafll. " " 4 309 50 s8-20,22s23!
a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4309 50 25-29H C~6. St. G. N. V. 13 .... 34 I5-17
CC CC " ~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 .... 42 22-24Ham. 3- ~~Hl. " 4 309 50 30-32
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Falls of Ohio River.
R EM AlRKS.
Not an Ortizis, but it is uncertain what it is. Cast of valve from 6
miles south of Branchport.
See Schzizophor-iaz tioga.
** zelliensis.
A mboc'lia umbonata, var. gre)-;aia.R /hipidomelza Vanuxemi,
Synonym of Clitamxbozites.
See OrththWetes chemnungensis, var. arc/ostriatus.
As Streptorhynchus ce,uzzingense. Two imprints in block with
original of fig. 4, same plate.
As Streptorhvnchus chemnungense. Imprints of the exterior andinterior of a dorsal valve.
As type of Strophomena bifu2rcata Hall. Imprint in block with
others. From " Woodford's quarry."
As type of Strophomena pectinacea Hall.
" Strefitorhyhnchus chemiungense. Internal cast of dorsal valve




Streptorhynchus chemtungense. Exfoliated ventral valve, imb.i'" var. ar-ctostriatuMn. Two dorsal
valves and a flattened individual.
As Streptorhi'nchus chemwzzgense, var. arc/ostritrntm.
Internal cast imbedded with many others.
As Streptornlznchus chemutngense, var. pazndor-a. Int. cast dors.valve.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
As Orfzhis perversa.
Str-eptorhivnchus cherniungense, var. pewrversum. Ventr. valve, imb.
" " "
4 4 6 L" Dors. valve, imb.
Atr,pa hirsuta. Reference applies to all New York specimens.7rematospire hirsuta.
Two entire individuals.
Entire individual.
Two small indivs., a ventr. valve showinginternal characters and an indiv. with shell cut away to show spires.
As Tremastospiro hirsutel.
A detached dorsal valve.
As AlMeistella (Pentagonia) unisulco/a. Two exfoliated individuals.
A large, exfoliated individual.
As AMeris/ella (Pentagonia) uzenisulcata. Individual, nearly entire. In
the 14th Rept. N.Y. S. M., p. IoI, this species (the name of which
was erroneously given as uniangulota) was made the type of the
proposed subgen., Goniocolia,wh. proved to be a syn. of Pentagonia.
Builletin American Au-seum of Natural Hlistory. [vol. xI,
Class BRACHIOPODA-Con/tinued.
Typeor REFERENCE.yig'd Sp. GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. Wok.Vl_______lig'dSp.
~~~~~~~Work.
-Vol -P. Pi. Fis
Pentamerella Hall.Fig'd Sp. arata (Co.)....... a. Pal. N 4 375 58 4
andG.T. . 4 375 58 I3-16
.L ti
.. .
4 it 44 4 375 58 I7, I8
H. a C. St. G. N. Y. 13 ... 48 9, 10





Hall. . . 4 375 58 I9, d. v.
LI '' IL .. ........ " ! " "......4375 58 20, 21
Type. dubia.... Hall.' N. Y. S. M. I3 90.
Ci Pal. N. Y. 4 379 58 38-43hC. .H " 8, pt. 2 245 7I 32, 33
micula ............Hall. "4 378 58 26, 27i
obsolescens. Hall. " 4 379 58 24, 25
pqapilionensis......
pavilionensis ....... hra N. Y. S. M. 13 86.





Type. arenaria........... Hall. Pal. N. V. 4 4I3 3 3
H. & C. " 8, pt.I .... 41 24











St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.





Pholidostrophia H. & C...
nacrea .. H..all. N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
H'. C. " it
it Pal. N.Y.
"............ Ila 11. L & 4 9
,St.G. N.Y.H.& C. "
Pal. N. Y.
".H.ll."." i
" St. G. N. Y.
H. C.i " "
Pal. N. Y.




























































































25,'':1 7.. 28 3-7
Ham. 1s-,
Ham. AX-4'











Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Albany Co., N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Waterloo, Iowa.
Near Iowa City, Iowa.I! . ..4
Waterloo, Iowva.
n.a. .. ... . ...
i..... . .. . ...
~Canandaigua L., N. V.i....................
....................
Knox, N. Y.




Canandaigua L., N. Y.
...G................
................
G;enesee Co., N. V.I
REM AR KS.
Two small individuals.
Internal cast of dorsal valve and an old exfoliated ventral valve.
An entire individual.
Two somewhat imperfect opposite valves which have been dissolved
out of the limestone. Silicified.
Entire internal siliceous cast.
Small individual.
As Spirifer dubius.




As Pentamerus papilionensis. This spelling of the specific name
was due to typographical error.
Two exfoliated individuals and a vential valve.
See Gypidula comis.
Pentamerella pavilionensis.
Internal imprint of dorsal (?) valve. Figures are enlargements to
three diameters. Six other casts are in the series.
Internal imprint of dorsal (?) valve.
"t "4 ventral (?) "
A detached dorsal (?) valve and the imprint of another. Figures are
enlargements to eight diameters.
An individual (?) and two detached valves.
Defined as a subgenus of Strophzodonta.




Imbedded ventral valve. Hinge area has been broken.
As StropAhodonta nacrea.
An entire dorsal valve.
Proposed (Pal. N. Y., vol. 8, pt. 2, p. I9I) as a subgenus of Camaro-
tfchia. Plethor4ivnchus Bar-randii and P. pleiopZezira have been
referred to this genus by Hall and Clarke, loc. cit., but the
remainder of the following species are here referred to this genus
on account of their relationship to Plethorhynchus speciosum.
There does not seem to be any sufficient reason, however, for
separating any of these species from Ahynchonella.
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Gel a.Ii REFERENCE.Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS SPECIES AND AUTHOR. E E.Subdiv. No. iFig'd Sp.' 'Work. Vol. P. Pi
_~~~~~~~~~~~~ok 1 Fw___igs_
Plethorhynchus H. & C.-Con.
Orisk. 16-73 Type. Barrandii.........Hhall. N. Y. S.W1. .IM0 82.
~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 3 442104,R.7*
. 1"1 FitChanum . Hall. N. Y. S. M. Io 85.
Pal. N. Y. 3 441 I03 la, b
multistriatum ......Hall. N. Y. S. M. Io 85.
Pal. N. Y. 3 440 I02 3.extl.7.7.
3 44I0 6I 3,
,680 " oblatum.... Hall. N. V. S. M. Io 861 " Pal. N. Y. 12d2i d.. Fig'd. pleiopleura (Con.).. Hezll. 3 440 02 3a-4C
'2S. Tye ncipale .. .... ... Hall. N. Y. S. M. 0 84
I'al. N. Y. io6443 1I 4,ext r'
27.:71l" aa . . a. Ramsayfl 3 446 iotA 7, 8
720' septatum ..... Hall. " 3 443 103 2, int.d .
, p7.Ty(,en an.d speciosum ...... all. N. . . M. Io 8I.Pal. N. Y. 3 444 103A! 2a-d-
H. &C. St. G. N. Y. 13 827 43 3, I5
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 19I 58 29-3I4 4 . s & " " ~~~......... ..HaZll .s3444 .A a-Hall. " ~~~~~~3444 O3AI 4a-C
......... " ..*3444 3o3A 6a, b
H. &'C. St. G. N. Y. 3 827 43 |I,I4







arctirostrata.......HIail. N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. V.
Boydi... HazZll. N. Y. S. M.
it Pal. N. Y.
cc St. G. N. Y.
HY. &- C. Pal. N. Y.
exanthemata.. lall. N. Y. S. M.
"
C Pal. N. V.
St. G. N.Y.
H:. &I C. Pal. N. V.
... . .
hirsututa. f.....laIll. N. V. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
..~~~~~t G. N. Y.
............I
..





St. G. N. Y.




St. G. N. Y.
H. &C'. Pal. N. Y.
yricula........................






























































25 12, d. ,'.
25 I3,3,
24 17, 24, 25
24 IS, I9
24 20, 26
24 , 2I, V. V.
24 22, 23















































Internal cast of ventral valve.
A somewhat distorted cast.
Somewhat exfol. ventral valve, imb.
Exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded.
oblata.
'" Three casts.
plicopleura. TYwo internal casts.
' princi a/is.
"" Ventral valve, imbedded.
Ramsayi. An individ. and an int. cast, siliceous.
septia/a. Internal cast of dorsal valve.
"speciosa.
Very large silicified individual, somewhat broken.
As Rlzynchonzella speciosa.
Very large silicified dorsal valve.
As Pr odzuc/us ar}cirostra/us.
External impr. dors. valve and internal impr. ventral valve, separate.




Seneca Lake, N. Y. Large dorsal valve, imbedded.
Near Ithaca, N. Y. Exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded.
Western New Vork. Cast of dorsal valve.
Tioga Co., N. Y. As Prodc/c/zes ldirs.uhs. Compressed specimen in shale.
Belmont, N. V. Two ventral valves in separate blocks.
Casts of two large ventral valves in the same block.
Internal casts of opp. valves in same block. Each retains some shell.
Internal cast of ventral valve retaining small portion of shell.
Covington, Pa. Cast of ventral valve. Tioga county.
Belmont, N. Y. Internal cast of dorsal valve retaining cardinal process.
Nr. Troupsburg, N. Ventral valve, imbedded.
Steuben Co., N. V. Casts of two ventr. valves in same block. Fr. southern part of county.
Three specimens in separate blocks. " "
Incomplete internal imprint of dorsal valve. Figure was made from
gutta percha squeeze. From southern part of the county.
1................ See Strop/ha/osia h's/ricula.
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Class BRACHIOPODA-Co/ltinzUed.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIE-S AND AUTHOR.RESubdiv.1 No; Fig'd Sp. Work. Vc
Productella Hall--Cozt.
Chem.1 4- Fig'd. lachrymosa (Con.), va. P.lima(Cozz.)H1. Pal. N..V.
Hall. St. G. N. Y.
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 8, p
j Type. var. stigmata Hall.. 4
Ham. .<- navicella..1z/i. N. Y. S. M. I
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
i YH. &C. Pal. N. Y. S,F
U . H 4:L>.>. ,,........... Hall. * * * .........
Chem.1 onusta . Hall...... ......
14 e_l2) rarispina.Hall. N. Y. S. M.Pal. N. Y."~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .i.; . ....
speciosa ...........Hall. N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
H.&C. Pal. N. Y. ,i
Ham. ¼s4ta, spinulicosta.......Hall. N. V. S. M.
-s. Pal. N. Y.
Mar. 43ia a . . ..
St. G. N. Y.
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. S,j
Chem 4 striatula.H....Hall.
Ham. Fig'd. subaculeata(MzIercl.)H-all.
H. &- C. Pal. N. Y. S,}
U.H.__" aIl.
St. G. N. Y.
subal . HalC. Pal. N. Y. 8,
Ham. s Type. subalata hall. N. Y.I , Geol. la. i,
Pal. N. Y.
"
.. St. G. N. Y.!L"C. Pal. N.Y 8,3I't cata ................
Ham. A5l1 Type. tullia ....... It Pal. N. .
Productus Sowerby.
arctirastr-atus......................
Chem.-4±.-, Type. dissimilis .......... Hall. Geol. la. i,
exazthematzus .........................
lzavicella........................
pzstuloszes H. (non Phill.).iarispna
specioszs.............................
szebalatzis.............................
t izcatus ..................... ......
Rensselaria Hall.



















2 . . 48
pt. I .... I7








pt. I 328 I7
4 I54 23
2 .... 48





pt. I .... I7
4 I64 23
.... . .. . .. ..
pt. 2497 3
.... ... ....
... . . .. . ....
. .. .
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LOCALITY. RENIAR KS.
As Prodzictella lazchkrymnosa Con.
Chemung Narrows, Slightly crushed cast of a ventral valve.
N. Y.
Nr. Salamanca, N. Y. External cast of dorsal valve.
As Prodcuctus navicella.
Moscow, N. Y. Ventral valve of elongate form. The o
;Nr.Williamsville, N.Y. imbedded.
Nr. Salamanca, N. Y. Internal cast of dorsal valve retaining si
......
| As Pr-odzucftus rawispiza..
Belmont, N. V. Three casts of ventral valves retaining s
An imperfect ventral and a dorsal valve
I.~~~~~AsProductzus speiss... ...........................lAProzczsseciosus.
Chautauqua Co., N.Y. Two opposite valves, imbedded togethe
As Productus s.pinulicosta'.
IS Mile Creek, NT. Y.' Two ventral valves, imbedded separatel'
LeRoy, N. Y. Ventral valve, imbedded.
E. Randolph, N. Y. A dorsal and a ventral valve imbedded t.................... . ..Specific reference queried.
Falls chert.
Specific reference queried.
E. Victor, N. V. Dorsal valve, imbedded.
As Produzclus szubala/-us.
Rock Island, Ill. Three ventral valves.
See Str-ophealosia truncata.








dIockford, Iowa. Entire individual. Possibly to be referre
to Hall and Clarke, Pal. N. Y., vol. '
See Productella exnztlieniata.
.................... hizstta............ nAU z'icella.
"Strophalosia truincata.. . . . . . . . . t. pzZset-o ab................j .......... .. 1"Prodzcitell-ara-ispina.




Cumberland, Md. A somewhat imperfect, silicified indiv
figures ia-c was lost by the lithograp
See Aewberriajohannis.
)riginal type.
hell along hinge line.
small portions of shell.
imbedded separately.
r. From 20 Mile creek.
Iy. From the lake shore.
together.
ng cardinal process.
ed to Afizr?g,iinifera, according
S, Pt. I, p. 332.
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Class BRACHIO PO DA-Continu,
G o. Ca. _yp_or.GUod1 CaI. .T.1d SP. GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. _Subdiv. No., Fig . Work.
Rensselmria Hall.-6Conzt.





H. &'C. St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
H...... all. ".
Orisk. 56RA Fig'd Sp.ss land G.T.
tl 8~ 4 426f-84! "4
2e84 4444 26B84,l 44
















ovoides (Eatoz). ...l all.
H. C.
&. ss s~~.10 .
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
i..........
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.














N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
,N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Is c
P'al. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
t .iI 4. 44
f. ..L
N. V. S. M.
Pal. N. Y...... 44. .




St. G. N. V.
Pal. N. V.
St. G. N. Y.
H. & C. Pal. N. Y.
.f.l........IlIt. 4" "
" St. G. N. Y.
H. C. Pal. N. Y.
ed.
RErERENCE.
Vol. P. Pi. igs
3 46% 1081 3a-e8, pt.2 256 76 1II,
3 46I IOS 3g, h
S, pt.2 256 76 sI2,znt v
3 46I oS1 3i, k
I3 .... 50 Io, int.d.v.8, pt. 2 256 76 I7,
3 46i io8 31, m
I3 .... 50 8,9
8, pt.2 256 76 1 3,I4
. ... . . . .
...,
IO I02I..
3 456 !104 a-c, 2a,b
3 456 IO4 id, 3a
3 1456 I041 3b,c
3 456 I04 3d, card.
3 456 105 4, d. v.
3 456 I04 4
3 456 IO5 I, 3
I3 850 50 13, exrid.vAI8, pt. 2 257l 75 7, "'
3 456 I055,/nf.v.5'*1
3 456 I O5 6, dzt.1.,.




4 4I 5 IO
13 78 .... ..... .
4 52 7 2,3
I6 35 .... .... ...
IO 109l............4 42 5 Iia, b
I3 80 ............
4 4S 7 4a, b, g,h
2 . . . 36 I6, int...v.8, Pt. I 225 6 'i6,
4 48 7 4i,4 63 8 9, IO
4 .... 6 2im,hd.d.7'.
10 46 . . . . . . .
3 409 91 Ia-3e3 409 95 I-43 '409 95 5-7I3 179 . .
4 5o 6 2b, c, l
4 _5 6 2d-g
2 . 36 6-8,Io
II .I. 12 7, 88, Pt. I 21I 6 6-S, io
4 5o 6 2h,it.71..|
2 .... 361II,
S, pt. I 225 6 II,
4 5o 6 2i,
2 .... 36 I2,
8, pt. I 211 6 I2,
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... ... ... . ..... .... .
Williamsville, N. Y.






... .. . . . ... ..






RE NT .A RKS.
A siiicified individual.
A ventral valve and the umbonal part of another, silicified.
As Rensseheria ovoides, by error.
Silicified umbonal part! of a dorsal and two conjoined valves.




Two internal casts of umbonal portion of conjoined valves.
A somewhat exfoliated individual.
An exfoliated individual.
A group of internal casts of this and other brachiopods.
Exfoliated opposite valves, imbedded separately.
Internal cast of a ventral valve.
A nearly entire internal cast. See also Rensseleeria marylandica.
See Beachia Suessana.
As Or/his cleobis.
" " Internal cast of ventral valve.
" cyclas.
I Two entire individuals.
erynua.
aquivalvis.
idas, by error. A somewhat crushed, exfoliated individual.
leucosia.
An entire individual and two opposite valves.
As Ort/his leucosia. Internal cast of ventral valve.
It
"4 " ;? External imprint of dorsal valve and internal
cast of ventral valve, imbedded together.
As a type of Orthis penelope. Internal cast of dorsal valve.
" Or/his izusculosa.




" " " A small individual and an adult dorsal valve.
A large individual and a small ventral valve. An unfigured specimen
from this locality is in' the type series.
As Or/thiis penelope.
A very perfect ventral valve.
As Orthis penelope.
A very perfect ventral valve.
--
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Class BRACHIOPODA -Continued.
Geol. Cat.. ype or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp.
Rhipidomella CEhlert-Conzt.
Ham. 4 Type. penelope..... all.
ff. &, C.
f452 suborbicularis. Hall.
3 0Y5 7 V4 Vanuxemi ........Hall.
. 03 7
3037
4 74 4......... . . . . . ..








U. H..-'-"'V!7 Fig'd. ..(?) . Hall.
C' 3077 "a





























Roemerella Hall & Clarke.
grandis ( Vanux.) Hall.
Work.
Pal. N. Y.










St. G. N. V.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. .G. . Y....
. . .. ..
Pal.. . . Y.....
. .
. .. .. ..
. .. .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. .
. . .. .. .. ....
.. . . . . . . . ...
REFERENCE.
-Vol. I P. P1,-IFigs.
4 50 6 2k,int.d.vi
2 .... 36 9,)S, pt. I 21I 6 9.
I, pt. 2 486 2 Ia-c, e
IO 135 Pp.I36 3
I, pt. 2 487 2 3a, b
IO 135 p.136 6, 7
I, pt. 2 487 2 3e. f
4 47 6 3m
I, pt. 2 4S7 2 2a-d, g-i
I, pt. 2 487 2 2e, f
I, pt. 2I 4S7 2 3c, od.
I,pt.2 487; 2 I3d,
4 47 6 13a, b, d4 471 6 3f,g
4 47 6 3h-1, p
2 .... 36 I4, eal.
8, pt. I 225 6 14, "
4 47 6 3r, iZ.v.v.'
2 .... 36 I5,
II
.... I2 91
S, pt. I 225 6 I5,
4 40 5 6a, b




Pal. N. Y. I7 2 33
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LOCALITY.

























,... .. . .... ... .. .





Onondaga Co., N. Y.
R E A r K S.
As Or/his peneloope.
A large dorsal valve. See also Rhipidh';ella Zetcosia.




An entire individual and two opposite valves.
"" Entire individual.
A ventral valve.
" A dorsal valve.
Two entire individuals.
Entire individual.
A large, entire individual.
As Ort/zis Vanuxemi.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
As Or/lzis Vanuxernii? A ventral valve.































As Discina grandis. A group of one lower and three upper valves,
imbedded. From Pratt's Falls.
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REFERENCE.IGENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. RE7rkP 1 . Figs
Work. Vol. P. P1. ... -
Schizophoria King.
carinata.......Haill. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 267,Ct 312r I, iaPal. N. Y. 4 5S 8 30, 3I
St. G. N. Y. 2 ... 36 22
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. S, pt. T 2I3 6 22,
..... a.. " 4 58 8 32,iflt.d.v.
impressa.Hll. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 263 Ct12I 2, in Zv7J
..........
Pal. N. Y. 4 6o S II,I2
,......... " (se46o 8 I 3, d. .
4 6o 8 15, Ct.,.,
..........s"" 4 6o 8 I6, I7
"I " 4 60!8 4int,72.
St. G. N.Y. 2 . . .. 36 "
H. &' C'. " II .,II 22,
Pal. N.Y. 8,pt.I 2I2 6 31,
, all..,..s 4" 4 60 S IS,
......... , ".46o 819,"iowensis.. H.i.Yl. Geol. Ia. I, Pt. 2 4SS 2 4a, b
*I,Pt.2 4SS 2 4c,d
I 1,IPt. 2 4SS 2 4e, in t...
I, pt. 2 488 2 4f, g
I, Pt. 2 488 2 4h,i
zar. furnarius Hzll. I, pt. 2 4SS 2 15, iztv.7.I
propinqua .. Hil. N.Y.S.M. Io Ni.S..I.. .
Pal. NV. 4 43 5 3d-f
tioga.. H.. " " 4 59 |S 20, 22
St. G. N. Y. 2 * - I 36 ;7, v v.,
H. &' C.l Pal. N. Y. l8, pt. I 2I2 6 17,
.fl..."1zA1." 4 59 8 2i,ext.d.'..
...........
Geol. N. V. 4th D. 268 Ct,I21i3, mlt. 7'.7.
Pal. N. Y. 4 59 8 !29,
St. G. N.Y. 2 .... 36 iS,
H. &' C.I Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 2I2 6 8iS
"........ . " Geol. N . Y. 4th D. 268 CtE2XI 4, d. v.
PIal. N.Y 4 59 24,
it ' 4 598 2,8
........... ..... 59 8 2--, 28
. . (45!8'x........... ,. " " " ( 4 59 626, ext."7'.7.
...... ....4 5918 127,
.Hall.HtzlI. Geol. N.Y. 4th D. 272 Ict.I24 4
tulliensis ( Vanux.). . Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 5 5 7 5a-k
" St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 36 25-29
II .... II 18-20
s Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 2I2 6 25-29
Spirifer Sowerby.
acuminatus (Cono.). Hazll. "I4 198 29 9, frI.S419 29 IO-I3H C. " 8,pt. 2 3I 39 39, 40
. Ia " 4 198 29 I4, I5
" " 4 I98 29C) i6-i8
'~ 4 234 35 25, iz.
angustus.... HHall. N. Y. S. M. | io I64
Pal. N. Y. 4 230 38* 28-3I
St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 54 14-17





Painted Post, N. V.
Near
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Near Belmont, N. V.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
(Cattaraugus Co., N.Y.
.....................
Near Elmira, N. 'V.





The Bake Oven, Ill.
Rock Island, Ill.
The Bake Oven, 111.
Columbus, Ohio.
Near Elm-ira, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. V.
t....................
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.








aZog-ue of §l)es a;zd Fi gur-ed SpeCl'ns.
R ENI AR KS.
As Or/thiis earizata.
Exfoliated dorsal valve and int. cast ventral valve, in separate blocks.
As Or/t/ius el-inza/a. Internal cast of dorsal valve.
" "
A.4 imPressa. " ; ' *ventral "
" " " Internal casts of two ventral valves.
A somewhat exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded.
External imprint of ventral valve in block withfigure 21, same plate. Fiaure made from a squeeze.
As Or;this imp rssaz. Internal casts of two ventral valves.
"" propjllquza.
Internal cast of a ventral valve.
As OQjthis inmpressar. Int. cast ventral valve. From Cayuta Creek.
'& "i 4 Nearly entire internal cast of ventral valve.
"" io-wensis. Entire individual slightly crushed.
"A"c & 4 t Individual with part of ventral valve gone.
Probably= Schdiztphaoria imJzpressa.
As OIahis iorwensis. A somewhat crushed individual from which the
ventral valve has been removed.
As Or/his ioowensis. Entire internal cast.
Two opposite valves.
var. frtz-arius. Internal cast of ventral valve.
propinqzua.
"" A large individual.
;'tiowa
External casts of two ventral valves.
As Ort/his tiog{a. External imprint of dorsal valve in block with
original of figure I5, same plate. Figure made from a squeeze.
As Orthis int/er/ineata Sowerby.
tioga.
Tnternal cast of a ventral valve.
A,s Or/this in/er-lineaa Sowerby.
tioga. Cast of dorsal valve.
Casts of two opposite valves.
Cast of ventral valve.
" External imprint of ventral valve.
As type of Atrv:pa ? tenuti/ineata Hall. Young specimen, imbedded.
Or/this tu/Zsienss.
Two individuals and an internal cast.
A small, exfoliated individual.
Entire individual.
A somewhat exfoliated individual and an int. cast of ventral valve.
'T'o siliceous internal casts. From Camp Creek.
Internal cast of large ventral valve.
A rather large individual.
"45
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Geol. Cat.! Type or















RE FREE N CE.GE:NUS. SPECIES AND AUTHOR. Wok Vol. P.P. Fij
Spirifer S!owerbv-Cont.
angustus ........H .ll. Pal. N. Y. 4 i230 J35* 327
arctisegmentum ....Ihill. N.V S.MI ro I31
20 9, 10> ,. l'~~~~~~[al. NT. Yr. 4 2 31 t9I
.St. G. N 2.Y ...59 !IC. Pal. N.Y. S,pt.2 36 34 |0,1I
H....hall.i St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 59 12, eL.
H.& C. Pal. N.Y. S,pt.2 36 34 12
arenosus (Conz.) ... Hal. " 425 9S 15, et.
3 425 9Sg 6-6b
3 425 99 I,3,7
3 1425j 99 2,32/i t.'
cSt.aG.N.Y.1 2Y . * 55 :5, it.dH. ,C. Pal. N. Yr S, pt. 2; 241 30 15
"Ha'wlZl " < 3 14251 99 4, 6
':
*ss,s 3 425: 99 5,nt3 14251 99 iS,3 425 1 99 '9,int.d.,
3 1425 I00 I-4
St. G. N. Y. 2 . 1 55 !, d. v.
Hy. CP.! I3 , 26 I,Pal. N. V. 8,pt.24 30 3,
"....Hll. ! 3 425t00 5-73 425 ioo Sa, b
St. G. N. Y. 2 ,! 55 7,card.
H.& C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 21 24 30 7,
Hrall. 3 425 I00 SC
St. G. N. Y. 2 K.... 55 !4 int.7i.v).
H. &' C. Pal. N. Y. 8,pt. 2! 24130 4,
....Hall.! St. G. N. Y. 2 ;..... 54 6, zing,e
H. &- C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 24 30 6,
arrectus.. H.Hall. I t 3 422 97 ia-c
C, St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 58 24,ext., .v.
H. -C. Pal. N.Y. iS,pt.21 I9 33 124,
......Hall. 3 1422 97 I e, f, h
St. G. N. Y. 2 ... 5S 25, 27
H. &'C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 19 33 25, 27
...........Hal . . 3 422 97 2b, d, f
. .St. G. N . Y...2 58 26, int.v.:
H.&C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 I9 33 26,
............Ha. 3 422 97 2g-i
asper .............H, 7IL Geol. Ia. I, pt. 2 jS8 4 7a-d
H. &' C. Pal. N. Y. S, pt. 21 29 25 22-24
audaculus (Con.)... Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D.! 208 ct.86 8, Sa.; I4thDil20SIctS6 8b,int.-,-
" Pal. NY. 4 227 37 9, d. v.
"s"s"sss s; 4 227 38 I, "
" "*|s s s s 4 227 38 9-II, 17-20|
St. G. N. Y. 2 .... 54 4, 5
H.& C. " I3.... 28 2, 3
" Pal. N. Y. S, pt. 2 29 24 4, 5
l...Ral. | 4 227 3S I4-I6
St.G.N.Y.1 2 5....,4 3,6
H. &-.1 Pal. N.Y. 18,pt.21 29 24 3,6
[Vol. xi,

























'I'S Miile Cre'ek,, N~. Y.'
RE M ARKS.
Internal cast of conjoined valves.
A somewhat broken and exfoliated individual.
Nearly entire. This specimen was collected on the Scioto river, 25
miles above Columbus, according to Dr. R. P. Mann.
A silicified individual showing the surface characters.
An exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded.
Internal cast of a large individual.
" casts of three ventral valves.
Internal casts of two opposite valves in same block.
Two entire internal casts.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
Large individual exfoliated so as to show the interior of ventral valve.
Internal cast of dorsal valve.
Four silicified individuals.
A dorsal and two ventral valves, silicified.
Silicified ventral valve. Some of the details of the later figures were
takeni from a larger, similar valve.
The silicified spires of an average individual.
Entire internal cast.
A silicified dorsal valve.
Two entire, exfoliated individuals.
Two opposite, exfoliated valves, imbedded. The last figure named
represents the surface exactly as it is on the specimen.
Three internal casts of conjoined valves, two of which have lost the
extremity of the beak.
Internal cast of ventral valve and two internal casts of individuals.
A ventral valve and a somewhat crushed individual.
As type of Deltlzyris medialis Hall. Entire individual, broken at
the extremities.
As type of Delthkvris ;zedialis Hall. A ventral valve.
" Sfiirifera nmedialis? An entire individual.
" type of S.pirifera medialis Hall. A nearly perfect individual.
Two entire individuals.
As type of Sjpirifera medialis Hall.A larg inciidal
A large individual.
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Class BRACHIOPODA-CContifUCed.
Geol. Cat.iType SPCESADA'HR REFERENCE.
Subdiv.~No. JFig'd Sp.~ GEor.INo.US.----F
Ham..t~11j ig'd.Spirifer Sowerby-Cont.Ham.! ~~audaculus(o..Hal Pal. N. .- 4 273 23, 244S(;1g2 Type. varil. Eatoni. Hazll' N V. S. 'M. IO 157 .P3al1. N. V. 4 229! 3S*i16 i
4 C23 vai.macronotusH1-allj Geol. N. Y. 4th D.' 206 ct.S5~ 3a, b
¼ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 4 231 38KI II, 12
4 :23I 38kA -3
4 25I 3SA 1,1
4 2313)SA19I, 2I,,22
St. 0". N. Y. 2 .. .54 2IinrA.-LI. C.!~' Pal. N. Y. , Pt. 2.... 242,
bimesialis. I/.1all. Geol. la. 1, Pt. 2~507 4 6b-d
St. G. N. Y.: 2 ...59 ~25, d.v
H.&'C. I13 24.220,
Pal. N. V. 'S, Pt. 217 34 .25,
......Hall. St. G. N. V. 2 ...59 23, 24
H-. & C. iPal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 17 34 23-,24
clintoli....... .........
Slam. consobriiius. . .d'Orignl' Pr. d. Pal. I 98 1..1
Hall1. Geol. N. Y. .4thD. 201 ~CtSo 5, d.
Pal. N. Y. 4 222 35 i6,7
H.& C. 'S,Pt. 2 36 37 9,10O
Fig'd. (dO0-,6.) ZIzfll.r 4 222 35 15, IS-22
St. G.N. Y. 2 ,.. 59 9, d.v.
H.& C. Pal.IN.Y. '!S, Pt. 2 I6 34,
Ha144 222 35 23, ilit.V. 7
I l~~~~~~~~,Vhif. N. V. A. S. i5 554 II 3,ext.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Geol.O0.7 448 7 13,
4 f Type. corticosus.H....Iall. N. Y. S. M-. io Ii6o..
Pal. N. Y. 4 236 .
Orisk. . cumberlandile....Ha1.~N. V. S. MI. io 63
Pal. N. Y. 3 296 9,
St. G..N. Y. 2 ..A5S i6, i8
H.C. ~13 .... 24 49, d. v.
Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 17 33 i6, is
......Hall1. 3 42I 96' 9c,e
St. G. N. Y. 2 '.... 58 17,9g, 22
Hall. "
~~~3421196 9f,g
St. G.N. Y. 2 .... 58 20, 21
,
~~~~~~~H.'C., Pal. N. Y. ;S, pt. 2 33 2,1
... Ha.ll 7. 17 33 20h1
Chem.4.1~Figd disjurnctus (Sow.)... .Hall4. Geol. N. Y. 14th D. 269 Ct 1221 3, d.3~~~~~~~~Pal.N.YV. '4 1243~4I 6, d.v.
St. G.N.Y.: 2 '..55 J15
~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~Pal. N. Y. 8~t224 30 I54'I'7,
I
~~~~~4'243 41 119,
4 1243 42 20, int.dy.4fi27~~~~' ~ .. "
~~~Geol. N. Y. 14th D. 270 Ct.1231 I, V.1).
U.Hf~9Type. divaricatus......Hazll. N. Y. S. M. 1 3
Pal. N. Y. 14 213 32 9, int. v.-,.
Ham. mqL " ...... N. Y. S.N 3 82..





1900] Catalogure of Types azd Ezg-ured Specimens.
LtCALITY.










.. .. .. . ...... .






R E MARK S.
As type of S.pir-ifei-a mzediazis Hall. Two dorsal valves.
Spirifer Eafoni.
m" iediazis var. Eatoni. A partly exfoliated individual.Delthzyris macurozota.
" Spirifera " A ventral valve.
it
" " An entire individual.
4 4 4 itse 44s 4
Two ventral valves.
A somewhat broken individual and a ventral valve.
Entire individual. Area restored in figure.
pSeeSirifer Pazrry'ans.
granulosus var. Clintoni.
Proposed instead of Spirifer ziczac Hall, which was preoccupied.
As type of Delih;ris zigzag Hall.
I" "4 Spirifera ziczac.
A very perfect adult.
As type of Sipirifera ziczac Hlall (nZonz Rermer).
I 44c 44 4t 944 44
Two entire individuals.
As type of Spirzfcr ziczac " " " Ventral valve.
"Sj5irifewa ziczac Hall.
" Imbedded ventral valve somewhat exfoliated.Locality incorrect.
A silicified individual.
Individual broken to show spires and a dorsal valve, silicified.
Two opposite valves, silicified.
I'he silicified spires of an individual.
See Cyrtiet crfitinifor-mis.
Cast. Probably the specimen used.
A nearly entire individual.
Nearly entire initernal cast of an individual.
Externial imprint of dorsal valve. Figure made from a squeeze.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
As type of Delthy,ris cztspidiata Hall. Cast of ventral valve.
Internal cast of a ventral valve.
As type of Spizifervznustus Hall.
A large, entire individual partly exfoliated.
See Penfamzei-ella dubia.
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Geodv. NoCa. Fige or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.RE RNC-Geubdv Cat. ~'Fi Sp. Wok. VI. P. Pi.
Spirifer Sowerbys-Covt.
U. H. Tye Udnru . al a.N . 4 189 28 24,26,29-31
'St. G. N.Y. 2 58 s91
..~all. Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2i1
Ealoni ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4I89 2S 27,ext.
Ham. %~ Fig')d. euryteines (O wen) Hall.: Pal. N. V. 4 209 1;3I 14-I7
Orisk.'% fimbriatus (Conz.) . Hall.I 4 2I4, 33
Scho. 2149"33
U. H.32 4 2I,3
1308,~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 21, 3 5, 64 24 33 7, d. v.
flam. ~~~~~~~~~~~~42I4 33 I2-15I St. G.N.YV. 2 ...6i 2I, v. V.!
H.&'C.!
~~~~~~~13...25 ,IPal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 17 36 21I,
't01;L
......
Hall. 4 2I4 33 20, card.!St. G.N.Y. 2 ... 22,
H. &'p C'. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt 21 17 36 22,
'~'~Type. formosus......Hall. N. Y. S. M. Io I54
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 220 28 12-6
lHam.Aj Fig'd. granulosus (Conz.).. Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 223 36 I-3Geol. N.Y. 4th D. 206 ct.85~2, 2a
Pal. N. Y. 4 223 3! 5
4 223! 36 ii, int.4632, " "
~~~~~~~~St.G. N Y. 2 ..~5 -,01
H. &C. Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 29 23 5-8,I10,114 yp40 var. Clintoni Hall. N. Y. S. M. Io sType. Pal. N Y.
~~~~~~~4223 37 1-4
U. H. 4-4-- Fig'd. gTegarius (Clapp).. Halli1 N. Y. S. m. I0 .127
Pal. N. Y. 4 I95 28 2,1. V.!
Pal. N. Y. ~ 1918 36
4 1195~28 7, 811I
2i4ss0! Type. Grieri........Hall. N. Y. S. M. I0 127
Pal. N. Y. 28 I72
H.'.St. G. N. Y. 2 ~ I8 173
Pal. N. Y. 8,pt 21 24 30 9-I3
Chem.,4 " Hungerfordi.....Hazll. Geol. Ta. r, pt. 2. 501 4 ic, g, h
H. &' C.!I Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2~ 25 37 26-e28
. ....Hall1.1 Geol. la. i, Pt. 2 50I 4 ik, int.
H -C.Pal. N. Y. S, pt. 2 25137313
Ham. -41; 2 Fiog'd. iowensis (O-wen)... Hall.1 Geol. Ia. I,t2 11 1Ia,
4642 .. Hall. Geol. Ia. ~~~~~~~~I,Pt. 2 510 5 ib cad.!v2 ~~~~~~~~~~~H.&-C. Pal N. Y. 8,pt.231 22 21,L
1~~~~4642~~~~ ~... HZall. Geol. ITa. I, Pt. 2 5 '0b5 card.
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 31 22 2I9~.








iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Hardy Co., Va.
The Bake Oven, Ill.
I....................
....................
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Schoharie, N. Y.
IS Mile Creek, N. V.
Near Columbus, 0.




... .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . ......
Independence, Iowa.
o............"B'ualo, Iowa
A normal adult individual.
A much exfoliated individual.
A very large ventral valve, imbedded.
See Spirifer audaculus var. Eatoni.
Individual lacking beak of dorsal valve. Schuchert says (Svn. Am.
Foss. Brach., p. 3S9) that the specimens from the Falls of the
Ohio which have been referred to this species properly belong to
Spirifer-fornacuhes Hall.
Part of an exterior imprint of a dorsal valve.
Internal cast of a dorsal valve.
A small individual.
Individual of medium size.
Three entire individuals from the shore of the lake.






As type of Spirifera granulifer-a Hall. An entire individual.
"Delthyi.is congesta Hall.
" Spir-ifera gr anuielifera Hall. Large, entire individual.
' "^ " Middle part of dorsal valve.
Six internal casts as described in explanation of plate.
As Spirifer- Clintoni.
Spirifer-a granulifer-a var. Clintoni. An imbedded ventral valve
and an imperfect individual, imbedded.
A small individual, somewhat exfoliated.
An individual.




Umbonal portion of two ventral valves.
As S.pirifer pennahus Owen.
" Zzg1us Owen (=S. pennatus Ow.). A somewhat crushed
individual.
As Spirifer pennatus Owen.
6t
" A;glus Owen (=S. pennatus Ow.). Entire individual.
pennatu.s Owen.
ligus Owen (=S. pennatus Ow.). An adult but little
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Class BRACHIJOPODA-Continued.
Geol. Cat. Type or REFEr,ENcE.
S,,bdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Eus PCISAD UHR Work. iVol. P.
ISpirifer Sowerby- Coat.
Ham. 44 Fig'd. iowensis (Ow7cen).... .Hall. Geol. Ia. !I, Pt. 2 510O 5 If,
Port. %~Tye. eIs . Hall.; Geol. N.Y. 4h.25 17 ,
Pal. NI.Y. 4 239 39c 5, area.
H.&'C. " 8,~~~~~~~~~Pt.2 37 38 ~
.Ha....l..4 239 39 1-3,9, IO
46 41 ..... 29 39 4, d. v.146,4:11 4.......239 39 6, int.
3 4~~~~~~~~~ 239 39 ,itv14~~;
............. 4 239 3
H !St.G.N. V. 13 755 :25 9,
iPal. N.XY. 'S, pt. 2 I19 35
Scho. l$.>Type. macer.......Hal N.aV. S. M 1 134IIPaN.Y. 4 190 27 192I..~~~~~~~
U. H.~: Type. macrothyris.....Hall.' N. V. S. M. 10 12
Pal.N. V 4 202 30,17, v.v.
oi.,.F ........ I4 202 30! IS, 20
4 2230 'I9, card.
:; Fig'd. maia (Billi;zgs).. Hall.. 4 i416 63 I6-12
H.& c. St. G. N.Y. 13 .... 29 ,2, d..
Pal.N.VY. Itp.24 3
T'41 Type. Manni....... IallI. N. V. S. Mvl. 10 'T2S
Pal.N. V. 4 211 3124I
Ham. Marcyi...... I/l.'( N V. S. M. 10 I5S P.13591 I
',4644......! Pal. N. V. 4 226 37 10-12
miedi'alis..........
var. Eatonii..
Chem.~ jType. mesicostalis.H....IallJ. Geol. N. V. 4th D.1 269 Ct 122 2, v.z.
P3al. N. Y. 4 240 40 5,
~~~~:: 1~~~~~~~~~~.....240 40 I,72
A '20 40 3dv
4j41 ....4 240 40 3,2dv3 ........
~~~~~~~~~ " 4 240 40j4,d7v
461 4 24.41 .1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~~4 2401 40 9 ,intd T'.'1462 4 24 0 O4641' 1 4~~~~~~~~~~~~.....240 40 13,c214G45 4 4
4645; IIt I~. PalN..SI. i6j3 23
421 Fid'fal. e. .V 4t 2402
4~~1~~Type.mesistrialis~~~~... all..4h .269 40I 13, iaz-d
StPa. N. V. 4 242. 3oS4.
'46461 H. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r'~~~~C.! S,pt2 ' 59 3Hall.t 4~~~~a.. t '242 40.143, 3
: '..5 I~~4 42 40 15 1
Ha.~ Fig'd. .ucon.us(( ... f/all.! Geol. N.YV. I4th D. 2I9 'Ct.7123 3,5a
-.1t4.Typ.meistiali ...... lf(11 4th D. 271 Ct.3223 3,i
Ham.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~~ Pal. N. Y. 4 216 4 i,d
46q47G 4 21613041_,S
Catalogue of Tpes and Figured Specizens.1900.1
LOCALITY.
Independence, Iowa.
W\est side of Cayuga
Lake, N. Y.
Cortland Co., N. Y.

















Steuben Co., N. V.
Angelica, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Painted Post, N. V.
Near Friendship, N.Y.
Allegany Co., N. Y.
Ithaca, N. Y.
....................








IS Mile Creek, N. Y.
RE: A ARKS.
As Spirifer-pennaia Owen. An adult.
" Deithyris lievis.
A somewhat crushed individual and a ventral valve.
Four internal casts and a crushed individual.
Internal cast of dorsal valve.
Part of a large ventral valve.
Cast of ventral valve.
Internal cast of ventral valve, somewhat broken.
See Spir-ifer iowensis.
Internal cast retaining some shell.
See Spirifer audaculus var. macronotus.
Internal cast of ventral valve retaining some shell.
Internal cast retaining some of dorsal valve and the internal cast of
a ventral valve.
A partly silicified, somewhat imperfect individual.
Three partly exfoliated individuals.
A somewhat exfoliated individual.
A nearly entire individual, slightly crushed.
A small individual. A large individual from Dresden, N. Y., is in





An exfoliated ventral valve.
Casts of two opposite valves, imbedded with many others.
Cast of dorsal valve.
Two opposite valves, imbeddecd separately.
Cast of ventral valve. From southern part of the county.
Two ventral valves.
Cast of ventral valve retaining some shell along hinge line.
Internal cast of a small ventral valve.
A ventral valve, imbedded.
A small, somewhat imperfect individual.
As type of Delthyris acunzinata Hall. Casts of two opposite valves,
in separate blocks.
As Deltlzyris mesastrialis.
Internal casts of two opposite valves in same block. Tioga county.
Cast.
Casts of two dorsal valves.
Cast of dorsal valve showing fine strime very distinctly.
A partly exfoliated ventral valve, imb., and internal cast of another.
As Delthyris mucronata. An imbedded individual doubtfully
referred to these figures.
As Delt/zyris mucronata? Interrial cast of ventral valve.
A rotund individual.
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ziczac Hall (non Roemer).
R EFERE N CE.
* Work. Vol .I P1. Figs.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
PalN. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
Geol. Ia.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
Geol. la.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.




St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.




St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
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i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.
...................
Near Alden, N. V.
Shore of Lake Erie,
N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.






RE MI A RIK S.
A dorsal valve.
A small individual from the Falls of the Ohio river.
Two silicified individuals.
The umbonal portion of the valves of an individual.
An individual.
An individual and a somewhat crushed ventral valve.
As type of Spirii.fer caoax.
Entire internal cast.
See .pirifer iowensis.
Two silicified individuals with shell partly gone.
See letaplasiatpyxidata.
An exfoliated, imbsdded ventral valve doubtfully referred to this
species.
A ventral valve, imbedded.
Individual preserving middle of cardinal area very perfectly.
The middle portion of a large ventral valve.
Internal cast of a dorsal valve retaining some shell.
Two silicified individuals and a ventral valve.
A silicified individual.
As Ortitis su3unzbona.
" Amborcalia subunzbonatz (typographical error).
Three exfoliated individuals.
As Orthis szbwmbona. A block bearing a score of individuals used
in the original description, but not figured.
A silicified individual with part of shell missing.
Two silicified individuals.
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H. C.
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H. &' C.
Stropheodonta Hall.
ype" concava ........... Hall.
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Lake Erie Shore, N. Y.
Avon, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N. Y
Darien, N. Y.
Chemung Creek, N. Y






Falls of Ohio River.
Columbus, Ohio.
.......... ..........




RE MAR K S.
The species whbch were placed under this genus in Pal. N. Y.,
vol. 4, were removed to the new genus Camzaiotac1hia in Pal. N.
Y., Vol. 8, Pt. 2, and will be found under that name in this Cata-
logue, as far as their types exist in this Museum.







Productella kystricuzla. Cast of ventral valve.
Productus truincaeztzs.
Productellz truncata. External imprint of dorsal valve.




As Proeductela truincata. An exfoliated dorsal valve, imbedded.
From ii miles south of Buffalo.
As Productellazruncata. 'Two opposite valves, imbedded together.
From 1o miles south of Buffalo.
As type of Stro,phomena pustulosa Hall.
" Productus
" Producctella truncaata.
Internal cast of dorsal valve.
As Stc-opAhonzena (Stropphodonta) conciava.
A large ventral valve. See also .Stropheodonta hzemnis5herica.
Three entire individuals.
An entire individual and a ventral valve.
A dorsal valve.
Internal cast of a distorted ventral valve.
I" " " " " retaining some shell.
, c
"ventral valve. Steuben county.
As S/rophomzena (Stro.phodonta) hemispherica.
A somewhat exfoliated, nearly entire individual.
As Strophiodonta concava in expl. plate, by error. Ventral valve.
Like preceding. Two imbedded dorsal valves, from which figure
was made.
Like preceding. Internal cast of ventral valve.
As Strophomena (Strophodonta) inequiradiata.
Internal cast of ventral valve and external imprint of dorsal valve.
Somewhat doubtfully referred to this species.
Internal cast of ventral valve.I
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Class BRACHIOPODA-Continfued.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. R_E_F_ EREFERENCE.
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. Figs.
Stropheodonta Hall-Cont.
U. H. 'Type. inequiradiata., Hall. Pal. N. Y. 4 87 I3 6,i
4 ...... ~~~~~~487 13 7,
8sBs1 " " ........".. " 4 87 13 8I,UY-1~~ ~ ~ ~ " " 4 87 13 lo, IISt. G. N. Y. 2 .... 45 I4, enl.
Hy. C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I ...*. I4 I4, 9
Orisk. ' . Lincklaeni ..... Hall. N. Y. S. M. IO 55.
" Pal. N. Y. 3 4I5 93 3a, b
Fig'd. ""......... 3 415 93 2a,exi.z:v.
2 Type. magniventer .......Hall. N. Y. S. M. IO 54.C" Pal. N. Y. 3 4II 92 2a-C, 3
St. G. N.Y. 2 .... 44 25, ixl V.v.
H. &' C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 288 I3 25, "
....... Hall. St. G. N. Y. 2 .... . 44 26,
H.&H C. Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. I 288 I3 26, "
Chem. tp Fig'd. mucronata (Con.) . . Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 267 Ct.I2o 5, 5a
Scho. &A! Type. parva.Hal. N.Y. S. M. xI6 37
" Pal. N. Y. 4 85 II II, V. V.
U. H. A Patersoni. .... Hall. N. Y. S. M. 10 114 .... 3, 4
." Pal. N.Y. 4 89 13 1, 2
"1 St. G. N.Y. 2 . ....45 15, v. v.
H.& C. Pal. N.Y. 8, pt.I .... I4 I5,.. ssF " .......... Hall. 4 89 I3 4, inf. va.v.Fig'd. ..... " 4 89 I g-I I
Ham. s-46 Type. plicata.Hall. N. Y. S. M. 13 9O
Pal. N.Y. 4 I 14 63 30-32
Orisk. V4 " vascularia.a Hall. " " 3 4I2 92 4, int. v.v.






he is h riagz............
intermredias.........
magnifca................ ..........
nzacrea. .. ....... ... .......
pSerplana ........ .,... ... .......
"var. nervosa................. ...... ........
Strophomena Raf. (Blainv).
acui{iradiata. ............ ... .. ..
ampla. ........... ..... .....
arctostriata ........... ..... .....
bifurcata .............. ..... .....
concava. .. ... ...... .......
depressa, var. ventricosa....................... ...... ....
hemi.spherica.................. ...... . ....
ineqfuistriata............. . ...... ... ..
interstrialis Hall ......... . ..... ...
Liznckltni...











Albany Co., N. Y.
The Helderbergs,N.Y.
Seneca Co., N. Y.
Ontario Co., N. Y.




Somewhat exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded.
A ventral valve, imbedded.
Internal cast of a very large ventral valve.
Internal cast of a ventral valve.
As Strophomena (Srogphodonta) Lincklazni.
Internal casts of two dorsal valves.
Doubtfully referred to this species and is probably=Leptostrophia
magnifica. A somewhat exfoliated ventral valve, imbedded.
As Strophomiena (Strophodonta) mnagniventra.
Internal casts of three ventral valves and an imbedded ventral valve.
Internal cast of ventral valve, imbedded.
As Strophomzena interstrialis Phillips. Ext. imprint of dorsal valve.
Exterior-interior imprint of a ventral valve.
As Stropizomzena (Strophodonta) Pate-soni.
Entire individual and an imperfect ventral valve, imbedded.
Imperfect internal cast of a ventral valve.
Imbedded ventral valve showing surface features very sharply.
From "Lapham's Mill."
Entire individual.
Internal cast of ventral valve.
External imprints of two dorsal valves.
The original spelling, 'Stropheodonta, is used in this Catalogue with













Orthothetes cheoungensis, var. arctostriatus.
Stroppheodonta concava.































Ham. --- Gen. andSp. Type
Type.









pustulosa H. (non Phillips)
rhomnboidalis............




























Work. Vol. P. Pi. Figs.
............ ... ...
...... .... ......
... .... .... . .... . . .... ....
....
......





N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
St. G. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.








































............ . . . .
| ....





















N. Y. S. M. I3 82
Pal. N. Y. 4 4Io1









































































IOnondaga Co., N. Y.
As Strophomc;za (Strophodonta) apzla.
Strophodonta ampla. A small dorsal valve, imbedLded, and the
internal cast of a larger one.
As Strophodonta amp/a. A nearly entire individual.
Internal imprint of large ventral valve.
As Strophodonzta cxhataz.

















Aty-/pa camuzra Hall. Entire individual.
Rhw'nchospira lepidea.
Entire individual. The characters about the beak were completed
from another specimen.
Two opposite valves, imbedded together. From " Tinker's Falls."
LOC.ALITY.
I . I
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Subdiv. No. Fig' d Sp.
Vitulina Hall-Continued.








4 6, f; 4































One- 4615Fig'dGS cakAnigenia Hall.Onea- 1- and G. T. catskillensis (Vanux.) H.
A-Continued.
REFEREN CE.
Work. Vol. P. Pi.
N. Y. S. M. I3 82 P. 72 I, d. V.
Pal. N. Y. 4 4IO 62 ic-f
St. G. N. -Y. I3 805 39 2S-3I 361
Pal. N. Y. 8, pt. 2 I38 82 14-I6,i9,25
N. Y. S. M. 13 82 P- 72 2,int. X 2
Pal. N. Y. 4 4IO 62 Ih, i
St. (G.'N. Y. I3 805 39 32, 33
Pal. N. Y. 8, Pt. 2 I38 82 I7, 21
LUSCA.
Pal. N. Y. 5,Pt.I I13 I9 2, 5, I415,Pt. I I13 19 3, 6
44 & s5, Pt. I II3 19 4
5, Pt. I I13 I9 8, I5
5, pt. I 113 I9 9, I6,17!5, Pt. I II3 19 21
" " 5, Pt. I II3 I9 24, 305, pt. I II3 19 26, 28, 29
84 i6
Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 203 Ct.82 I
Am. P. F.. 202.
N. Y. S. M. 35 300
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I III i8 I
Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 203 Ct.82 2
Am. P. F. ...... 202
Pal. N. y. 5, Pt. I III IS IO
" " 5, pt. I III. I8 7
4 "~5,Pt. I III IS 8, I2
" " 4 45, Pt. I IrI IS I3,14
84 4, enl.
__ _ _ 5, pt. I III 20 I9
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Canandaigua L., N. Y.
Darien, N. Y.
RE:m ARKS.
A very perfect individual. Figures are enlargements to 3 diameters.










iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
....................
York, N. Y.
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Canandaigua L. or
Genesee Valley, N. Y.
Madison Co., N. Y.
....................






INr. Mt. Upton, N. Y.
See Glyptodesma siebrecetzemi.
Casts of two left valves and one right.*
An exfoliated left valve and the cast of a right.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of two opposite valves in block with ANuczdlites cuneiforiris,
fig. r6, pl. 47, and Leda brevirostris, figs. 38, 39, pI. 47.
Casts of three left valves.
Exterior imprint of a right valve.
Casts of two individuals together and of a right valve.
Nearly entire cast of an individual.
See also Actinzopteria epsilon.
As Avicula decuzssata.
Pler-onites decussata.
Large right valve, much exfoliated, imbedded. From the lake shore.
As Avicela decussata.
" Pteronites decussata.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve retaining a very little of the shell substance.
Cast of left valve and a large left valve preserving much of shell.
A 'well-preserved left valve, imbedded.
Internal cast of right valve.
As type of Actinopteria leander Hall.
Exterior-interior impr. left valve. Figure is not an enlargement.
As Actinopteria Boydi.
Casts of two left valves " referred to this species with some doubt."
See Actinopteria doris.
Nearly entire cast of individual.
As Pteronites subdecussata, nomen nudum.
Cast of left valve.
Three casts. Last two figures are from one specimen. Locality is
in Chenango county.
* The lamellibranchs of the New York Hamilton and Chemung strata are preserved for the most part as
casts or moulds, manv of which show both external and internal features of the shell with greater or less
distinctness. The shell substance has almost always entirely disappeared. Here, as elsewhere in this Catalogue,
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N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
fasciculatus ... . Hall. c 4
" N.Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
" Pal. N. V.
formio..H.Hall.





Vol. P. I Pi. Fig
I.|
5,Pt.I 35 2 5,6
4thD. 265 ct.i..g 4
I87.i
P.&.. .... 7.. --2
5, pt. I IS 7 I2
5; pt. I, 7 I8.
P &,Ex. 19i5, pt. I IS 7 I6
Pi.P&hx. .... 7 IS8:I9
5, Pt- I IS 7 IS, I9
4th D. 265 Ct.I Io 6
3P.&Ex. 72232 5
5, pt. I 28 7 22, 23
4th D . 265jCt.II9 9




























































9, 10, I2, I6
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. .. . . .. . . . . . . ........
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
....... ........ .. .. .....
o.... nt, N.
......... .... .. . .. .
























Casts of two small left valves from near Norton's Landing.
As Pecten cance/a/us.
As " flalleanzus, Hall's name being preoccupied.
As type of Aviculopecten subcance/la/us.
Referred back to old specific name.
Very sharp cast of right valve.
As type of Aviculopecten subcance/lahtes.
Weathered cast of right valve.
As type of Aviczlopecten szubcancellatus.
Cast of small left valve.
As Pec/en ? conzvexus.
Referred to present .species.
Cast of left valve.
As Pecten ? doiabi-ifornzis.
Referred to present species.
Cast of right valve. Figure is an enlargement to two diams.
As Pec/enz dzeplica/uis.
Referred to present species.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve. Allegany county.
Cast of right valve and sharp external imprint of left valve, the
latter used for the enlargement. Allegany county.
Casts of two left valves.
Cast of left valve.
External imprints of three left valves and cast of right.
As type of Aviculopec/en r5epletus. Hlall.
Referred to present species.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve.
Imperfect cast of left valve.Fultonham, N. V.
I900.] 265
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Work. Vol. P. -P1-.
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 9 5 2I
5, pt- 3,PI.&Ex I 2
N.Y. S. M. 35 240
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 33 I 25X.0,pt. I, 3 I7
N.Y. S. M. 35 226
DaI NT V , 1T 3T
























4 N. Y. S. M.
c Pal. N. Y.
subcancellatus ......
(Pterinopecten ?)
terminalis .... Hall. Pal. N. Y.






























































































































































U. H. 4 °1 71 Type.
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Iral. IN. Yx. 5, PL II I4 I3~
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LOCALITY.
Near Hamilton, N.Y.
Near Victor, N. Y.
York Centre, N. Y.
Schoharie, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
....................
Falls of the Ohio River
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Cazenovia, N. Y.












Painted Post, N. Y.
Williamsville, N. Y.
R EMARKS.
Cast of a pair of expanded valves.
Cast of left valve, retaining small portion of shell.
A left valve, imbedded.
As Avicula pecteniforrnis.
Referred to present genus.
A left valve, imbedded.
Cast of left valve.
As Aviculopecten sanduskyensis Meek.
Referred to the present species.
An exfoliated left valve, imbedded.
Somewhat imperfect cast of left valve.
External imprint of right valve.
Casts of an individual and a left valve.
Somewhat imperfect cast of a pair of expanded valves.
As Avicula recticosta. External imprint of left valve.
See Aviculopectenz fasciculatus.
As Limna rzt,,yrstriata.
Referred to present genus.
Cast of left valve. Allegany county.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve.
See Aviculopecten princeps.
Imperfect cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
As Avicula signzata.
Cast of left valve. Fig. is an enl. to 2 diams. Allegany Co.
Cast of right valve. Fig. is an enl. to 2 diameters.
As Pecten striatus.
Cast of left valve.
See Aviculopecten cancellatus.
As Pterinopecten terminalis.
A left valve imbedded in block with Conolichas eriopis H., Pal.










Geo.Ct. ype~ GENUS. SPECIES AND AUTHOR.
_ ___________














Cardiopsis M. & W.
Cardium Linne'.
vetustzUm... .
Cimitaria H. & W.
Ham. -41 Fig'd. corrugata(Con.) H. & W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 67
Ha/l. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt.x 465 77 4
" elongata (Cron.) F. &' W. P. N. L. S. IPt.2 69
Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 466 771 5, 8
405Wm Fig'd Sp. recurva (C7on.) H. &-. W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 68TandG. T.
~Ha//. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt.' I 467 77 III-I3, i6
4211c.
Clinopistha M. & W.
~.1U. H. 3~3Type. telliniformis.....Ha//. Pal. N. V. 51 3
94
~~~5, Pt. I 5I3 51 31
Conocardiumu Bronn.
a/tenuatz7m.....
Ham. A-r Te. concinnum......Ha/i. Pal. N'. V. SYP,ptI 414 68 'I26,27
s1aFig'd. crassifrons (Con.)... lhal. N. Y. S. M. 13 9 ...PAIal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 412 68 20-23
Scho. 2ZA " cuneus (Con.)....Ha/i. " " 5,Pt. I 409 67 I 24
vzar.attenuatum(Con.)H A" 4 51P.1 67 6
H(a/i. " " 5, Pt. T 410 67 6
l&x~65,Pt. I 410 67 9
U.peH.stum...784" Pt.E.., 67 i6, i8-2(5, Pt. X 410, 67 i6, 18-2(
U.H. trigonale.-~Ha/i. Geol. N. V. 4th D. 17:2 ct.67 6a
Pal. N. Y. 67 *28
68 14
5, Pt. I 410 67 28
68 '4
...
~~~~PI.&Ex. ....68 4-95, Pt. I 410 68 4-9
5, Pt. I 410 68 12,13,15,1
Ham. ~A61L9 denticulatum . ai ..6 42
" 5, Pt. I 4I3 68 24,25
-
I . -






Near Delphi, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.





Albany Co., N. Y.
....................







Falls of Ohio River.
....................
I'Columbus, Ohio.
R r- MA R K S.
See Paracardiumii doris.
" Panenka hero.















Cast of right valve.
Casts of a left valve and of an individual.
Made type of genus Cimitaria.
Casts of two individuals.
As Dystac/ella telliniformzis, type of genus and species.
Cast of individual.
See Conocardium cuneuts, var. attenuatuni.
Casts of two individuals. Loose blocks from Pratt's Falls.
As type of Conocardiumi eboraceumn Hall.
" " " " Two individuals.
A flattened individual and its matrix.
As Coniocardium attenuatum Conrad.
An imbedded individual.
As Conocardium attenuatunmz Conrad.
Cast of individual.
As type of Conocardiurn nasutumn.
Two internal casts, each retaining some shell.
As type of Peuurorkynclzus trigonalis Hall.
As Conocardiumn trigonake.
Internal cast retaining portions of shell, imbedded.
As Conocardiumn trigonale.
Two individuals, nearly entire.
As Conocardium fligonalk.
Two individuals and an internal cast of another.
N. V. An imperfect individual.
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Geol. Cat. Type or GE,US SPECIES AND AUTHOR. REFER
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Work Vol.
iConocardium Brolnn.- Cont.
eboraceum ..........I............. ......
TnasUtu7m........... .. . .
Hlam. , Type. inormale.Hll.1 Pal. N. . I,
$ " " " 15, pt. I


















crenulatus . I/..h-all. G
'1
44 4 c4




..... .Hall..... .. . .. .
Cypricardella Hall.
bellistriata (Con.) H. W.
Hall1.






eol. N. Y. th D.
Pa-\*LWi&Ex.
5, Pt. I
eol. N. Y. 4th D.
'al. N. Y.
'.V. S. M.l 35





















c N. Y. S. M. 35 282





N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.
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Schoharie Co., N. Y._
Casts of two individuals.
Almost entire, somewhat exfoliated individual, imbedded.
See Conocar-diumn c2neus var. trigonale.
As Crenipecten crenuzatus?
Cast of left valve somewhat flattened. Allegany county. " Referred
to this species with some doubt."
As Pectent ? crenuelatues.
Genus Crenziiecten established on p. 3 with C. leon and C. crentlatus
referred to as examples.
Mentioned as the sole type of the genus.
Cast of left valve. Allegany county.
Casts of two right valves in sep. blocks. See alsoCrenipecten antpus.
As Lima glaber.
Cast of left valve.
Genus Crenipectecn established on p. 3 with C. leonz and C. creanz-
latus referred to as examples, but C. crenulatus alone is men-
tioned as the type of the genus on p. lxi of the regular edition
of the volume.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve. Imprint of same is present.
As Limita ? obsoleta.
Cast of right valve.





(Cypricardella) bellistriatus. Casts of left valve and
two right valves.
As MA'icrodon (fIficrodonella) (Eodon) bellistriatuhs.
(Cypricardella) bellistriatzus. Cast of individual.
(M'lficrodonella) (Rodon) bellistriatus.
" Cypricardella) bellistriatus. Casts of two pairs of
expanded valves.
As Mficrodon? comnplanates.
" (MVicrodonella) (Eodon) cornplanatus.
Cjpricardella) complanatus. Casts of two left and
two right valves.
As iWicrodon (Microdonella) (Eodon) complanatus.
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GeolS Cat. Ty;peor GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. Work. Vol. P. n_ Ngsudi.o Fgd Work."___Vol._ P.__g__
Cypricardella Hall-Cont.I
Ham. -7j Type. gregaria....Hh. & W.' P. N. L. S. pt. 2 32 .
HIIGall.l Pal. N. Y. - I, 4, 6L.&E. 1,4,6,7
5, Pt- I' 309 73 4,46
Chem. 4;-7 " (H. T ".) Pi.&:.: - - - -174 I, 2
I5, Pt. 1 3091 74 I, 2
"S 147|.iSS X;1' 5. Xpi. * 743I1
5, Pt. I 3091 74 3
PI.&Ex. 4
47a ,, -- -- &15, Pt.I 309 74 4
Ham. 4 7 9 tenuistriata.... H. & T.Z I'. N. L. S. pt. 2 32 .
Hall. Pal. N. Y. Pi.E ..7 23PI&E5x.3.. 73 23
1 e £ 1 4; 4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~5, Pt. I 3IO 73 1...231
4-T 7 w ,@lC X"(H. &' W.) Hall. " 5 Pti ...x 24,25,29,30
5, Pt. I 3IO 73 24,25,29,30
414AS9 *4 .< (4 (X (£ XS PI.&Ex 73 26
5, Pt. I 3IO 73 26
4 & | 4; X; <4~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I@.P&F `, .. 74 2I








46r Fig'd. indenta (Conrad) . .. Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. i 485 79 I2, I3
Scho. 8" planulata (Conrad) ..Hall. " " 5, Pt. I 484 79 I, 4, 5
Cypricardites Conrad.
carinatus.....................
Cytherodon H. & W.
appressus... ... ....Irhemuncrtenszs.............i... ................ ...........
gregarzzs . .
lIam. 14 6 9nd G.T nasutus ... . all. Pal. N. Y. , Pt- ...x 75 10-12
!N. Y. S. M. 23 .... I4 2I
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 5II 75 IO-I2
95 30
l obSaaztle
q adrangularis............................ ............ ...
rlzombeus..r............................ ......... ...L
g ritombe~Sp N.Y.S.M 23 ... ....sp.lN. S. .; ... 14 21
DystactellaHall.
telliniforni.r.tis....... .......
Gen. aiid Ectenodesma Hall.Chem. 4 S,0n birostratum........ hall . Pal. N. Y. . . 23 27TSp.Type PIEx..23 7
" N. Y. S. M. 35 399
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 242 23 27
4700 " "
........ ... " |".15, pt. I 242 23 28
Catalogue of T)pes and fzEg;u-ued Specimens.
LOCALITY.
i ~~~~~~~I~
Jefferson Co., N. Y.
j...................
Cortland, N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
.T....................
Near Elmira, N. Y.!
....................
Fultonham, N. Y.












4 miles north of
Chenango Forks, N.Y.
Franklin, N. Y.
R E MAR. S.
As jllicrodon gregaria.
(Mlicrodonella) (Eadon) gregarius.
(Ci;pricardella) gregarius. Casts of one right and two
left valves.
As Mlicrodon (Microdonella) (REodon) greq-arius ?
(Cypricardella) gregarius. Casts of two opp. valves.
(A'!icrodonella) (Eodon) gregarizus?
(6Cypricardella) gregarius. Cast of left valve.
(Mficrodonella) (Eodon) bellistriatus Conrad.
" (Cvpricearde11a) gregariius. Cast of left valve.
"9 "l tenuistriata.
" (fIicrodonella) (Eodon) tenuistrieatus.
" (Cypricardella) tenuistriatus. Cast of right valve.
" (Ificrodonella) (Eadonz) tenuistriatu s.
"4 "t (Cypricardella) tenuistriatus. Casts of two left and
one right valve and of a pair of expanded valves.
As ZWicrodon (Microdonella) (Eodon) tenuistriatus.
(Cyp icardelia) tenuistriatus. Cast of a pair of
expanded valves. Schoharie county.
As MicrodoneZla (Aficrodonella) (Sodon) tenzuistria{ts.
" Microdon (C6pricardella) tenuGistriatus. Cast of right valve.
See Sphenotues contr-acturs.
" Schizodus rhomnbeus.
Casts of two opposite valves. From " Hopeton ?"
An imbedded right valve and the cast of an individual.
See AModiomnorpha alta.
Goniophora carioata.
See Schizodus appressues and S. chemnungensis.
Schizodu.s cheznungensis.
"" gregarius.
As Cytherodon (Schizodues) nasutus.
Internal cast of individual.
See Ednmondia rhoi0boidea and Schizodus chemsunzgensi.s.
Paracyclas pauper.





Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve. Somewhat worn.I I
I900.1 273-0
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Subdiv. N,o. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. P1. Figs.
Edmondia de Koninck.burlinzgolonensis .
obliqua ........................................
Chem. 46 Type. Philipi.h. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 90Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. II 387 64 I4, 29
. . . .. . ..." 5, pt. I 387 95 444 7 T0. @. ;rhomboidea .(H.)J1il'ler. Am. P. F. .! I9 I
Hall.; Pal. N. . 64 8
15, pt. Ij 38fi 64 8
95 i6
-4-'°"0" ".......'. . . . ", |Pt. , 75 42PI.&-Ex.K"
5,pt. Ii386 75 4295 I5
4701jr " ?subcarinata. Hll.. .a .' " PI.tEx. *3
;F,; ; , Pi.&zEx.I - | 64 31474,IQ subovata .......i.. " 5, pt.I, 64 12
,, ,, s 5, pt. I 3891 6425jpt.Ex 64 I9, 27,2
P ig'd. 5, P.~E :i6,t
?.........5,t. . 64 21Pl.&Ex.'
5, pt. I, 389 64 21£Z)LTye4umdl . al.5, Pt.1,vi
a .... ......... 64 23Tndpelata5, t 388 4. 23
Elymella Hall.
Ham. n Type. fabalis....Ha....ll Pal. N. Y. 5, It-I 502 40 5, 95, Pt.i
PI. &Ex... 40 5, 9
Chem. 4
-
Fig'd. nuculoides ? ...h.all.H " " 5, pt- II 503 40 10
C'
PE51PtI,x 40 IO
Gen. and Euthydesma Hall. v ( Th4701 Fi SpTypen.-UUIn M.hUta.7CU1 VIA. £) C.1A 7 A
Pal. N. Y.
470 .. . . . . . . ''.."
AT .0 S"........
Glossites Hall.
Chem. 4109 Type. depressus.H.a.Hall.
4710 Gen. and igul
-i1Sp.Type. lingualis............ all.".
Ham. 4Y11AJ Type. subtenuis..... all.
5, pt. 240
Pi.&EX. - -
5. Pt. II 385
.5S Pt. 1,P1.&Ex. -...
5, Pt. I 385
5, Pt. I,PL.&Ex. -...
5, Pt. I 3855, pt. I,
P1 .&Ex. ..
5, Pt. I 385
5, Pt. I 496
5, pt. I,Pl.&Ex.
5, Pt. I 497
kpt.I,''.'







































See Edmo7zdia subovata and E. tunmiduda.
44 f
" tumidula.
Casts of two valves in separate blocks.
Cast of valve. See also Edmizondia subozvta.
.Aomen nudzem.
N, of Panama, N. Y. Cast of right valve.
As Cytherodonz oblatzus.
Near Portville, N. Y.
Near Olean, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. YV
Rockville, N. V.
Keuka Lake, N. Y.
Speedsville, N. Y.
,....................
Chautauqua Co., N. V.
Western New York.
....................
CChautauqua Co., N. Y.
Chautauqua Co., N. Y.
Buck's quarry,
near Elmira, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Near Geneva, N. Y.
Internal cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve in fine conglomerate.
As Edmondia burlizg0tonensis W. & W. Casts of three right valves.
As a type of Ednmondiaz Philipi H. & W.
Cast of left valve doubtfully referred to this species.
As Edmondia burlingtoznersis W. &W.
Cast of left valve referred with doubt to this species.
Name proposed in the list of errata instead of Edwiiondia obliqua.
As Ednzondia burlingtonensi.r W. & W.
As type of Edmiondia obliqua Hall. Cast of right valve.
See Sangzuinolite.s undulates.
As Modiomiorpha ? hyalea H. &d W. Casts of two pairs of expanded
valves.




Cast of left valve. From the shore of L. Eric six miles liortheast
of Portland Harbor.
As Cardiomzorpha textilis.
Cast of left valve.
As Cardiomorppha textilis.
Cast of left valve. From the shore of Lake Erie.
As a type of Cardiomoqpha undulata.
Imperfect cast of large left valve. From the shore of Lake Erie.
As Modiornorpha 7 aty)gdalina Winchell. Cast of left valve.
valves, in separate blocks.
" Casts of two opposite
As Mordiomorpha ? arnygdalina Winchell. Cast of right valve.
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Type or GENus, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.Suibdiv.. No. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. ' F.
IGlyptocardia Hall.
Ge.41Geni. and' ,P.1Gen. Sp.Type. spcoaHall:. Pal. N. Y.* PLE . 70 4
'5, Pt. I:426' 70 4
P-ort. 4 I 2! " " " P . 7 -
5, Pt. I 426 70 5-
Glyptodesma Hall.
lHam. 4-I,jFigand SpAi erectum (conrad). Hall1. Pal. N. Y. 5,pt I153 II I, 2
5, Pt. I153, II 3
5, Pt.1 1531 I, 4
413 " " " " ' 5, Pt. I I53 II 6
4I3~ ~ ~
. " 5.Pt. I I53 I I 9o
C,
47 1 1
4711~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,P-I I53 12 275, Pt. I 153 T2 3
:: 5, Pt-I 53 1,22
"4713 '. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~5,Pt.I153 13 3,42
713 .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i5, Pt. I~153' 13 32,413:4713:
" 5, Pt. I I53~13 I 4
i~~~~~--I~~~ 5, Pt-I I53~ 13 5-7
5, Pt. I I53 13 S-s
.H.'-Type. o vardentle .umHall.; I 3 127
C I 4 1 4 1 5, Pt. II I57 13 512
" " " ~~~~~~~~5,P-I1I557 I3 20i
Hall.'Pal. N. X. ~~~5, Pt. I, 2957 43 I,2
4716 ., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5,pt.I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8
l-a1-sbrcarntam.. (raitied.. Geo. N.A.S. 281 5 215Hal Pal N.V t 0 44
~~'-'~~Fig'd." (¼nrad).. .Hall. "~~~~~~Geol ". 20t 314
Gonaophra Phlis
~~ Type. gl~~~aucusa......H. &'W: P. N. L. S. pt. 2 38'....
Hall.' Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I, 299 43 I,
(H.
~~~~5, Pt. 295.. 44 I3
4718 " h~~~~~aminatonesi... H..&.W..No-d.Go. L. Y.I.i4I2 3I.36 .
Hall., Pal. N. Y. ~5, Pt. I 296! 43 , S3 18
I Fd. uoa(Contrad)... Hall. " " 5 t .9~4Fio, 15, Pt- II 30I ~~~~~44 6,4~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~4 ,C 5, Pt. Ii 29844
47'O" "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~HalPa.N.Y 5, Pt. I 298944 3,5
1900.] Ca/aZogue of T3pes and Figired Specimens.27
LOCALITY. RENMARICS.
.... As Cardiol/z speciosa.
Ontario Co., N. Y. Cast of right valve.
Nr. Branchport, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. Y.
Madison Co.? N. Y.
Sherburne ?, N. V.
Summit, N. Y.
Cazenovia, N. Y.
Nr. Hamilton, N. Y.
Jefferson, N. V.
Nr. Hamilton, N.Y.V
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Nr. Hamilton, N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
Madison Co., N. Y.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Franklin Co., Ohio.
Canandaig a L., N.Y.
. .. . .. ........
Near Oneonta, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Oneonta, N. Y.
1....................
........ .. ..... ...
Cavuga Lake, N. V.
Kelloggsville, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. V.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Fultonham, N. V.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Delphi, N.. Y.
As Cardiola speciosa.
Four casts. All the figures are enlargements.
Cast of an individual.
Cast of left valve.
Exfoliated right valve, imbedded.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve with greatly extended hinge line. Schoharie Co.
Casts of two individuals.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve retaining small portion of shell.
Casts of two individuals.
Indiv. retaining much of the shell, part of wh. adheres to the ndatrix.
Upper portion of internal cast of a left valve. From Pratt's Falls.
Cast of right valve. The other valve is in the block.
Internal cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
Nearly entire internal cast retaining part of the left valve.
Cast of left valve.
As Actinodesma subrecta.
Imprint of left valve retaining some shell.
From Fishinger's quarry.
As Sanztuinolites acutus.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of conjoined valves, somewhat crushed.
As Ciypricardites carinatus.
Cast of left valve. The figure on Conrad's plate was reversed in
lithographing it.
Cast of small left valve.
Cast of right valve. From Copley's quarry.
See Goniophora glazcus.
As Sai,gzuinolitcs,glIauczus.
Cast of somewhat compressed individual.
As Goniophoora glabra, by error.
Cast of elongate left valve.
As Sanguinolites hamiltonensis.
Casts of three right valves, one of which (fig. 13) retains some shell.
Cast of three left valves.
Cast of large individual with expanded valves.
Cast of individual with valves partly expanded.
Very perfect cast of large left valve.
Crushed cast of individual.
Cast of one right valve and imprint of another.
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Subdiv.No.Fig'dSP* ~~~~~~~Work.Vol. P. Pl. iFigs.
IGosselettia Barrois.
Ham 42:Tp. tieta cnrad.; Geol. N. Y. IS3S iiu6, .......
H.& W.P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 22 ......
Hall. IPal. N. XY. i5, Pt. i' 265 31 Io
Fig:d. " (con.). . . Hall; " , Pt. I 26 31 9
I " ~~~5,Pt. I265~ 3I 17
-Grammysia de Verneujil.4722!A alveata (Conrad).. .Hall. " 5, Pt. r:370 6o 5422: .." 5p.r7 o 9
472, ... 5, pt. I 370 57
5, Pt.I 373i 65 6,
" 4722 ~~~~rcaa Cnrd. . P1&a 6i 6S
i5, Pt. II373 6i. 8,
¾-'41 yre. bellatula.... H. W~U. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 92 .....
Hall1. Pal. N. y. 5, Pt- I,. 63;.. -3
5, Pt.1 367~63 I-
TUj Fig'd. : bisulcata (ConraaJ). flail.. I 359 54 2i5, Pt. I13591 54 747-, ""I 5, Pt. I 359 54 S,9 i
'~" 5, pt.1I359 54 i6
3, .. s.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,Pt- I 3591 56 T
WYhilfl. N. Y. A. S. 5 559 II 19
Geol.O0. 7 45I 7 19
LA72 ;Type. circularis.H...&'. IV. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 5I
Hall.' Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. Ij 364 57 3-5
Chem. 4~t' I " (H. &~ W.) Hlal1L " 5p1364 57-1 6
Ham.~~~ constricta.....H. &-, Pf. P. N. L. S. pt.2 .
4727 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hall.'Pal. N Y. ;5, Pt. I 377 59 114,1I5, 20!
-
~~~~~~~~~(H.&W.)FHall " 5, Pt.I1 377 59 17
PI.&Ex. * 70S 27
5, Pt..I 377 7S 27-
Chem. 45 " elliptica.....H. TVU. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 53
4728 ha~~~~~~~~~~~~fill.; Pal. N. Y. 15, Pt. I~365 5S 247~~~~28~~~~(HI. & TV.) Haill: ", Pt.1I1365 58 4i
~~~~5,Pt. I 365 58 3,5,6,S,9'
Ham. 472 crecta.....H. &' U'. P. N. L. S.: pt. 2 52
Hall.. Pal. N. Y. -9, Pth.I, .... 56 S
" " 5, Pt. I363 56 S
4722"
~~~~~~~(H.&' W'.) Hall1. ,t. 57 I0
" "
~~~l5, Pt. 1 363 57
..I0.47~~~2O~~eriopia.....H. & W'. P. N. L. S8. pt. 2 92 .
Hall1. Pal. N. Y. ;pt,...63j 7
5, Pt. I 368 63 7
T1 g~~~~olobosa.... .&W P. N. L.S.I pt. 2 57
Hall.1 Pal. N. Y. .. 62 xi,12,-1
: " ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5,P2t. 1 372 62 xI,i2,i4-194~~~t2,~~lirata......H. W'U. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 57Ifal..Pal. N~~.Y.5, Pt. I 37I 59 7,24722~~~~~"
~(H. &'Y U'.) f1lal.; i5"5Pt. I 371 59 10
~A "411- magna.....H. & U'. P. N. L. S.' Pt. 2 50
Hall2. Pal. N. Y. S,P-" .... 56 2, 3
" " 5, Pt. I 362 56 2, 3
Chem.. (H. &' W'.) Ha. 1. " 5, Pt. I 1362 56 5




Oneonta, N. Y. Cast of very ventricose individual supposed to be Conrad's orig. type.
ti 99s; Cast of left valve.
Madison Co.; N. Y. Cast of right valve..~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Warnersville, N. Y.
Nr. Sherburne, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
. . .
. .
. . . .
. . . . . . . .................
Nr. Fultonham, N. V.
....................
York Centre, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.






Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Ludlowville, N. Y.






... .. ........ .. .....
Near Fultonham, N.Y.
..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........
.......I
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Near Hamilton, N. Y.1




Most probably a vertically crushed specimen of
Internal cast of large individual.
Grammysia lirata.
Vertically compressed cast of individual.
As Gramzmysia (Leqtodomus?) arcuata.
Cast of individual.
As. Grami7zysia ( Leptodomn us? ) arcuata.
Cast of right valve.
As Cardio/nzorpha bellatula.
Casts of two opposite valves in same block.
Cast of right valve. From " Bear's Gulf."
Cast of an individual, laterally compressed.
Casts of two individuals.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.
Cast of pair of cxpanded valves.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of pair of expanded valves and one of an individual.
Cast of individual somewhat crushed, not entire.
As Grammzysia (Leprodoinusr?) econstricta.
Compressed casts of a right valve and of an individual.
Cast of left valve.
As Pholadella constricta.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of individual. From McCormack's qtlarry.
Casts of one right and three left valves.
As Grammzysia m,ana, by error.
Imperfect cast of right valve.
As Grammysia magna, by error.
Umbonal part of cast of right valve.
As Cardio7noipha eriopia.
6z s.C
From " Bear's Gulf " ?
Cast of right valve.
As types of Cardiomorpha cordatus Hall.
Casts of three pairs of conjoined valves.
Casts of two indiv'ids. Fig. I2 prob. of a young Gra?zmysia alveata.
Cast of an individual, vertically compressed, incomplete.
As Grammysia nodocostata? Cast, entire.
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Grammysia de Vern.-Conzt.
epe. magna(a f N. Y. 5,pt. I 362 56 6
nodocostata.... .H. & W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 50
Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 1 360 55 1,5, 6(H. & W.) Hall.. 5, pt. I 360 55 7.9
obsoleta... H. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 6o
Hall. Pal. N. \. 5, pt. I 366 59 2I-23
Lt (If. &WW.) Hall. ' ' 5, pt. 1 366 59 24,27
" " "
~~~5,Pt. I 366 59 25
secunda.. H. i.a W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 54
Hal.j Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 376 59 2,3
subarcuata ....H. &hW P. N. L. S. pt. 2 6i
Hall. Pal. N. \ ....6I xo, 16,17
5, pt. I 375 6i Io, I6,7Pot(H. &'W.) Hall. "i12&E.... 6I 12






















" N. V. S. M.
" Pal. N. Y.
Greeni
..H......HallZ. | "















5, Pt. I5, Pt. I
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& c 5 .pt I,lpl.IEx
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R F.M A R KS.
?, New York.
Miadison Co., N. Y.
Isisi
Cazenovia, N. Y.
Nr. Fultonham, N. Y.1
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Clarence Hollow, N.Y.!i
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Chemung, N. Y.
....................
Near Elmira, N. Y.
.....................
Near Elmira, N. Y.





Schoharie Co., N. Y.
New Berlin, N. Y.
Nr. Fultonham. N. Y.
. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .................
Jefferson, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N. Y.
Smyrna, N. Y.
Skaneateles L. ?, N.V.
Cast of left valve. See also Grammyjsia erecta.
Casts of pair of expanded valves and of an entire individual.
Cast of indiv., vertically compressed. See also Grammi'sia malvira.
Cast of individual.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.
Cast of individual.
As Graimnysia (Leptodomus?) szbarcuaiza.
'Two casts of individ., somewhat crushed. From Handy's quarry.
As Gramnvsia (Leptodolu.s ?) subarczuata.
Cast of left valve.
As Gramnmvsia (Leptodomrns?) subarcuata.
Two casts of individuals, one compressed laterally, the other
vertically. Umbo restored in fig. 2I.
As Grammitysia (Leptodomrus ?) subarcuata.
Cast of right valve and its imprint. The figure is a combination of
the features shown in both. From Buck's quarry.
As GramrnyVsia (Leptodomus?) hannibalensis Shumard. Cast of
left valve.
As Cardiomorppha zonata.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.
As Caardiomorpha concentrica.
Cast of left valve. Figure is an enlargemeent to two diameters.
Cast of right valve, somewhat compressed vertically.
Casts of two individuals, nearly entire.
Generic reference queried.
As Leda (eVuculana) brevirostris.
Casts of two left valves in the block with Actinzopteria JReydi, figs.
8, I5, P1. I9, and eVuculites cuneiformis, fig. i6, pl. 47, same vol.
As Leda (AiTculana) diversa.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve on the block with Tellinopsis subemarginata, fig.
23, pl. 76, same volume.
Cast of left valve.




Partly xf ia ed l t valve, mb de . und loose.Catherine Tp., N. .I
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Class LAMELLIBRANCHIATA-Continued.
Geol. Cat. Type,or GEA OR. REFERENCE
SubdivNo. Xgpd Sp.lGENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHXOR. k Vol. Fi.|PlSubdiv. lFig p.-_____I_________ Ws-.2o ~__
Leiopteria Hall-c Iat.Mar. 4'¢-19-0Tvpe. ILevis.Hall.Geol. N. . 4thD. ISIc7I 6(Flail) Miller. Am. P. F. ..... 202 .
Iall.I Pal. N. Y. IoNT. Y. S. M. 35 334
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt.I I58 17 I""5, pt. I I58 17 9
Ham . " Mitchelli........Hhall. l.... 20 8
N.Y. S.M.- 35 34I
Il| ; l'Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 166 20 8
U.H. Rafinesquii.&hall.
N.Y.S.M. 35 336| '4 ~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. ~5, pt. I i6i I5 II
Leptodesma Hall.
Chem. c " acanthopterum.Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 264 ccII8 2
Pal. N. Y. , . ... 2I 40
N.Y.S.M. 35 363.'
Pal. N. y. 5, pt. I I95 2I 40
aliforme......... Hall. P.L&x... 22 28
" N.Y.S.M. 35 382
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 220 22 28
9I 2.47lo 8 Becki ............. 22 3, 51
N. Y. S. M. 35 355













".Y. S. M. 35
.al. N.Y. p5,pt.I




Pal. N. Y* Ti. x.
N.Y.S.M. 35
Pal. N. Y. P,Pt. I
Geol. N. Y. 4th D.
Am. P. F. ......
Pal. N. Y. PtPtePL.&Ex.
N. Y. S. M. 35
Pal. N. Y. 15, pt. I
i c' 5, pt. I
" Pi &Ex.
N.Y.S.M. 35
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt.4' 4 5ptiP~,.Pl.&Ex
N. Y. S. M. 35


















































































E. Bloomfield, N. V.




Referred to genus Pteronzi/es.
As Leiopte-ia l½vis.
A nearly entire left valve, imbedded.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve. Found loose.
Cast of small left valve.
As Avicula acanthop/era.
type of Leptodesina lepidum.
Nearly entire cast and the imprint
of the left valve of the same individual.
Cast of right valve. From "Hull's Mill."
Casts of two opposite valves in the same block.
Cast of left valve.
As Modiomorpha ne,,lecta, by error.
Cast of left vaive.
Cast of left valve.
Founded upon the type specimen of Leptodesma acanthopterum, q.v.
Casts of three left valves and a right valve.
As Avic7da lo,gispiina.
Referred to genus Z'terinea.
Cast of large left valve.
Casts of three right valves.
Left valve, imbedded.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve.
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Class LAMELLIBRANCHIATA-Continlled.
Subdi. Cao. TFige or. GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.RFE NC.Subdiv.NoFig'dSp. ~~~~~~~~~~Work.Vol. P.P. Fi.
Leptodesma Hall-C'ozt.
Chem. 4.43 Type. potens.......Hall. Pal. N. y. 22 2
N. Y.S. M. 35 358
" Pal. N. V. 5pt. I 8 2 2
4Y~Fig'd. i protextum (Con;-ad) Hall.! 2,P. 8 r 22, 23
475 Type. robustum. Hlall. 25I IS6 ,
N.V. S. M. 35 352,
" Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. I ISI 21 1~I5,1i6,20
Ficr'd. sPca.&.allEx... 21 33, 34
N. Y.S. M. 35 357
Pa.NV , pt. r187 2133, 34
" pinigerum (Con.) . flail. C C 5, pt.T I771 21 IO-I3





Limoptera H. &W I
Ham. 4 7 C. S Type. cancellata. H. &' W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 I:6
Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. T 244 26 I1-4
92 3
&&4751r
~~~~curvata.....H. &' W. P. N. L.- S. pt. 2 IS
Hall. Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. I 250 28 1-,,4762Gen. and macroptera.
. Cbnrad. 1 Ge 3i. N. V. 1838 117 .
~LT-_Sp.Type.i H. & W. . N. L. S. Pt. 2 1
i
~~~~~~Hall1. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 246 27 4, 5,10oFIg (Conrad).Zlall. " " 5, pt. 1 246 26 6-9and G.T. 29i
" "
~~~~~~~~~~5,Pt.l1 246 27 I, 8
4~76S C C 5, Pt.I1,246 27 24762" I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5, Pt. i 246 27 6, 7
'~~~~~ " " " " "~~~~~~~~~~ 5, Pt.1I246 27, 9
28 4
29! 2
5, Pt.1I246 28 5
-T Type. obsoleta.....H. &~W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 IS4762 ~~~~~~~~~Hall.Pal. N. Y.5,p.I29 9 5
(H. &' W.) Hall1. C 5, Pt. 1 24 9 29 6
U. H. fI~ pauperata. H. &- W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 i6





Gen. :L-fT'L Type. frag-ile.......Hall.. P-al. N. V. 5, Pt. 434 71 '4, 5, 7,10'
'' 4764 L''I LL
-,:T. I...... 5, Pt. I 434 71 12
" " " ~~~~5,Pt. I 434 71 I3,1I4
Mar.'v'- " ~~~~orbiculare. flaHl " 5, Pt. I 436 71 24
5, Pt.,Pl.&Ex. ...71 24
Port. £, ornatum . -Hall. Geol. N. Y.4h. 24c.o6 8
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 437 71 28,929
Chem.1% .......5, Pt. 1 437 71 26
Port. 47r .. .... Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 244 ctio,6 7
Pal. N. V. ,P' 71I 30, 32
5, Pt. I 437 71I 30,32., , L - I .
Catalaogue of TIpes a;id Figured Specimze.vs.9goo.]
LO CALLITY.
Nr. Casadaga L., N. Y.
Chemung River, N. Y.
Painted Post, N. Y.
Nanticoke, N. Y.






Falls of Ohio River.
Madison Co., N. Y.
....................
Cazenovia, N. Y.
MIadison Co., N. Y.
Summit, N. V.
Near Cazenovia, N. Y.
Madison Co., N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Stafford, N. Y.
'................
CGenesee Valley, N. Y.
S. of Buffalo, N. Y.
Penn Yan, N. Y.
Bloomfield, N. Y.
Cashaqua Creek, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
....................
ICashaqua Creek, N. Y.
REEI A RK S.
Somewhat wor cas oflf.av.Foie ato ae
Somewhat worn cast of left valve. Fronm 31; miles east of lake.
Casts of two opp. valves in block with others. From" Upper Narrows."
Casts of one right and two left valves.
Casts of two right valves and a left valve in same block. "Referred
to this species with some doubt."
Casts of four left valves.






Casts of an individual and a left valve.
As Lima xacroptera.
Cast of individual, not quite entire along hinge line.
Casts of two left valves and of two individuals.
Imprint of right valve and cast of individual.
Cast of left valve. Schoharie county.
Cast of an individual.
Somewhat distorted cast of individual.
Cast of individual retaining small portions of shell.
Cast of individual.
Cast of large left valve.




Cast of left valve. From Seneca creek.
Cast of left valve and imprinL of two valves.
As Lunulicardizumonatzma ? Imprint of left valve.
As Pizzopsis ornatus.
Cast of left valve. From the Shakers' mill near Lake Erie.
Cast of right valve.
As Pinonapsis acutirostra, generic and specific type.
" Lunulicardiuint acutirostrumrn.
Two casts in same block. See also Luzzzzlicardium orbicilare.
285
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Class LAMELLIBRANCHIATA-Co'zOZfiued.
!eol. Cat., ;p GNS RE F ER EN C
SuvN1FtSType. GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. ork V il- P P i.
Lyri.opectenl Hall.
Type. anomiiformis (H.) Miller. Am.
Hall., PIal. N. Y. i5, Pt.
'Pl&-Ex. 4 10i
N. Y. S. M. 35 255














cymbalon .... .... Hall. , Pt.L
N.Y. S. M. 3P5
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I
interradiatus........Hal. 5cz,P.
NI'T Y. S. M. 35
Pal. N. Y. P5,pt. I
macrodontus (H.) Miller. Am. P. F.
Ha119. Pal. N. Y. ,P.Pt-I,
~~~PI.&-Ex.
N. Y. S. M. 35
Pal. N. Y. 15, pt. I
orbiculatus ....... Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D.
Pal. N. Y. 5Pt- 1i
" N. V. S. M. 35
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I




H-al. Pal. N. Y. 5i Pt-
N. Y. S. M. 35
Pal. N. Y. 15, pt.
polydorus .... H.Hall. p
N.Y.S.M. 35
I'al. N. Y. 5, pt. I
priamus .......-.-Ha- 1 Pt. T,
" N. Y. S. M. 35
Pal. N.Y. !5,pt.i
tricostatus( Vanufx.) Hall.l " " PiEx
N. Y.S.M. 35






chemungensis. H. W.; P. N. L. S. pt 2
Fall.! Pal. N. Y. 5, pt.I
hamiltonie H. &' W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2
Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt.I
Megambonia Hall.
cardiiformis
....... Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D.
N.Y.S.M. I2
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*Near Elmira, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. y.
Worcester, N. Y.
Lake Erie, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Yorkl Centre, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N.VY.
Albany Co.. N. Y.
Nr. Casadaga L., N.Y.
Franklin, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Bic Flats, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Chemung Upper Nar-
rows, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
....................Clarence Hollow, N Yr.
REEMA I K S.
A7omen nzuduzmz.
Cast of right valve.
Somewhat flattened cast of left valve.
Very perfect cast of left valve.
Casts of two individuals and the imprint of the right valve of each,
somewhat imperfect.
IVonzeiz nudumn.
Imperfect internal cast of left valve.
As Avicula orbiculata.
An exfoliated left valve, imbedded.
Cast of left valve showing hinge line in part. From "Baileytown."
Two conjoined valves, somewhat imperfect.
Cast of left valve retaining small bits of the shell.
i Volizen nzuzdzumz.
The cast and the corresponding imprint of right valve. From
Thompson's Lake.
Cast of a right valve. From 3Y,, miles east of the lake.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of small left valve. From Buck's quarry.
Cast of left valve. From a bowlder.
Casts of two lett valves. From Buck's quarry.
Casts of two large left valves.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of one right and three left valves.
Cast of right valve. From "Baileytown."
As Pte? inea ? cardiiforminis.
Referred to present genus.
As Alegambonzia subcardiiformlis, by error.
Specimen preserves left valve except wing, shows int. cast right valve.I
2 87
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lHam. Fgd°panG. pygmea (Conrad).. Hall.,
1;47S 01 i i
Modiola Lamarck.:
(Mytilops.)
Chem.-,i-1 Type. ! prtecedens. H. Y.IW.
'lf B~~~~~~~~all.
Modiomorpha H. & W.




Fig'd. (Conrad). .. a a.
4. i-1It--, ...... . .. .1
-a alina.........
U. H.j14 iL'l Type. clarens..cl s all.
comIlaata.....




Is1'1s s t s;
'' ii4-7-8
Z isyalea ...............



















. N. L. ..
.

















3 467 Iog 5
. .... . ... ..
Pi.'E: -- 76 II
5, pt- I 5r4 76 II
5,pt- Ii 514 76 I5
I,PtiT 6 2
pt. 2
F5, Pt I 9-li, 13,
Pi&Ex. 33 17, I8
5, Pt. I 267 33 9-1, 13,17, r8
5, pt- 1 284 37 13, 14
5, Pt- X,
PIL&Ex. *-.- 37 I3, I4
184I 52
pt.2 75
5, pt. I 27S 37 1I5
5, pt. I 278 t37 9















































































Schoharie, N. Y.1 --*- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Near Sheldrake, N. Y.
Near Aurora, N. Y.
Smethport, Pa.
Pratt's Falls,
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
....................
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Near Fultonham, N.Y.
Seneca L., N. Y.
Pratt's Falls,
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
C.................
IClarence Hollow, N. Y.
Near Louisville, Kly.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.
East Worcester, N. Y.
....................
Columbus, Ohio.
Catherine Tp., N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Canandaigua L., N.Y.
RENIARKS.
As Afegambonzia subca;-diifo?rmis, by error.
Two left valves.
Cast of left valve.
See JZSe,gambonia cardiiformis.





Cast of left valve.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of right valve.
As Afodiola pr.?cedenzs.
" Ayiitlo.ps (Arodiola) precedezs.
Five casts in fine conglomerate.
As /llodiom;iorpha altaz Conrad sp. A cast, the posterior third of
which was broken off before the figures were made.
As Cypricardites al/a.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of individual.
Casts of two individuals.
A distorted cast of individual. See also Modiomorpheza affinis.
See Glossites depresszis, G. lingualis and G. sub/enuis.
As MAodiomorpha perovata M. & W. Cast of right valve.
See " in tioides.
Two much exfoliated individuals.
Casts of two right valves.
Casts of two opposite valves.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of individual.
Cast of left valve, not entire.
Internal cast retaining part of the silicified shell of both valves.
Internal cast of left valve.
See ESlymwzella fabalis and E. nzculoides.
Internal cast of individual.
Somewhat crushed casts of two individuals, from a bowlder.
Cast of left valve. From " King's Ferry."




Geol Cat. Type or,

















Chem.1 4 7-2, Type.
44792
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I!TK F EREN _ .~~~~~RE F E R EN C E:
GE:US, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. Work._ Voi.___PWork. Vol. P.
Iodiomorpha H. & W.- Con7t.
mytiloides (Conrad) Ifall. P N V. 5, pt. I, 2775, Pt. x,Pl.&Ex.
H.ff&'w. P.N.L. S. iPt. 2 741
Hall. ~~IN.&Ex.
"c " " 5,pt. I: 277,
5Spt.r I




"s "s "s 5, pt. I 277
neglecta.......HPall.Pl.&Ex .....
" " " 5, pt. I 290perovata.t
planulata.....
?ponderosa....1. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 35
Haall.! Pal. N. YV. "pt.P .
"4I&<, 15, pt- I 27I
putillus .....H.all. " . c ;Ip-,I &Ex.
'5,Ppt.1 271quadrula.II. &' W.1 P. N. L. S. pt. 2 77Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. II 289
recurva.Hall. " " X ....
;;" " ,5, pt. I 288
rigida .............................
schoharie.... Ha..Hall. Pal. N. PI p&t.Ix
" " " 5. pt. I 269
subalata (Conrad) -Hall. " " 5, Pt. I 2S3
CC
.|j5, Pt. I 283I C' 15, Pt. II283
"var. chemungensisH. " " 5, pt. I 2S4
5,PtIPi Ex.-
5ipt. I,I
15, pt ,28444 ; 4t 't 4& ss ~~~~~~, Sjpt.I,~PI.&Ex. --
5, pt. I 284
C'I C CC ' 5, Pt* X, .
15, Pt. I 284






carinata (lal).. .Afille'r. Am. 1'. F.. I97I/a¢ll. Pal. N. V. Pi x ....
N.X.S.F;-M. 35 :402
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 259
.. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ss s 5, Pt.t,.......... ........ Q P1.&Ex.
15, pt. IV 259
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LtOCA L I T Y.
Dresden, N. Y.
ICanandaigua L., N.Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
,Near Fultonham, N.Y.






Seneca Lake, N. V.
NVestern New York.





Cortland Co., N. Y.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Factoryville, N. Y.
RE MAR EK S.
As Modiomorpha complanata, by error.
As type of Alodiomorpha. paiazzt/ata, and the same applies throughout
this species. Cast of a pair of expanded valves. Found loose.
As AModionzorpha comwzplanata, by error.
Cast of small right valve.
As AZodiomorpiha eomplnzata, by error.
Casts of a pair of expanded valves and of two right valves.
As Afodiomitorphia comizpplanata, by error.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.
As
.Modiomoqpha co.planata, by error.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.




Generic reference not queried.
Nearly entire internal cast.
Cast of individual.
Eight casts of separated valves in six blocks.
Generic reference queried.
Cast of left valve. In the explanation of the plate this figure is
"referred with doubt " to Alodiontorphza rigida Hall.
See Z1odionzorSpha reczrva and AZ. subalata var. chemnungensis.
Internal cast of individual.
Cast of small right valve.
Cast of small right valve.
Cast of left valve. From ten miles south of Buffalo. See also
AZodiomorpha subalata var. czemungoensis.
As Modiomitorplha subalata. Cast of left valve.
Casts of a right valve and two pairs of valves. From Fall creek.
As type of M31odiomorpha r-igida.
Cast. The reference to this var. is queried in the text. Fr. Fall creek.
As type of MIodiozorppha rigida.
Cast of right valve.
See I ict/homny/i/us arenzaceus.
Aome7 nedumn.
Casts of two right and two left valves.
Cast of a right valve. Tioga county.I I I
I 900.]
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Geol. Cat. Tye or ;





















Mytilarca H. & W.- Cont.
chemungensis(COn.)H.&-'l.I P. N. L. S. pt. 2 23
HZall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 25S 32 8
5,pt- 32 9, II
5, pt. I! 258 32 10
ovifol-77lis .,........... .... ...1*....... ......
pondemosa...........................;
regularis .......... Hall. N. Y. S. M. 35 1403!
Pal. N. Y. iPtE.'I..| 32 I2
5,pt- I|26o 32 I2
triquetr-a . ......,, ., .......I
umbonata..... flail. Pal. N. P ..... 32
N. Y. S. M. 35 402
I Pal. N. y. 5, Pt. I 257
Nucula Lamarck.
bellistriata (Conrad) [fall. 5, pt, I 3IS 46 2
";"sss . sc 5, pt. T 318 46 3,5
corbuliformis. .1!. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 2
Hall.! Pal. N. Y. 5,pt-I 319! 46 29
' 5,pt:I13199 46 32
5,Pt. I 3I9 46 |3,36
diffidens
........





15, pt. Ii 322 45 I4
lamellata.... Hall. .. I. 120
5,pt. I3200 5I1 20,
.......... PI.&Ex - 45 I3
5 pt. I. 320 45 I3
lirata (Conrad). 5, pt. I! 3i6 45 5
15, pt. It3I6 45 II
5, pt. I 3I6 45 I15,24 25
Randalli
.... hr.TV. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 3
AfZall. I Pal. N. Y. i5, pt. I 3I5 45 6,Io. I6
(H. &TV.) Hall. 15, pt. I 3I 5 45 7-9,23
5, Pt.I
1 E115wpt- I 315 45 26, 27




!5,Pt. I! 317 45! 28
Nuculites Conrad.
cuneiformis(Conrad)Hall. , 5, pt- I 325 47 It
j5,pt. I 325 47I i;
nyssa H. hr W. P. N. L. S. Ipt.2 5
Hall. Pal. N. Y Pt| 47| 27
I 5, pt. I 328 47! 27
(H TV Ila1 29
" !5,Pt. IJ328 47 30
oblongatus (Conrad)ZZall.' " 'c 5,pt.i 324 47 2
5, Pt. I 324 47 7-9,11,12!
292 [Vol. xI,
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LOCALITY. RENIARKS.
Belmont, N. Y. Cast of right valve.
;!rvleN- VY Cq.qtQ nf ttun onT-rrsfQc;t,.,




Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Cayucga Lake, N. V'.
Ludlowville, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
........... ...
Chemung Co., N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
...-...
-.....-..........
Near Ithaca, N. V.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.




W. Bloomfield, N. Y.
Lake Erie, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Paterson's Creek, Va.
-U L woJ opposiVieC valves.




Cast of left valve.
See Gosselettia triquetra.
Cast of individual.
Cast of right valve. Figure is an enlargement to two diameters.Casts of two opposite valves in separate blocks. Figures are
enlargements to two diameters.
Cast of left valve. From "Kidder's Ferry."
Cast of right valve.
Specific reference queried. Internal cast of individual.
As a type of ;Vucula RIazdalli. Cast of left valve. From Fall creek.
Cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve. Not a nuculoid shell.
As a type of iVutcla Razdalli.
Cast of left valve. From the " Inclined Plane."
Cast of small riaht valve.
Cast of large right valve.
Internal casts of two individuals. The figures are enlargements to
two diameters. See also ANuicula Ranzdalli.
Very perfect individual.
Two large individuals. % From Pratt's Falls.
As Nu,eula lirata Conrad.
Internal cast of individual. Figures are enlargements to twodiameters. See also ATucuila diz>dens and ,V. lame/Zata.
Internal cast of individual. Not quite entire.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve in block with Leda brevirostris, figs. 38, 39, pl.47, and Actinzoi^pteia Boydi, figs. S, I5, pl. I9, same volume.
As ATuculites triqueter Con., but the specimen is certainly ,.ni:yssa
and is one of the original types of the species. Cast of left valve.
Casts of two opposite valves. From the mouth of iS Mile creek.
See also Nzuculites triquete:.
Cast of pair of somewhat expanded valves.
Internal casts of an individual and a left valve.
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Class LAMELLIBRANCHIATA-Cofltizzued.
Geol. Cat.' Type or GENU,FSECISEANNAUHOR
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. P1. Figs.
Nuculites Conrad.
Ham. '18~ Fi'd. triqueter (Conrad) Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I; 326 47 IS
5, Pt- I 326 47 19
5, Pt.I, 326 47 21
5, pt. I 326 47 23, 24
PI &Ex. .. 47 25
''480(1~~~~~~~~~~H H H H~~~~~~~
5, Pt.47,2
I ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~PI.&Ex.,47 28
5, Pt. I! 326 47 28
Ge.adNyassa H. & WV.Spaypn rut .&d1' P. N. L. S. pt. 2 28 .Hazll. Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. I 354 53 7,S8,en4X2,
H ~~~~~~(H.&' ITV.) flail1. "5, Pt- E 354 53
13
48' 5, PIt. I 354 53 I2, 13
14857 '' " " 5, Pt. I` 54 53 I4-I64807 "" 5, Pt-I 354 53 I7-I9
W- ~~~~~~~~~~5,pt. 3054 53 20
4" " W14itf. N. Y. A. S. 2 216 .
" 5 11558 II ISGeol.O0. 7 45I 7 i
!A-(!' Type. recta......H.& W. P. N. L.S. Pt. 2 20
1 flail~~~~~~~~~~~~.Pl NY 5, Pt- 356 53 I 2
'" (H. &' W.)..Hall. " 5, Pt. I 356 53 6
"4000 ~~subalata.....H.& W. P. N. L. S. Pt~. 91 h~~~~~~~~~~~~Iall1. Pal. N. V. 5, pt. I 355 53 12I, 22
(II. & 147.) Hall. " 5, Pt. I1,355 53 123, 25,26
I
~~Orthonota Conrad.148' Fig'd. carinata (Conz.) H. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 87Hall. Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. I~479 78 35
~~4811 " ~~~ ensiformis....H. & W4. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 89
A24~~~~121Type.~~~ Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I480 78 36?parvula... H. &' W. P. N. L. S. Pt.2 8 .
Hall. Pal. N. V. g, Pt.., 78 32PI.&Ex.
" " "
~~~5,Pt.1I1482 78S 32
4"'a1I2 " (H. &~W.) Hlall. Si" pt. 65 2,IPL&Ex.-1 -
5, Pt.1I1482 65 2,31
Chem. rigida.......AHall. " , Pt. I 481 So 6
H. &W. P. N. L.S. pt 2 41...
Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, i- So 6
Ham. ~5t1Fig'd. undulata (Conrad) Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 47i8 78 42
Palmoneilo I 1. & WV.
Chem. 4 Type. bisulcata....H. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 IO
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hall1.Pal. N. Y 5, Pt. I 344 50 12
A.-P brevis......H. & V. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 I0
.i Fig'dSp. Hall. Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. 1 342 50 3I, 32IandG. T. constricta (Con.) H. &', W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 7
Hall. Pal. N. V. 5, Pt. I 333 48 I, 5
5, Pt. I 333 48 2
"4817" '' " '' " "
~~~~~~~~~~,Pt. I 333 48 6,2
5, Pt. 1333 48 8, II15, Pt: I 333 48 19,lo, 14,15,---
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LOCALITY.
Genoa, N. Y.
W. Bloomfield, N. Y.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
Paterson's Creek, Va.
W. Bloomfield, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. Y.
Chenango Co., N. Y.
Madison Co., N. V.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
East Worcester, N.Y.
Tully, Ohio.




Schoharie Co., N. V.
1....................
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
f..........
iBear's Gulf, N. Y.
i Near Elmira, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Belmont, N. Y.
Seneca or
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Fultonham, N.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Paterson's Creek, Va.
RE mARIRS.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of two opposite valves in same block.
Cast of left valve. Not from Cumberland, Md.
As a type of ATuculites nys.ra.
Cast of left valve.
As a type of AXuculites nyssra.
Cast of right valve. See also .Vuculites nyssa.
Genus named as a subgenus of Modiolopsis, but not described.
Internal cast of right valve. From Pitcher's Springs.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of an individual and a right valve.
Internal casts of an individual and a right valve. From Pratt's Falls.
Internal cast of large right valve.
Cast of right valve.
Genus first described.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of two opposite valves in block with many others.
Casts of two right valves. Schoharie county.
Casts of three left valves.
Cast of right valve, not entire.
Imprint of right valve.
Generic reference not queried.
Generic reference not queried.
Cast of a pair of valves, partly expanded.
As Sang,uinolites truncatus Conrad.
Casts of two opposite valves in same block. Schoharie county.
As type of Sanguginzolites undatus.
cc
" " Ci c Cast of
" Buck's quarry."
See Palaosolen siliquoideus.
Cast of individual and imprint of its left valve.
right valve. From
Cast of right valve. From " Buck's quarry."
Casts of two left valves, separate.
Casts of two opposite valves.
Cast of right valve. From " Baileytown."
Internal casts of an individual and a left valve.
Cast of left valve.
Internal casts of a left valve and a pair of expanded valves.
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Palmoneilo H. &W.-Cont.
constricta (Conrad) Ral11.





filosa (conzrad) H. 6' W.
Hall.
maxima ( Conrad). .. Hall.
muta..... H. & I"
HallI.
perplana ...... H. &' W.
H:all.







" (H. W.) Hall.
Pal2opinna Hall.
recurva .... H.. all.
Palmosolen Hall..........







Work._ Vol P. 1.
Pal. N. Y. 5,Pt. Ii333 $ I7
5, Pt I 334. 48 17 9,205, Pt.i
'Ex.&E ~
" " 5,Pt- I!345 Sjt39
P. N. L.Sipt,Pt. 2 17
P'al. N.Y0 . 5,Pt-x;33S50t 4,5,7
5,Pt. I33S 50I8
5Pt. I33S 50
P.N.L. S. pt.2 7i1
Pal. N. V. 15, pt. I 343 49 33,35,37
15, Pt- Ii 343 49 34, 36
Pal. N. YT. 15' pt. I1335 48 '29-34,38E5, pt. I 33584 35,37,I
Geol. N. V. 4th D lI97 ct.78 6
Pal. N.Y. i5,Pt.Il 335 489 36
P.N.1,.S.1'pt.2 S
Pal. N. Y. 1,5, Pt. I 337 49 27, 30
P. N. L. S. pPt. 2 12 I.
Pal. N. Y. '5, Pt. I 339 1 50 i2I53I
C. " 5,Pt.1 339 1 506
15, Pt. Ii 335 48 IS3
Geol N. 5,pt-2 339 5071 I96
Pa. N.L. ~5 Pt. 2I 48 36rr,
Pa.N. L. !, Pt. 2
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt- I 3341 48 12
i5, Pt. I I339 048 6i O3,202
"5, pt- I 3349 48 25,26
N.Y.A-S- I 2 237! i
5 |I56I I2 4, 5
Geol.O. I 7 453 8 4, S
P. N. L. S. pt.2 9
Pal. N. Y. 15, Pt. I 3361 49 22, I4
" " 15,Pt-I 36,49 2,3, 9
" " 15 t- 1 36 S49 j105, P .I 361 II
N. Y. S .M 3 398:
PaNl.N . 5, Pt. I 24 25 I94
P. N. L. S. pt.2 189 .
Pal. N. Y. ,Pt.E'I.734 33
5, pt. I 3483 4978 2 33
5, Pt. I 423 69 1II
5G jiPtR. .. . .69!i II
15, Pt. I, 4139
" L5,Pt- I;4I8 69 3
15, pt.I420 80 8
'" " gi.P&Ex.I.& 80. S
Pa.N. V. "P. .. _, . 3__3
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'Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Jefferson, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Cortland, N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Fultonham, N. Y.,
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Outlet of Lake Keuka,
N.Y.
Ludlowville, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Butternuts, N. Y.
Leroy, Ohio.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.






Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.
....................
Erie Co., N. Y.
Central New York.
Cast of left valve.
Casts of a left and two right valves.
Cast of right valve.
Casts of one left and two right valves.
Cast of a small left valve.
Cast of right valve. From the " Inclined Plane."
Casts of two opposite valves and an individual (fig. 35).
Casts of two opposite valves.
Casts of one right and tbree left valves and an entire individual.
Cast of a right valve.
As type of Telmina ? ovata Hall.
Cast of a pair of expanded valves.
Casts of a small left and a large right valve.
Generic reference queried.
Cast of a pair of expanded valves. From " Baileytown."
Casts of two left valves, one right valve and two pairs of expanded
valves. From "Bear's Gulf."
Cast of a left valve.
Cast of left valve with umbo cut away.
Cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve. From the tunnel at Fall creek.
Internal cast of left valve in block with many others. Otsego county.
Internal cast of individual. From the Erie shale.
A very perfect right valve and a larger exfoliated one.
Entire individual. From Pratt's Falls.
Internal cast of left valve.
Left valve retaining internal cast of right valve.
Cast of left valve retaining some test, beak missing.
Defined as a subgenus of So/en.
As Orthonota siliq'uoidea.
Solen (PaZcrosolen) siliquoidea. Cast of right valve.
" Cardiola ? radiants Con. Cast of individual, somewhat distorted.
Cast of individual.
As Cardiola ? Jhero.
Cast of left valve. From the '"Indian reservation."
As Cardiola?
-. Cast of a pair of expanded valves.
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l- Fig'd Sp.!and G. T.
LVol. XI,
REFE REN CE.GENUS, SPECIES AND AumoR. Work. Vol. P. Pi. Figs.
.~~~~~~~~~~~okV .PII
Pal1osolen Hall-Coant.
potens..Hal. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 422 69 8, IO
''~~~~~5,Pt.I"PiExz. * * * 69 8, 10
retusa......l.. .Hl " i5, pt. I 42I 69 6
" " prnP<tEI' t. . .6
robusta (Hall).... Miller. Am. P. F . . I86
haI 1. jPal. N. Y. 1.!,! 70 22, 24
"5, Pt. II 424 70 22, 24
...".... " "5, pt. 1 424 70 23
Paracardium Barrande. I Pt.
doris.Hall. .IO, IIi
,5, pt. I 428 70 IO, II
Paracyclas Hall.
elevata............
elliptica..... Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 17I :Ct 67 2Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 440, 72 25, 26
..........
.
. ...... "15,pt.I 440, 721 23
...........
" "
",pt. 1440 72 29
........... 1Pt.I440" 5Pt-I 72 30
...........
" ; (; 5,pt.1 440' 72 3I-33
H.&'WdP [tN. Y. S. M. 24 I89.
fissa ............. ...... ...... .........-.. .+lirata(Conrad)..... 11. 1P'al. N. Y. 5, pt. I441 72 3, 4
5, pt. I 441, 72 6, I5, i6
" " * - 5, pt. I 44I 72 7-10
?pauper ..H.Da11. " " 75 25










Pholadella H. & W.
constricta...........
radiata (Coi.) H. & W. P. N. L. S pt. 2 63HIazl/I Pal. N. Y. , pt- I 469 78 15, 175, pt.I 469 78 9
5, pt.I 4691 78 2I
Phthonia H1. & W.
cylindrica... lal. .. .178 2
ti ss ss 5, pt. I 473 78 2
nodicostata.... H. & W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2, 7IIHall.' Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. I 474j 78 6
sectifrons (Con.) H. &' W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 70
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LOCALITY.
Madison Co., N. V.
Cayuga Lake, N. V.
Below Portage, N. Y.






Falls of Ohio River.
Clarke Co., Ind.
Near Fultonham, N.Y.
Near Olean, N. Y.
Summit, N. V.
Cazenovia, N. V.
Near Ithaca, N. V.
Cayuga Lake, N. V.




RE: m AR KS.
As Cardiola ? radians Conrad. Casts of two individuals.
Cast of left valve.
Cardiopsis robusta, nomnen nudum.
Cardiola ? robusta.
Casts of two opposite valves.
Cast of left valve.
As Cardiola doris.










Casts of one left and two right valves.
Casts of two individuals.
As Cyt/herodon (,Schizodus) pauper.










Casts of two opposite valves. Schoharie county.
Cast of an individual, compressed vertically.
Cast of a right valve. From the " Inclined Plane."
Cast of right valve.
Cast of right valve.
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GENUS, SPECTES AND AUTHOR. Worl;.
Plethomytilus Hall
..............|
arenaceus. I.. &fW. P. N. L. S.
Hall. Pal. N. Y.
ss .s9 c
arceuosa................
Fig'd. oviformis (Con.) II. &@ W.
Hall.













4 Jj 4 4 c 4
Ham. IIIAPA Fig'd.
1s 31)°X 4 1s
993sn 4 "s3)
.4 30 3')4 'C
30- .4 ~
Ham.& 13 0 4 9 t
4s4 13 P7L4- ,
Ham l4
P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.









































G(eol. N. V. 4th D. 245 ct.to7
P'al. N. V. 5, Pt. I 427 70






flabella (Conzrad) ... Ilall. Pal. N. Y.
Whitfield.:1
.,





















































































. . .. .
. . .
Che . 4-I lil Fig'd.
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LOCALITY. REMARK.S.
Schoharie, N. Y.
Port Deposit, N. '.
York, N. Y.
Geneseo, N. V.












Chemung Upper N ar-
rows, N. Y.
Chemang, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. V.
Madison Co., N. V.
Worcester, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
Onondaga Co., N. V.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
Stafford, N. Y.
Otsego Co., N. Y.
Tu]Iy,- Ohio.
In. the regular edition of Pal. N. Y., vOl. 5, Pt. I, at page xiv, thisis made a subgenus uiider Af),tz-larca.As A1j,61arca arenacea.
99 'tt (Plethom),filzis) arenosa, by error, in explanation ofplate. Cast of right valve.See Plethonn,tilies arenaceus.
As Alyfilarca oviformis. Comments made.Cast of left valve. Cayuga Lake.Cast of right valve.
Compressed cast of pair of partly expanded valves.Cast of rigbt valve widened by compression.
As Alytila-rca pojtdei-osa.
Made the type of the new genus Plethoznjlilzis.
Cast of a small individual.
Casts of two left valves.
Large right valve, mostly exfoliated.
Internal cast of large individual.
Synonym of Coizoea-rdizeiii.
See Conocardiuiii cuneus, var. tri:gponale.
As Cardium ? velustunz.
Casts of','one left and two right valves.
Casts of a left valve and a pair of expanded valves.
Cast of pair of expanded valves. From L.ock No. 5."
See Afqambonia cardiiformis.
As type of Aviculapecteniformis Hall.
Referred to present genus and species.
Cast of left -valve.
Casts of two opposite valves.
Cast of rigbt valve.
Casts of two left valves.
Casts of tbree left valves and an individual (fi,-S. 2 and io).
Internal cast of left valve.
Cast of large right valve.
Part of the internal cast of a right valve and the cardinal portion of
a left va'lve. From Pratt's Falls.
Intemal cast of small individual.
Cast of left valve, somewhat imperfect.'
Internal cast of left valve.
Cast of left valve.
Builetin. American1Afuseulmn of Natural History.
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Geol. Cat. Type or | GENUS SPECIES AND AUTHOI. REFERENCE.
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. ' Work.S,SPECIANDAUHOR.-- Vol. P.
Pterinea Goldfuss-Cont.
Chem. 4 Type. prora ....... il. Pal. N.Y. p . .... I(
N. Y. S. M. 35 292
Pal NI V c nt. T 02 TI
Mar. 1-k Type.























undosus ........... Ha .
(Hall) iViller.
Pal. N. V.






N.Y. S. M.PIal. N. Y.




N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.







































N. Y. S. M. 35 263
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt. I 63
Ass.P&EIx. ....-
Pal. N.Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
Geol. N. Y.
N. Y. S. M.
Pal. N. Y.
Pal. N. Y.
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LOCALITY.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
....................





Pine Valley, N. V.
Tioga, Pa.
Western New York.





Allegany Co., N. Y.
.....................
R EM A R K S.
Cast of right valve and imprint of left valve retaining part of internal
cast. From " Buck's quarry."
See V'ertumtnia revei-sa.
ar'zs.
Cast of left valve.




Casts of two left valves and a pair of expanded valves.
Muclh exfoliated left valve. Ontario county.
Right valve, imbedded. From a bowider. Chemung county.
Cast of left valve.
Partly exfoliated left valve, imbedded.
As one of the types of Plerinopecten cons.pectues. Cast of left
valve.
As Pterinopecten laZtus (typographical error). Cast of left
valve.
See Pterinzopectez lcts/s.
Cast of left valve and its matrix.
As Ptce-inea ? suborbicularis.
Cast of left valve. From " IIobbieville."
See Aviculopecten (Pieriinopecten ?) terminvalis.
As Aviculopecten undulatus, nomen nudum. Cast of right valve.- -
---cl - -- - - - .
S30
INear Covington, N. Y.
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Geol. Cat.; Typeor i GENUS SPRECIES AND AUTHOR. REFERENCE.
Subdiv. N'o. Fgyd Sp. ' Work. Vol. P. P1
Pterinopecten Hall-Cott.i
Ham. 4813 Gen.a vertumnus. HI-all. P'al. N. y. S| , 7
I "p.Type~ tPal. N. Y. 5, Pt. I 7I 5 5, 7
......... ", Pt. I 7I526 3, 8Pteronites McCoy 5
deczussata.......................... ...... ........
Chem. 4f'4P Type. rostratus.Hall. Pal. N. V. 1tEl . .... 22 24!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ns Y. s. M. 35 396
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt.I 238 22 24
subdecu.ssata.. .
Ptychodesma H. S& W.
Chem. ;A Type. minor...........H11all. Pal. N. Y. Pi.sEx. 4I 27a
,s ss 5, pt. I 353 4I 27
Sanguinolites McCoy.
I
1, gla2c2Ws. ,. . . . . . . .1, 1 X p~onde;ves2is ................. ...... ...... .. .... ... . ... . ........
rig-idus.....
solenoides ................................ ................
g ~~~t ii stzbot2{u2s .... ... . ... ... ....iubar s...................
Chem. -4- Type. ?undulatus ...ZI.&'. WV. P. N. 'L. S. pt. 2 9....
Haill. Pal. N.V Plsj . 64 I
I " "a 44 se 5,pt.I 50S 64 I
ven!t-Zcosu.....
Schizodus King.
Ham. 4 Fig'd. appressus (CLan.) H. & W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 95
I/al. Pal. N.Y. 5,pt.lI... 75 35, pt. I 449 75 3
481.,7 5, Pt. 1,PI.&Ex. .... 75 4, 9
5,pt. I 449 75 4, 9
485~~~~~~~~~~~.5, Pt.I,:ss'4s.v1 Pit. ss ss ss PL&Ex. . 75 5-75, pt. I 449 75 5-7
41* 7 ' a4 5 Pt I 8pi.&E.h'---7
5, pt. I 449 75 8
Chem.!--- ., chemungensis (Con.)
RY.&W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 96
lbo1. Pal. N. Y. PiPkx.*.. 75 37
",, 4s , 5, pt- I 453 75 37
l48..I8l *4 t t;is iL 44 2k.'&Ex...........,75 38,39
5,pt.I 453 75 38,394*18Iwsr,sl *X .. .< N. Y. S. M. 23 1.4 20
. Pal. N. Y. A.&EX. 75 40
" " , (5, pt.I 453 75 40
4815essx ¢ sc"gH.& W. P. N. L. S. pt. 2 97 .
Hall. Pal. N. Y. Ip&Et...t 75 4t
" 5,pt. I 453 75 45























Tioat' Co.l, N. Y.
....................
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
....................
....................
Tioga Co., N. Y.
.................
Cortland, N. Y.
R E Al A R KIS.
Imprints of three pairs of expanded valves. Schoharie county.-
Casts of two left valves and a pair of expanded valves.
See Actino;pteria decusstzta.
Cast of left valve. Alleganv county.
See Actinopteria subdecussita.
Doubtfully referred to this genus.










Cast of right valve. From one-half mile south of Great Valley.
See Spath/ella typica.
As CythLerodon (ScAizodus) appressu.s.
Internal cast of right valve. Onondaga county.
As Cytherodonz (Schizodies) appressies.
Casts of two opposite valves.
As Ctltherodon (Schizodus) appresus.
Casts of a pair of expanded valves and two opposite, separate valves.
From " Ogden's Ferry."
As Cytherodon (Schizodus) appresszus.
Cast of small right valve. Schoharie county.
As Cytherodon (Schizodus) chemuzngensis.
Cast of right valve in block with original of fig. 40, same plate.
From three miles north of Factoryville.
As Cytzerodon (Schizodus) chemtzunzgensis.
Casts of a pair of expanded valves and a left valve.
As Cytherodon agppressus Conrad.
As Cytherodon (Schiziodus) chemnungen.sis.
Cast of left valve in block with original of fig. 37, same plate.
From three miles north of Factoryville.
As Schizodus oblatus, nomen nudum.
" Cytherodon (Schizodus) oblatus, type.
Cast of left valve.
------
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? fissus ....... .Hall.












ciavulus (I1. &' W.) .hilL.





Work. Vol. P. Pil. I
Pal. N. Y. Pi'.&E .... 75 41
.i it 5, Pt. I 453 75 4I
P. N. L. S. pt. 2 96
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt.r, 75 32, 33
ct cc 5, Pt- 1 454 75 32, 33
P.&Ex. 75 34,, 5, Pt- 454 75 36
5, Pt-I
Pl.&Ex. 75 36
" 5, pt. I 454 75 36
5, pt. I 456 63 17
5 Pt IPl.&h.
51 pt. II
PI.&Ex' 72 35, 36
5, Pt- I 447 72 35, 36
p
ts .&E.. 72 38-40
5, Pt. I 447 72 38-40
P. N . L. S. pt. 2 97.
Pal. N. Y. 5i'Pr.... 75 I6-i8
C L . . 5, Pt. 1 452 75 i6-iS
Geol. N. V.
P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.








I'. N. L. S.



























5, Pt I 399
PI &EX. ...
5, pt- I 3995 Pt Ipl.&iIx ....
5, pt. I 399
PL&Ex.
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LOCALITY.
Near Ithaca, N. Y.
Near Elmira, N. Y.
Cayuta Creek, N. Y.








Chemung Co., N. Y.














As type of Cytlzerodoiz (Schizodus) obla-tits.
Imperfect cast of left valve.
As Schizodiis qua-draikg-telaris.
" Cytherodon (Schizodus) qztadraVularis.
Casts of two opposite valves.
As Cytlzerodon (Schizzodies) quadrangularis.
Ca.t of right valve. Tioga county.
As Cytherodon (Sclzizodus) quadrtzngularis.
Cast of left valve. From three miles north of Factoryville.
As a type of Cardiovzoi]pha i-otunda Hall. Cast of left valve.
" Paracyclas ?,fzssa.
Internal cast of individual.
As type of Paracyclas elevala.
Intemal cast of individual.
Nomen nudum.
.As Cytlterodon (Schizodus) g-regarius-
Casts of two opposite vaLlves and a block bearing several casts,including the original of fig. iS.See Schizodzis chenzunAensis var. quadrangularis.As Cypricardia ? rhanibea.
" Schizodus rhombents, without redescription.
" Cytherodon (Schizodus) rhopitbeus.
Cast of'left valve in sandstone. From ei t miles south of Mayville.
See Palmoseleiz siliqztoideus.
As Sanguinolites ventricosus W. & W. Casts of a left and two right
valves in separate blocks.
As Sanguinolites ventricosits W. & W.
Cast of left valve.
Not, however, one of the origiiial types of P. N. L. S., pt. 21 P. 45.
As Sanguinolites rigidus W. & W. Cast of a left valve.
Cypricardia contracta.
SanAminolites rigidus W. & W.
Li cc ct
Cast of left valve. From eight miles south of Mayville.
As Sanguinolites rigidus W. & W.
Casts of two left and one riglit. valve.
As Sangiiinolites rigidzis W. & W.
Casts of three right valves. Allegany county.
As Sanguinolites r49idus W. &W - '
Cast of right valve somewhat compressed vertically.
As Sangwinolites rigidus W. & W.
Cast of right valve. Found loose.Near Olean, N. Y....... .............
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Sphenotus Hall-Continued.
Ham. t Fig'd. cuneatus (Con.) H.&W. P. N. L. S. Pt. 2 39 .
Hall. Pal. N. Y. P,Pt- x. 65 I3-17








41A7Figd Sp.I and G.T.
solenoides. ... -H. & W.
Hall.
subtortuosus. . . H. &' W.
Hall.












P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.
..
P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.
P. N. L. S.
Pal. N. Y.
4c ..




































































































J. A. N. S.
I. D. F.
Pal. N. Y.
W...... . .. . .. .
I5 56
Gast. ....25
5, pt. 2 io6 25
Gast. . . . 25
5, pt. 2 io6 26
5, pt. 2 io6 25
Gast. .... 25
5, pt. 2 io6 25
Gast. .... 25
5, pt- 2 ii6 25
8 269 I6
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LOCALITY.
Near Fultonham, N.Y.




Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Smyrna, N. Y.
Ludlowville, N. Y.
Cashaqua Creek, N. Y.








Near Delpbi, N. Y.
-f ..... ..-
-ar. !;e .;i,.Te N. )..




A cast somewhat distorted by pressure.
Doubtfullv referred to this species.
A somewhat crushed cast evidently used for lower outline.
Cast preserving shell in part. From Pratt's Falls.
As Cvrtolites miilella, by error.
Nearly entire individual preserving shell. From Pratt's Falls.
An imbedded individual.






Casts of one left valve, two right valves and two pairs of expanded
valves. From " Bear's'Gulf."
As Saxg-zeinofites solenoides.
Cast of individual, somewhat imperfect.
As Sanguinotites subtortuosus.
Cast of left valve. From " Bear's Gulf."
As Sanguinolites truncatus..
94 cc it
Casts,bf two opposite valves and of a pair of partly expanded valves.From " Bear's Gulf."
See PaIrzoneilo maxiiiia.
Casts of two left valves.
/ICast of right valve, in block with oricrinal Of fig. 3, PI. 20, same
Vol.
, 'Leio,pteria Bigubyi.
Cast of small right valve.
Cast of left valve and its imprint. From " Shakers' Mill."
Defined as a subgenus of Pteriizea.
As Pterinetz reversa, var. avz's'. Imprint of two opposite valves.
Cast of right valve.
As Pterinea reve;-sa.
Cast of pair of expanded valves.
ISchoharie Co.. N. Y.I A'small individual.
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Class GASTrROPODA-Continued.
pe.or R EFER EN C E.d" GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. Work. Vol. P. P1. i
Bellerophon Montfort-Con/.
ype. leda. Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 58I. D. F. Gast. ......24 8
( Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 II0 23 5
....." I. D. F. Gast. 24 1I-13
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 II0 23 14-I6
macra..Hlall. L D. F. Gast. 22 7I Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 II9 25 9
natator.Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 6o.
I. D. F. Gast. . 23 I2
i Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 IO8 24
ig'd. Newberryi (Mfeek) Hall. I D 5, pt. 2 97 22 I, 26L.D. F. Gast. - 22 I, 2
ype. patulus ............ Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 57I.D. F. Gast. .. 23 4
CC Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I00 22 25
. . ..........
" I.D. F. Gast. . 235
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I00 22 21
.. . ........" I.D. F.. Gast. . 23 8
LPal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I00 22 24
pelops... a.ll. N. Y. S. M. I 5 56.....'...
1. D. F. Gast. .22 3-5
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 95 22 7-9
."
...........
I. D. F. Gast. 25 I, 2
Pal. N. y. 5, Pt. 2 95 22 II, I2
." I. D. F. Gast.
..
25 3, 3a
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 95 22 10, 13
var. exponens Htall. , 5, pt. 2 96 22 I4
.D. F. Gast. 25 4
ig'd. striatus (ronn) . ./ll. Geol. N. V. 4th D. 246 ctI07 7
'ype. thalia..HIall. N.Y. S. M. I5 6oI. 1). F. Gast. . 25 7
PPal. N. Y. 5,pt. 2 105 25 3
tricariznata Hall (non
Shumard).......
ype. triliratus.... Ia 11. Pal. N. V. 5, pt. 2 II7 24 2, 1-19I. D. F. Gast.. 22 I5-19
Callonema Hall.
Typed bellatulum .. ..Hall. N. Y. S. M. I4 I04 .Type. "~~~~~~~~ " " 27 13 12
I. D. F. Gast. . I4 I5
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 5I I4 I5
. . . . . ..
I. D. F. Gast. .... I4 I0-I4
. Pal. N. y. 5, pt. 2 51 I4 IO-14
'ype. imitator. . &' W. N. Y. S. M. 24 I95.Hall. cc " 27 .... I3 9
I. D. F. Gast.. I4 I6
Pal. N. y. 5, pt. 2 53 I4 i6
lichas.Il.al. N. Y. S. M. i iIo6 .
I. D. F. Gast. .I2 I9-21
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 52 I2 I9-2I
. " I.D. F. Gast. . 2.. 22
Pal. N.Y. 5,pt.2 52 I2 22
Cyclonema Hall...doris -Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 43.
I. D. F. Gast.. I9 I
.._ Pal. N. Y.
.5, pt. 2 34 I9 I
3IO
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LoCALITY.
rS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Western New York.
Rockville, N. Y.






West Hamilton, N. Y.
..................




Near Delphi, N. Y.
Clarence Hollow, N.Y.
Near Portland, N. Y.
York, N. Y.
...................





















As Bellerophlon patulus Hall. A silicified individual, nearly entire.
49
"9 (Phragmitosto,tna ?) pahius.
Nearly entire individual.
As Bellerophion (Phragmzoszoma?) patuz/s.
Somewhat flattened individual.
As Belle?rophon (Phraginostoma.e) patulus.
Cast. Probably from near i8 -Mile Creek. See also Be/lerophon
Newberryi.
As Bel/erophon (Bucania) pelops.
Two nearly entire, silicified individuals.
Internal cast.
Internal cast.
As Be//crophon pelops ? Internal cast.
Imbedded. From shore of the lake six miles northeast of the
harbor.
Internal cast, somewhat compressed.
See Be/leropfhon t/riliraius.









Cast retaining part of shell.
As Platyostoma lichas.
" Isonema "




Internal cast retaining some shell.
I900.] 31I
-1
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R E F E R E C E.
Geol. Cat.- Type or;! GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHO1R. V |. . F
S,,bdiv. No. 'Fig'd Sp.; Wok Vol
Cyclonema Hall-Cont.
Ifam. 4884 Type. hamiltoni.x ......Hall. N. V. S. M. I5 47I. D. F. Gast. . 1I2 34
4,54 Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 37 I2
; , " I. D.F. Gast. 12 36
". Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 37 I2 36
14
~~liratum. Mdtli. N. Y. S. M. 15 47 3
I. D. F. Gast. . 2 29
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 3 5 12 29.
..¢498 !. multilira..aIl. N. V. S. 'M4. I5 48
I. D. F. Gast... 2 3033
..
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 36 12I 3033
Cyrtolites Conrad.














1111l'tlatb.. . -- -. .. . ..
pileolhs ................
Cyrtonella Hlall...........
mitella . ..H11.... . ... .... .


































































I. D. F. Gast.
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt. 2
eborace,szs......s... . .... ..............
ectzcle.. .
lzXzls . .........
planodiscus......fIlae. N. Y. S. M. 13
" 1. D. F. Gast.




eboracensis. Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5
" I. D. F. Gast.
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LOCALITY.







Pratt's Falls, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. V.
..r,





....... ...... . ..... .
Manlius, N. Y.
....................
............. . . .
York, N. Y
REMARKAS.
Individual retaining much of shell. Onondaga county.




See C6rtone/la mite/le/, Cjrtonzela pileolzis and Beller-ophion acztilira.
pileolus.
Defined as a subgenus of C'rto/ites.
As Cyrtolioes/e mitella.
' 4iIL " Generic reference not queried.
Cast retaining some shell.
As Cvr-tolites mnitella.
Cast retaining some shell.
As types of C(yrtolites pileolzs.





Cast showing external features........ -...- -- -- -- -- ISee ESoupnhal/us /axus.
" "
C c Deceroi.
Well preserved individual, nearly entire.
As types of Ezomphalus Conzradi Hall.
Two internal casts. The smaller one is in chert and retains some
shell.
Large internal cast.
See Euomn.phalus (Phzanerotinus) eboracensis.
" " (Straparo//us) hecale.
(Phanzeroti'zus) laxus.
'Three imbedded individuals retaining more or less shell.
See Plezrotomaria /Icina.
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Geol.Cat.Typeor ~~REFERENCEGeobdi. Cat.- Tydpe.o GENUS, SPECIES ANDAUTHOIR.....Subdiv.No.Fig'dSp. ~~~~~~~~Workc.Vol. P. Pi.
Euomphalus Sowerby-Conzt.(Phanerotinlus)
H-am. ~''Type. laxus........Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 54 6 II. D. F Gast. .i6 9
Pal. N.'y. 5, Pt. 2 6o i6
489 1 " N.V. S. M. ' 5 54 .I1. D. F. Gast. .. i6
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 6o i6
(Straparollus)
Chem. hecale.Hall. I. D. F. Gast. .. i6
Pal. N.YV 5,Pt. 2 59 i6(Straparollus)
Ham. 483 " rudis........Hall. I. D. F. Gast. .. i6 6it Pal. N. Y. 5,Pt. 2 58 i6 6
Isonema M. & W.
U. H. F~ig'd. humile (Mfeek) H1. &' W. N. Y. S. M. 23 240 12 3-5
Loxonema Phillips.
Ham. 4P Type. bellona.H.....lal1.L D. F. Gast. ....
Agqr, ~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 46 14 34I5~9~" ? coaptum.H....all. L. D. F. Gast. .13 7
Pal. N. Y. 5,Pt. 2 44 13 7
~~81t1" cdlephicola ..... Ilall N. Y.- S. M. 15 52 4 q1 "~ ~~~~~~~~~I.L D. F. Gast. .. 13 22, 23
it Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 47 13 22, 234895" I.~~~...... D. F. Gast.1..3 19
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 47 13 19.48911
~ ~~~~~......
. D. F. Gast. .1.3 24
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 47 13 244887 "
~~hamiltonioe ......Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 53
-r "~~~~~~~~~~i I. D. F.- Gast. 13 15, 17
it Pal. N. Y. -,Pt. 2 45 13 15,1I7
U. H. ALO' pexatum.Hal.N. Y. S. M.)4 10
I. D. F. Gast. .1.3 II, 12
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 42 13 ri, 12
MiYA ...... L. D. F. Gast. .1.3 i6, i8Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 42 13 i6, iS
var. obsoletum LI D. F. Gast. .. 13 13
CC Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 43 13 13
c4
~~robustum.. -Hall. N. V. S. M. 15 5
L.D. F. Gast. .1.3 6
c40
~ ~ ~ " Pal. N. Y. 5.Pt. 2 40 13 6
?teres.. Hall. L. D. F. Gast. .1.3 Io
"9 Pal. N. Y. 5; Pt. 2 42 13 I0
Macrocheilus Phillips.
Ham. 4898 " hamiltonix.H....fall1. N. Y. S. M. i 49 4 2
I. D. F. Gast. .. 12 8,9,I2-r4
4898~~~~~~~~~~~~a.N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 33 12 8,9,T2-I4
-
...... L. D. F. Gast. .. 12 10,11
425 ~~~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 33 12 I0, IIMar. " hebe........Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 48 4 I
L.D. F. Gast. .1.2 6, 7
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 32 12 6, 71-1
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LOCALITY.








.. .. . . .
Bellona, N. Y.
j................IS ile Creek, N. Y.
Delphi, N. Y.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Near Penn Yan, N - Y










R E M A R KS.
I
3 I5
As Enoitiphalzis (Stra.pw-ollzes) laxits in explanation,of plate.As a type of Ecezilioiiiphalus comes liall.Cast, imbedded. Shows external features.
As Euoi.z its laxus.
44 it (Fcculionzphalus ?) laxus.






As the type of Naticopsis cretaceii H. & W., in the text, and called
Natico in the explanation of the plate.
.psis 1&-vis Meel-, bv error,
Two somewhat exfoliated individuals.
See Callont,ma lichas.
bellatulum.
Cast retaining a small fragment of shell.
Generic reference not queried in this reference.
Internal cast, imbedded. From the shore of Lal-e Erie.
Individual preserving shell.
Imbedded.
Imbedded and partly enclosed in a coating of slick-ensided shale.
Two individuals. Yrom Pratt's Falls.
Specific name queried here.
The internal cast from wbich both figures were made. Another
cast is marlced as a type, but it was not figured.
Two silicified specimens. Figure i6 is of the original type.
Specific reference queried here.
Part of a silicified individual.
Internal cast, not entire.
A nearly entire internal cast.
Two crushed individudls.
Internal cast.
Aperture restored in the enlarged outline.
The original type specimen. From the Goniatite limestone.
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REFERENCE.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOrz. Work. E.Subdiv. No. Fig' Sp. Work. _ Vol. P. P.
Macrocheilus Phillips-Cont.
Ham. 44;r Type. hebe......I.....1 . D. F. Gast. 2 I2 4 5
409:; (Holopea)macrostoma... /l. N. Y. S. M. I5 49 4 3I. D. F. (Gast. .. .2 I5_I17Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 33 I2
..0J. I.....I. D. F. Gast. I2 I8Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt- 2 33 I2 is
Murchisonia d'A. & de V.
U. H. 42:; desiderata ..... All.1 N.Y.S.M. 15 50 4 I2Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 89 2I I-3
leda.Hacl/. N. Y. S. M. I4 I03
! 1 44 I CNI5....4 IO
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 9I 21 4
r .s smaia. Ill'ljN. V. S. M. 14 I03
j~~~~~~~~~~~1 ....I 4 II
l'al. N. V. 5, Pt. 2 91 2I 5-9
Ham. " micula (1lhZ?).... A.illor. Am. P. F.. 244.
Ilehi l. N. Y. S. M. I5 50 4 I3
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 93 2I II
turricula Hall (non Bill.).......
Naticopsis McCoy.
cre/acea. . . . . . .
Chem. 41 Type. gigantea.. . 'IWI. N. Y. S. M 23 238 12 9la.vis.2........ . 2 12 3-5
Orthonychia Hall.........
sp.Geol. N. Y. 4th D. I73 ct.68 3
Gen. and Palaeotrochuslall.U. H. '4i Sp.Type. Kearneyi........ Jirall. N. Y. S. M. I4 105 .ti I cc 15 4 14
P'al. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 I33 30 14
Phragmostoma Hall.
Platyceras Conrad.
U. H.j401 Type. ammon.... I-all.U. N. Y. S.. M. IS 37
I~ ~~~~~~C Pal
37
.5 t-22I.D. F. Gast. . 878-IPal. N. y. 5, Pt. 2 20 8 7
18 " " nr2 l s s arg o........... I.iD. F. G st. 8 8-io
I c Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 20 S 8-xo
Ham.I402-10-S . attenumrgo...... lall. N. Y. S. M. 15 39
I. 1D. F. Gast. . 4-6
l Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I9 S 4-6
Ham. 4, attenuatum ....... Iall. N. Y. S. M. 15 30
I
. I. D. F. Gast. .. 3 2,3
i9o..................Pal. N.Y. 5, pt.2 6 3 2, 34901 " ~~~~bucculentum.....Hall. N. Y. S. M. 25 33
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I.-D. F. Gast. .-- 7
Pal.N YV 5,Pt. 2 I0 3 7
440." I. 1). F. Gast. .. 26, 28
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 10 3 26, 28
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LOCAL! JY. REMARKS.
Hamilton, N. Y. Very large individual.
Prntt's' Falls. N. Y.rriiLL :y 1' aLLaw IX, .
Madison Co., N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Cambridge, Ohio.
Near Dublin, Ohio.










Two individuals, one denuded of shell. From the Goniatite lime-
stone (?).
"Referred with doubt to this species."
Cast, flattened laterally.
A siliceous replacement of the shell.
Part of an internal cast retaining sonme shell, silicified.
Two silicified fragments.
Name proposed instead of Alurchisonia lur-ricuda, which was
preoccupied.
As type of Murchisonia turricula.
Imbedded individual retaining some shell. Pratt's Falls=Delphi
Falls. Onondaga county,
See Azfrchisornia micila.
Isonema. hunile and Pleurotomanria ? sp.




Defined as a subgenus of T,-ochus.
As Pleurotomaria Kearne)yi.
Incomplete cast of the exterior.
Sec Belleroophon nr/a/or.
A weathered internal cast retaining some shell.
A large individual partly denuded of shell.
A considerably exfoliated individual, imbedded.
As Platyceras (Orthony)chia) at/enzcataum. Imbedded.
Specific reference queried here.
Imbedded, apparently entire.
Figure marked 25 on plate, by error.
Nearly entire.
-~~~~
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GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHiOR. REFERENCE.Work. Vol. P. iPi .
Platyceras Conrad-Coant.
bucculentum...... Hall. 1. D. F. Gast. ..3 27
69 Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 10 3 .7
calloszi? 3 2..
carinatum.... Hall. N. . S. M. 15 33
I. D. F. Gast. .. 2 I2, I3
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 5 2 I2, I3
"......... I. D. F. Gast. .2 I4-16
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 5 2 I4-I6
........." I. D. F. Gast. . 2 17-19
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 5 2 I7-I9
"......... I. D. F. Gast. . 2,I29
Pal. N.- . 5, pt. 2 5 j2 28, 29
concavum ....IHall. N. Y. S. M. I5 30.
. I.DL . F. Gast.. 9
Pal. N. Y. 15, pt. 2 3 I 9, IO
.........
Hall. I. D. F. Gast. i II, 12
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 3 I II I2
conicum... Hall. N. Y. S. M. 1 I5 3I
I. D. F. Gast. I3-17,Ig
Pal. N. Y. 15, Pt. 2 3 I I3-I7, I9
a..........Hll. I. D. F. Gast.. is
Pal. N. Y. 15, pt. 2 3 I IS
..........
I.D. F. Gast.. 30, 3I
Pal. N.Y. 5, pt. 2 3 2 30, 31
crassum.. H..Hal. N. Y. S. M. i I 5 36
; I. D. F. Gast. .. 7 8-io
Pal. N. Y.!5, pt. 2 18 7 8-io
cymbium. Hall. N. Y. S. M. I 5 35
< I. D. F. Gast. .... 4 9-lI
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 I2 4 9-II
dentalium. . iall. N. Y. S. M. I5 29..
I. D. F. Gast. I 4-6







































































































Falls of Ohio River.
Columbus, Ohio.
The Helderbergs,N.Y.
Oneida Co., N. Y.
Darien, N. Y.
R ENI AR KS.
A weathered individual.
See Platyceras? (Plairstoma?) c¢idloum.
Individual retaining most of shell.
A very perfect, small individual.
Internal cast.
Large internal cast with apex missing.
As Platyceras (Orthonychia) conzcavnzm.
Internal cast with anoex
missing.
As Platyceras (Orthonychia) concavum.
" " "
I 3t& I Rather small individual with
apex missing.
As Platyceras (Orthonqchia) conzicuzm.. Four individuals, one of
which has lost its apex.
As Playtcerars (Orthonychia) conicuom. Internal cast retaining part
of shell.
Entire.
Internal cast retaining part of shell.
Internal cast, partly restored in the figures.
As Plahceras (Orthonychia) dentalium.
.s ssc c .s
" *'. " "
9 4 9 A somewhat compressed
individual.
A large individual, imbedded.
Figure was made from this specimen.
Imbedded. Bears old label as coming from The Helderbergs.
A small individual.
Individual preserving many spines.
Internal cast.
A small individual.
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Geol. Cat. Type or GEUS,SENCE
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. E AN A Work. Vol. - . 7
Platyceras Conrad-Coat.
U. H. 4nj90 Type. dumosum var. rarispinumf-lall. I. D. F. Gast.---- 5 I
" Pal. N. Y. 5, pt.2 6 5 IO
Ham. ~LA "1 echinatum......Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 .38I D. F. Gast. 5 I, 2
" Pal. N. Y. 5,Pt. 2 '3 5 I,2
U. H. 4-0" erectum... flail. Geol. N. y. 4th D. I74 ct 68 6N. Y. S. M. 15 324
I.D. F. Gast. 2 4






















































Gast. |.... . 2 7, 8
5,Pt.21 5 2 7,8Gast.
...i. 2 IT
5, pt. 2: 5 2 II
15 35CGast. .... 4 1-3
5, pt.2l II 4 1-3Gast. .... 4 4, 5
5, pt. 2 Ii 4 4, 5Gast. . 4 7, 8
5, pt. 2, II 4 17. S
Gast. - 4 18_20
5, pt. 21 II 4 I8-20
Gast. . . .. 5 8. 9
s, pt. 2 12 5 8, 9
I5 36.
I5 36.
3 474 I I7 1-3, 5-IO
3 476 1I9 I, 2,4-6
3 473 II5 I, 3-6
Gast. ..... 7 4, 5
5, pt. 2 I7 7 4, 5
3 477 II9 3(ast. .2..2 I-3
5, pt. 2 4 2 1-3
3 477 I20 I-7
I5 35
Gast. .....4 6, ,5-I7
5, pt. 2 I3 4 6, I5-I7
1218.
4th D. 173 ct.68 3
I5 29...
Gast. . I 2
5, pt. 2 I I 2
Gast.I I
5, pt.2 I I I
. I5 34Gast. 17
5, pt. 2 9 3 I7Gast. 22-24
5, pt. 2 9 3 22-24
3 472 I13 I, 3-5
3 475 II8 3-9
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REM ARKS.







A weathered individual which has lost part of the shell.
A large individual, somewhat crushed.
As Platyceras rictum.
A large individual, somewhat weathered and broken.
As PlatI,ceras formicatum, var. Somewhat weathered.




As Plrtyceras dumnosum, var. rarispinurm.
Internal cast retaining some shell.
Silicified individual, somewhat broken.
As Platyceras (Orthoniychia) perplexumn. Two individuals, one of
which has been compressed laterally.
Seven silicified individuals.
Two large individuals. See also Platyceras fornicatunm.
Specific name proposed.
As type of genus Orthonychia, but without a specific name.
Platyceras (Orthonychia) subrectum.
" " "s 4 s z t Imbedded individual de-
nuded of shell on exposed side. Locality is now in East Buffalo.
As Platyceras (Orthonzychia) .vubrectum.
t
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Class GASTROPODA-Contiziued.
Geol~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CTypor
Geol. ICat. Type or
Subdiv. No: Fig'd Sp.
Orisk. 1L7f Type.




























































Work. Vol P. Pi.
Pal. N. Y. 3 478 I20 8a, b
I. D. F. Gast. 9 24
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 24 IO 24
.........................
I. D. F. Gast. . 9 2-44,9
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt.2 21 IO 2-4, 9
I. D. F. Gast. . 99 5,6
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 21 IO 5,6I. D. F. Gast... 195
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 21 IOlo
.D. F. Gast. . ii 4-Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 24 II 4,5
I. D. F. Gast. . IOII 6-8
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 24 11 6-8L. D. F. Gast. . 10 31-35
Pal. N.Y. 5, Pt. 2 30 9 31-35
N.Y. S.M 15 41
Pal. N.Y. 5,pt.2 25.
N. Y. S. M. I4 io6
I. 1). F. Gast. .... o i4-21













































































5, pt. 2 80 211 i6
Gast. . 20 25
I5 42
Gast. .... I7 I-3
5,pt.2 64 I7 1-3
Gast. .... 17 4-6, 8
5, pt. 2 64 17 4-6, 8
5, pt. 2 65 I7 9, IO
Gast. ...1.I7 9, 10
I5 45 5 2
Gast. .... 20 1S, I9
5, Pt. 2 77 20 is, i9
Gast. .... 12 25
5, pt. 2 77 I2 25
Gast.- ...I9 i 18, I9
5, Pt. 2 70 I9 IS, I9Gast. ... 20 32
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L O C ALIT Y.
Cumberland, Md.




Livingston Co., N. Y.















RE MAR K S.
Silicified individual.









Four individuals showing degrees in the elevation of the spire.
An individual from the Indians' quarries.
Three specimens from the Indians' quarries.
A small individual.
An individual somewhat imperfect about the aperture.
Nearly entire.
Seven internal casts, two of which (figs. I, 5) retain some shell.
A very flat individual.
Internal cast.
As Pleurotonaria trilix. Considerably exfoliated, siliceous.
Individual, somewhat compressed vertically.
Three casts.
As Pleurotomaria sp. ? Internal cast.
A compressed individual.
Part of an internal cast, imbedded.
Preserves shell in part.
Cast, much compressed. From a bowlder.
See Cyclonenna doris.....................I
323"
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Class GASTROPODA-Continued.
Geol.CatTypeor ~~REFF.RF,NCE.
Subdi. Cat.igType.o GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.-- - Vo.p
Pleurotomaria Defr.-C'ont.
U.H.j90 Type. hebe.H.[ail. N. Y. S. M. 14 105
I.-D. F. Cast. I..91
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 6$8 9 2-79 2-7.imiitator....................
Ham. 49tType. itys..f......lai1.L D. F. Gast..I20 9, 10
Kearneyi " Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 76 20 9,10o
U. H.A.. " lucina........Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 42 5 12
I. D. F. Gast. .is! 8, 9
K "~~~~~~~~~~~~~iPal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 67 IS 5,6
4
029
......... L.D. F. Gast. .iS.. 56
ZL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 67 18
Ham.A it" " . " ~~~~~~~~~~~~I.lD.F. Gast. i 0,7
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 67 IS 701
Ham............. I. D. F. Cast.r.S; Io2
ct Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 67 IS I, 2
it40A9 " .. . Ct eol. N. Y.- 4th D. I73 Ict.68 4
N.Y. S.M. 15 42 .
I. D. F. Gast. is 3, 4
Pal. N. Y. g, Pt. 2 67 IS 3,
Ham. [4 1t- " var. perfasciata Hazll. I. D. F. Cast. 20 30, 31I
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 83 21 I 9,20
U. H.14? plena........Hall. I. D. F. Cast. 71-1
4913 ~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 66 "I7 I1-I3Ham. 4~~A " rotalia.f.....lail1. N. Y. S. M. r 5 46 5
1. D. F. Cast.19..i 20-23
rotunda " ~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 71 19 20-23
Mar. Type. rugulata...... Ifall. N. Y. S. M. 13 I08
" " " 15 ... .
~I5 5 4
L.D. F. Cast. 20 I-7
41-11
~~ ~ ~ ~ IPal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 75 20 I-7
Ham. Fig'd. sulcomarginata (Con.) fL. N. Y. S.M. Cast.6 c5 Io-
I. D. F.- Cast. . 198gg-
Pal. N.YV. 5, pt. 2 69 '91 8-
4904" " " '' I.~~~~~~~~~~~D. F. -Cast. .. 19ig 6 7Pal. N.Y. 5, pt. 2 69 i9 i6 14At4P " L" I D. F. Cast.19-igI2 15,T7
"~~~Type. trilix . " ~~~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 69 I192 i615
" . D. F. Cast.20.. 23
~~~~~~ "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 79 21 15
cc I.D. F. Cast. ..20 22
49 Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 79 21I 14
42215 IsLD. F. Cast. 20 22
" sp.........Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 .. ,II I2,13I3
it
. D. F. Cast. II 12, 13
5~~~P-..... ............. Gast. 1I719, Io






Near Batavia, N. Y.
Skaneateles L., N. Y.




Skaneateles L., N. Y.
iThe Helderbergs,N.Y.
Near Plratt's Falls, N.Y.
M\,Ianlius, N. Y.
Delphi, N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Delphi, N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.
Seneca Lake, N. Y.









Cast showing external features.
Internal cast.
Internal cast of very large individual, "probably of this species."
Compressed specimen showing external features.
As Pleurotonzaria rotzunda Hall.
Internal cast.
As type of Enoimnphalus? rotundus.
As one of the types of Pleurotowariia licioa.
As Plezurotomoz^ria rotzunda.
Cast retaining some of shell substance, imbedded.
Cast showing external and internal features.
Cast showing external features.
Three individuals retaining some shell.
See Pleurotomaria lzcinza.
Two internal casts and two individuals.
A well preserved individual.
Nearly entire.




See also Plcurotomtaria adjutor.
As NaticoSsis? cretacea H. & W. An imperfect internal cast.
"' " " " Internal cast.
See Pleurotonaria arata var. clausa.
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_~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
...................
Class GASTROPODA-Continued.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, IE FE RE NC E.
Subdiv.! No. Fig'd Sp. ECIES AND AUTIVOR.EWork. Vol. P.2LFig.
Porcellia Leveille.
Chem. J.T-sH Type. nais.Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 68.
I.D. '5A.... 6 5,6cc I. D. F. Gast. .. I6 27,28




Orisk. 2 rt Type. Andrewsi..... Hall. Pal. N. Y. 3 472 II8 2
cc 2l Fig'd. expansus ..... Hall. .' . 3 470 I14 3a,b2754 rype. Matheri.Hall. . . 3 47I II8 ia,b
27r,transversus.....Hall. "3 470 114 Ia-c
Scho. -| unicus .*.....|.. Hall. N. Y. S. M. I5 4I1. D. F. Gast. .II 14, 15
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 30 II I4, I5
U. H. 4 t " varians.Hall. I. D. F. Gast. .. II i6-28
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 3I II I-28
Class PTEROPODA.
Coleolus Ilall.
'Port. ' Type. aciculus.... Hall. Ge: 1. N. Y. 4th D. 244 ct.io6 4
Conularia Miller.
Ham. 49 18 crebristriata........ Hall. II. D. F. Pter. 29 8,9
Ham. Pal. N. Y. 5,pt.2 20o 33 8,9
Orisk.' "esieraa .desiderata. Hall. "3 .... 72A 4! s ....3480 ........
Ham. '9-'-19 Fig'd. undulata (Conrad) Hall. I. D. F. Pter. . 29 3, 4
l Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 208 33 3, 4
c 4 I. D. F. Pter.
. 29 5
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2028 33 5
sp................. 3 480 ............
Styliola Lesueur.
Gen. 4~'j0 Type. fissurella.......all. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 178 3iA 312323,243C
Tentaculites Schlotheim.
Orisk. D it arenosus.Hhall. I. D. F. Pter. 26 I, 2
" Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 66 3I I, 2
U. H.14124o0 " bellulus... Hhall. I. D. F. Pter. 26 I5, i6
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 169 31 I5, I6l fissurela.... .......... ....... .......
Gen. | Type. gracilistriatus .......HIaall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I73 3I I4
I L I. D. F. Pter. .... 26 I4
......" "Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 I73 3iA 47
U. H. 1t scalariformis. Hall. " 5, pt. 2 167 3I II
I. D. F. Pter. 26 II
l sscvla ~~~... ...... ... .. .. ...... ...... . ... .. .. ....... ..... ...... ....
Chem. A49p Type. spicula...Hal.....l. I. D. F. Pter. .... 26 2I-23
" Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 172 3I 2r-23
"1 "w2- s s " - * s'........ I. D. F. Pter.. 26 24, 25
Pal. N Y 5, Pt. 2 I 72 3I 24, 25













Genesee Valley, N. Y.
Knox, N. Y.
Cazenovia, N. Y..
Near Alden, N. Y.
Near Clarksville, N. Y.
Near Dublin, Ohio.
Near Alden, N. Y.
Delaware, Ohio.
South of Ithaca, N.Y.
Cortland, N. Y.










As Orthoceras aciculum. Pyritized, imbedded.
Imprint retaining small fragments of shell.
As Conularia sp. A small fragment, imbedded.
Cast, somewhat compressed.
Exterior imprint of two segments.
See Coniearia diesiderata.
Four individuals imbedded in a slab with many others and with
Tentaculites gracilistriatus, fig. 47, same plate.
Imbedded individual, shell wanting from exposed side.
A silicified individual, imbedded.
See Te7ztaculites gracilistriatus.
As " fissurella. Part of an individual.
The specimen referred to this figure by Prof. Hall. Imbedded with
Styliola fissurella, figs. I3, 23, 24, 30, same plate.
As Tentaculites sicula Hall. - Large individual, imbedded with
many others.
See Tentaculites scalariformis.
A block bearing many imprints.
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Class CEPHALOPODA.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. REFERENCE.









Scho. I Type. eugenium.... Hall. IL D. F. Ceph. ....3 6 5
Pa.N.V 5, Pt. 2' 369 36:
ll " ~~~~~~~~~~N.V. S- . 5 74 7 6
Chem. A" 2:1 " hector..........Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 21 364. 90 127I4
Mar. 41 L;" liratum.Hal. N. Y. S. M. 5 72 ........
Pal. N. V. j5, pt. 2 364 95 I
Gomphoceras Sowerby.
Ham. 4 abruptum...la. 15, pt. 21339 94 I
Scho. clavatun ..... ail. .D. F. Ceph.... 47 I2, I3Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 323 46 I4 I
Mar. 4411- " Conradi ......1.. 1. N.Y. S. M. 13 ro6. ... j
I. D. F. Ceph. 47 I, 2, II
Pal. N. y. 5, pt. 2 34S 46 I-3




. Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 329 44 I4(yi4r
...
.".... I. D. F. Ceph.! 44 2| Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 329 44 2
Mar. 4T1-" Fischeri...l..Hl. N. V. S. M. I3 io6.
I.I). F. Ceph. .... 45 5, 6
Pal. N.Y. 5,pt.2 3361 45 5,6
41 4 " oviforme.. . all. N.Y. S. M. I3 I05 .I.I). F. Ceph.... 45 |,4
P'al. N. Y. t5, pt. 2 344 45 I, 4
Ha.415pngefLi I., Pt.2 346 94 9
"4 4925I'als'T- raphanus. 5, Pt. 2 347 94 5
Port.49 27
Goniatites de Haan.
Port. |481"| bicostatus..1.IlW. Geol. N. V. 4th D. 246 Ct-X07 8I.D. F. Ceph.O .. 72 9
27 " |Pal- N. Y. 5,pt.2 450 72 9|-t-9.X2-74' I 44 ....... ... " |N. Y. S. M. 13 I03 .... 19, 201. D. F. Ceph. .... 72 8
74 I
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 450 72 8
74 I
"9-?W4-7Hall '..........Hal. I. D. F. Ceph. .... 72 IO
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 450 72 10
Ca/gtoogwe of Tipes anid FPIzwred Specimens.t9oo.]
II,OCALITY.
.... .. .. .. . .. . . . .
................
Schoharie, N. Y.















Chautauqua Co., N. Y.
Genesee River, N. Y.






As type of Ortheoceras foliatzunt. Longitudinal section of imbedded
shell.
Fraginentary internal cast. Generic reference queried in the
explanation of the plate.
As Aploceras (C}'rtoccras) Iiraztuuts.
Fragmentary internal cast.
Flattened cast bearing the type of Ifer-nodia hzrnifusa Hall, Pal.
N. Y., vol. 6, pi. 65, figs. 20, 2I.
As Crtoceras clavatu,n.
Internal cast.
As Gompwhoceras (Apiocern.rs) CJ'onadi.
C;'rtocezas C(onradi.
Casts of small individual retaining some shell and of the outer
chamber of a larger specimen.
Internal cast.
Internal cast, compressed.
As Gol,phocer-as (Apioceras) Fischeri.
Part of an internal cast retaining sonme shell and part of an individual
retaining shell.
As Goozphoceras (Apioce-as) oviforme.
Cast of an outer chamber and another specimen which retains most
of the shell.
Internal cast, bearing casts of Bryozoa.
Compressed fragment of a cast.
Cast showing external features.
Internal cast in iron pyrites.
Internal cast in iron pyntes.
--- JF.;
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Class CEPHALOPODA-Continuted.
Gela. ype o GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.-Ra aEC.Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Wr. Vl .P i~
Goniatites de Haan-Con/t.
Port' ~IType. Complanatus.....Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4thD.24t.6 5
IN. Y. S.M. I5 63 .
"
~ 27 I321D.F. Ce'ph .-.70 IIPa.N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 455 70 I
Gen. A!28.... . D. F. Ceph....7 8Pal. N. Y. 15, Pt. 2 455 70
Port. 4 " ".... I. D.-F. Ceph 70 10
P'al. N. Y. 5, Pt. 245 70
G(;en. 42SFig'd. ... N. Y. S. M. 15 64 I0 I
" I. D. F. Ceph. .. 70 7
4.9 ~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 455 70 7492 "
....
I. D. F. Ceph. .. 70 6
di Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 455 70 6
Chem. ....... I. D. F. Ceph.... 70 9
Pal. N.YV. 5, pt- 2 455 70~ 9
Mar. lType. discoideus ......aell. N. Y. S. M. 13 9I. D.F. Ceph. 71 2,3
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 44I 71 2,3-
Ham.4- ..... I. D. F. Ceph. 1 71Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 21 441 71 7, 13
Idt( ...... I.- D. F. Ceph.. 71I 0
~~~~~~Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 44I 71 I0
Port. ........." I.D. F. Ceph. 71 II
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 44I 7 TII
Ham. ........." I. D. F. Ceph. 71 2
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 44I 71 12
exfansus Vanux. (non
von Buch.)..................
U. H. '2FvTpe. mitbr'ax.......Hall. N. Y. S. M. 13- 98... 7
" . D. F. Ceph ......691 7
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 433 69' 7
Port. 4I112 Patersoni...... I-a11 . Y. S. M. I3 9 .7 -. 9, 10
I. D. F. Ceph... 72 .3
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt,2 464 72 3
'4 5
''4~~~~~it~~~)~ 'I. D. F. Ceph. 72 ,
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 464 72! 1, 2
Chm. " I. I). F. Ceph. 72 4
Mar.44~~~~~plebeiformis . "~~~~ Pal. N.YV. 5, pt. 2 464 72 2524A]L!j
-nis 11Zall1. "c " 5, pt. 2 448 i6
I. D. F. Ceph... i6 25, 2,6
Port. sinuosus.......Hall. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 244 Ct io6l 6
I. D.F. Ceph. .72jI72
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 460 72j I
Ham. 493 uniangularis.. onrad. i J. A. N. S. 8 268 i61 I4F-
~~~~~~~Hall.l N. Y. S. M. I3 98 .... 6 (bis)
99 I. D. F. Ceph. .. 71 14
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 444 71 14
74 2
Catalogue of Tyjes and Fzgured Specimens.1900.]
LOCALITY.
}.................
!...... .... ... .. .
Livingston Co., N. Y.
Near Geneseo, N. Y.














Pine Valley, N. Y.
Cherry Valley, N. Y.
Livingston Co., N. Y.
REMAPRKS.
As Clynmenia ? cormplanata.
Referred to genus Goniatites.
As Goniatites (ClZynenia ?) complanatus.
A crushed, pyritized individual, imbedded. From Shakers' Mill on
Cashaqua creek.
As Goniatites (Cy?menia ?) comiplaatus.
Compressed internal cast, imbedded.
As Goniatites (Clynenia? ) conmplanatus.
Mould of exterior. From the shore of the lake.
As type of Clymenia erato.
s sc £.
Compressed cast, imbedded.
As type of Clymitenia erato.
Compressed cast, imbedded.
As Goniatites (Clymenia ?) coZplanatus.
Imbedded individual, "doubtfully referred to this species." Prob-
ably from the Portage group. Shakers' Mill.
Two compressed specimens retaining some shell.





Figure is one-half natural size.
Internal cast.
Internal cast in iron pyrites, much damaged by oxidation. Living.
ston county.
Internal cast in iron pyrites. Ruined by oxidation, but a sulphur
cast of the specimen in its original condition is present.
Part of a large individual. Locality is in Catlherine township.
As Porcellia? rotatoria Hall. Internal cast of outer chamber.
Cast (of outer chamber?). From Cashaqua creek.












Type or.Fig'.Pd S GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR.FiSp.
Type.
























Work. Vol PI. Ig
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 434 IOg 8







cyclops..... . Hll. N. Y. S. M.
. I. D. F.
Pal. N. Y.
eryx." N. V. S. M.
" 1. D. F.
c Pal. N. Y.
..............
Matheri (Comrad). ..Z!Nl.N.Y. S. M.
" I. I). F.
Pal. N. Y.
ia-is .............. ............
nereus...all. N. Y. S. M .
I. 1). F.
I Pal. N. Y.
sp. indet........... Hall.1. . I
Nautilus Breynius.
bucinum ......... .Hall. "
cavus..........Ha.









bebryx var. cayuga Hall.
cxelamen.. Ziall.
cxlamenC ...........Vax .
constrictum ( V'anuzx.) Jr-.
s. ss& & c















5, pt. 21 434Ceph. ....















5, Pt. 2 373
5, Pt. 21....
5, Pt. 2 4I2
5, pt. 2 412
5, pt. 2 4I6
Ceph.
5, pt. 2 4I4
I3 I03
Ceph. i....
5, pt. 21 428
15 80






































I07 4, 5io6 I-3
6o 5, 6

































Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Cumberland, Md.
Cazenovia, N. Y.
Near Manlius, N. Y.
.............. ..... ...
Madison Co., N. Y.
Penn Yan, N. Y.
Cortland, N. Y.
North Bristol, N. Y.
North Bristol, N. V.
Cazenovia, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y.
RE AI A R KS.
As Goniatites ex.pansus Vanuxem. Internal cast of outer chamber
retaining some pyritized shell.
As Gonziatites expansus Vanuxem.
Fragmentary cast retaining some shell.
As Goniati/es expanisus Vanuxem.
Individual retaining shell on outer chamber. Both figures are from
the same specimen.
As Goniatiles expansi.s Vanuxem.
Cast of a large individual retaining shell over part of outer
chamber.
Small fragment of large individual.
Septate fragment, cast.
Most of the outer volution of a very large internal cast.
Internal cast.
See Porcellia nais.
Compressed internal cast of septate portion retaining some test.
Part of an internal cast.
Cast.
Fragment showing surface markings.
Cast.
Cast.
As type of Nautilus (Disci/.es) ornzatus Hall.
Internal cast of a large individual.
See Coleolu.s aciculumi.
Probably= Ortzhoceras profundum Hall. Shows some of the external
features.
Casts of about ten chambers and of a single chamber.
See Or/hoceras viator.
"
9 CI" bebryx var. cayuga.
As " bebryx. Internal cast somewhat flattened.
"9 " crotalemz Hall. Much flattened. Shows external
features. The lower part of the specimen as represented has
disappeared.
As Or/Jioceras nun/thm Hall.
Small fragment preserving the test.
Two internal casts bearing Rep/aria sto/onifera, figs. I7-I9, p1. 65,
vol. 6, Pal. N. Y.
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Class CEPHALOPODA-Coi'?tifzued._ _
Geol. Cat. Type orGEU SPECIES AND AUTHOR. - __REEE E
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. GEUS Work. Vol. P. Pi.
orthoceras Breyn.-Cox.)
.Pl .Y ,p.2288Ham. A4-Y4 Fig'd. constrictuM (Vanux.) H.Pl . .5 t 2211f1S1 Type- crotalum...._.Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 78I. D. F Ceph. .---42 I
Pal. N.Y 5, pt. 2 296 42 I4S~~~~~~4~~~~~ " ~~~~ I. D. F. Ceph - - - 42 3,AA
~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. V. 5, pt. 2 296 42 3, 4
A!"; A"L..... I. D.F. Ceph.----42 8,9
'a-
~~~~~~~pal.N. Y. 5, pt. 2 296 42 8,9
" exile........Hall. N. V .M ~ 7
99 Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 200 85 I, 2
." " "
~~~~~~~~~~5,pt. 2 290 84 3
foliatumn
Chem 14AA Type. fulgidum . Hl.Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 310 90 3Ham.14 r idmon .......Hall. " " 5, pt. 2 302 43 II, I2
.Ham. I I 1~~~~.D. F. Ceph.. 43 II, 12
U.H.*~~~oISa inoptatum. . Hall. Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 267 37 I
-
.kor'q
~D F. Ceph. 37 I
Ma. F~ig'd. marcellense (Vanux.) H. " " Ceph. 38 4, 9Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 278 38 4, 9
II I. D. F. Ceph. .. 38 g
Pal. N. Y. 5,pt. 2 278 38 583 2,4, 5,2
I " I.~~~~~~~~~~~D.F. Ceph.. 38 6
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 278 38 6113 is
U. 1L W Type. molestum......Hall. I. D. F. Ceph.... 35 6Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 265 35 13
Ham.~~~~~~ nuntium.......Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 79 8 3am. 1~~~~~.D. F. Ceph.... 43 8
Pal. N. Y. 5, Pt. 2 299 43 8
194ft
..........
N. Y. S.M. 15 79 8 4
t i. D. F. Ceph. .. 43 4, 5
Pal. N.Y 5, Pt. 2 299 43 4, 5
......
I. D. F. Ceph...--43 9
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 299 43 9
4946 " . D. F. Ceph. .43 '3
.... ..
.
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 299 43 13
U. H. le41 " ohioense.Hall....I-l"1 5, pt. 2 236 35A 8, 936 4
1 I. D. F. Ceph.... 36 I
Port. AfI pacator......... . Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 307 89 2
Scho. -" pelops .......Hall. N. Y. S. M. 15 73
I.D. F. Ceph. ... 7 8
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 233 37' 3
var. ohioense..-
U. H.451 " profundum !-Hal N.Y. S. M. 15 7
I. D.F. Ceph.... 37 4, 6
I " ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pal.N. Y. 5, pt. 2 27I 37 7, 9
401r)0 " uicl . Zall. I. D. F. Ceph. ...37 7
-~~~~~~udcl."A4 Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 268 37 2112 1,2
Mar. A40 sicinus. Hall. " " 5, pt. 2 301 38 1, 2
I. D. F. Ceph. .... 38 X7,2
Ham. 4 spissum.......Hall. Pal. N. Y. 15, pt. 2. 287 85 6, 7
Catalogue of Types and ]igured Specimens.
LOCALITY.
Cazenovia, N. V.




Lake Erie, N. Y.









Seneca Lake, N. Y.








Pratt's Falls, N. Y.
REMARKS.
Internal cast, imbedded.
Shows part of outer chamber. Much flattened. Imbedded.
Somewhat compressed cast preserving portion of test.
Somewhat flattened, partly septate. See also Orthioceras calamen.
Internal cast which was used in the original description.
Flattened internal cast. From ten miles south of Buffalo.
See Cyrtoceras eugeniuz.
Internal cast.
As Ortloceras nuntiun, and probably is that species. Compressed,imbedded, shows some of external features.
As Orthoceras molestum [lIall. An internal cast.
"typumz Saemann.
Cast of outer chamber and three others, retaining some shell.
As Orthioceras typunm Senmann.
Internal cast retaining some bits of shell.
As Orthoceras typunz Scemann.
Almost entire internal cast retaining small bits of shell.
Internal cast. See also Orthiocerar inoptatum.
Septate cast.
Partly crushed. Shows external features.
Imbedded and partly slickensided.
A much flattened fragment showing external features. See also
Orthocerais carlzamen and Orthoceras idmonz.
As Orthoceras pelopis var. ohioenzse. Internal cast of a large fragment.
Compressed internal cast.
Cast of several chambers.
See Orthocera. ohiocense.
Casts of outer chamnber of two individuals. One retains some
shell.
Internal cast showing the artificial sections.
As Orthoceras subulauEImHall. Nearly entire individual.
Internal cast and the matrix. The latter preserves the shell.
19°-.] 335
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Class CEPHALOPOD




U. H. 128 Fig'd.
U. H. Type.
Ham. 4.9R'1 Fig'd.
" 4 9"r,*. tT-




















_Vol. P. P1 Fig
Geol. N. Y. 4th D. iSO Ct.7I I
N. Y. S. M. I5 77
I. D. F. Ceph. 38 3
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 283 38 3
It CC 5, pt. 2 286 84 5
N.Y.S.M. I5 75 7 4
I. D. F. Ceph. . 4I| 4
Pal. N. Y. 5, pt. 2 26I 41 4
I. D. F. Ceph. . 41 9




















clio.Hall. N. Y. S. M. I4 IO8




























5, pt. 2 394 59
I4 Io8
Ceph. .. 59
5, pt. 2 396 59
Ceph. .. 48
5, pt. 2 396 58
5, pt. 2 402 58
Ceph. '.. . 48
Ceph. '.' . 48



























Mar. | IkGen. and hamiltonensis Witf. Pal. N.Y. 7 209 362 3
p.Type. A. M. N. H. 2 67 13 22
Class
--
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RE M A R IC S.
Nearly entire internal cast. See also Orthoceras sicinus.
Internal cast, imbedded.
Internal cast of outer chamber.
Specific reference not queried.
Cast " referred with doubt to this species."
See Orthoceras marcellense.
As Orthoceras bacuzizw Hall. Cast.
Crushed and slickensided, imbedded.
Crushed, imbedded, slickensided. From the lake shore.
A weathered internal cast. From the Corniferovs group?
Internal cast. This species was made the type of the genus
Spkzyrodoceras by Hyatt, B. S. N. H., vol. 22, p. 298. See also
Trochoceras discoideum.
The species was first described in the Isth Rept. N. Y. S. M., on
-p. 64, but this specimen was not one of the original types.
As type of T7rochoceras clio.
Internal cast.
Internal cast.
Internal cast. This species was made the type .of the genus
NOadyceras by Hyatt, B. S. N. H., vol. 22, P. 281.
As Trochoccras sp.
Internal cast.
As a type of Trochoceras obliquatzes. Internal cast.
Internal cast, imbedded. See also Trochoceras expansum.
See Trachoceras eugeniurn.
Order CIgRIPEDIA.
The specimen as described.
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Order OSTRACODA.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. REFERENCE.
Subdiv. No. Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P. Pi. Cgs
Beyrichia McCoy.
Ham. 4r 4 Type. hamiltonensis.....Jones. Q. J. G. S. 46 I9 2 3
Entomis Jones.
A rhomboidea .......Jones. 4"6 10 2 9-lob
Isochilina Jones.
4 9rt.A ?fabacea. JoeS.' 46 22 2I
Ats4X.)S7 z lineata..........Jones. " 46 2I 2 5a, b
4135IV;7.X "
..........
46 2I 2 8a, b
Leperditia Rouault.
A-Pi 8 Fig'd. hudsonica (Hfall). .Jones. " 46 24 I IIa-c
?seneca (Hall)....Jonees. 46 23 I I3, 14
Primitia Jones.
49.fl;0 Type. seminulum.. Jones. " 46 5 2 2
Primitiopsis Jones.
T49 1 Fig'd. punctulifera (Hall) Jonzes. 46 9 2 7a, bF"4961 ' '' " ' ' 46 9 2 2a, b46 9 2 I3a, b
Strepula Jones 8 Holl.
4









Scho. - Fig'd. anchiops (Green). lall. I. D. F. Crust. 9 I, I3
H.&GC. Pal. N. Y. 7 59 9 I, IO
"< "s "s ...I/all. I. D. F. Crust.. .. io 6, 7, 9
- 'Z. &- C. Pal. N. Y. 7 59 IO 3, 4, 6
U. H. 14241 Type. calypso..a.Hll. N. Y. S. M. I5 89.
. I. D. F. Crust.. I3 I 2
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 64 iIA 22
Conolichas Dames........4063 "
~~~eriopis.......Hall. N.Y. S. M. 15 109
i6 226.
" I. D. F. Crust. I9 II
4063Q IL C. Pal. N. Y. 7 78 i9A 10(Hall)., .1"!.iYa&l)G. "4 & .7 78 igA 6
"s 408 " s "e " e "s 7 78 I9A I2
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LOCALITY.
IS Mile Creek, N. V.
Monteith's Point,
Canandaigua L., N. V.
Moscow, N. Y.
iS Mile Creek, N. V.
Ontario Co., N. Y.
i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
Seneca: Lake, N. Y.
Darien, N. Y.
i8 Mile Creek, N. Y.
RE M ARKS.
Left valve, imbedded witlh other type ostracodes. From the lake
shore.
=Leperditia spinzosa Hall? Two left (?) valves, one of which is
imbedded. From the lake shore.
Left valve, imbedded with other type ostracodes. From the lake
shore.
Right valve of an adult.
Left valve of a young individual.
Right valve, imbedded with other type ostracodes. From the lake
shore. Probably not of this species.
Two right valves, imbedded with others.




Entire shell. From the shore of the lake.





... ... ... . ... .- .
Schoharie, N. Y.











. Regarded by Hall & Clarke as a subgenus of Dalmanites.
As DImnanites anchiops.
Internal cast small cephalon retaining some test, and the imperfect
cast of a large one.
As Dalbuanites ancitiops.




RRegarded by Hall & Clarke as a subgenus of Lichas.
As type of Lichas armatus Hall.
" Lichas eriopis, the name Lichas armatus being preoccupied.
Acidas.pis (Terataspis) eriopis?
Imperfect internal cast of pygidium. From Young's quarry.
Cranidium, imbedded.
Part of internal cast large pygidium retaining some test. Same block
bears Aviculopecten terminalis H.,Pal. N.Y. ,vol. 5, pt. I, pl. I, fig. 3.
1900.1















Scho. V Gen. andSp.Type.
4 .fl14








GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. WE F R E CE.Work. Vol. I-P. P1. Fis
Coronura Hall & Clarke...............
aspectans .... Conrad. Geol. N. Y. I841 49 I
Hall. N.Y. S. M.' I 5 8 .......
"c I. D. F. Crust. .1.I3 7
H.& C. Pal. N. Y. 7 33 I3 2
(Conrad) Hall. N. Y. S. M. i5 89 .
L I. D. F. Crust.. I3 12
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 33 I3 7
Hall. I. D. F. Crust. .1--3 I3
H. &-C. Pal. N. Y. 7 33 13 8
Hall. I. D. F. Crust. .. I3 I4
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 33 I3 II
myrmecophorus (Green)?.C
" c..S r .. * 7 TTA- T
. CbL.
















Boothi (Green) ........ Hall. I. D. F. Crust.
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7
Boothi Green,












































N.Y. S. M. I5 9o
1. D. F. Crust. i6










































































Fall s. of. Ohio- -Riv.er..
..................




iaycile CReek, N. Y.
........... ... .. .
....................












Left eye and movable cheek, imbedded.




As type of Dalmanites helenza Hall.
Nearly entire external imprint of large pygidium. More likely to
have come from Delaware than from Columbus.
As type of Dalmnanites helena Hall.
Imprint of under side of pygidium. Restored in figure.
Imperfect imprint of under side of glabella.
Defined as a subgenus of Dalmaniztes.
As Dalmnanites regalis.
Cast of under side of cephalon retaining a very little of the test.
As Dalmnvanites regalis.
Imperfect cephalon, imbedded so as to show under side.













As Phillzipsia? (Brachymeteopus?) ornata.
Imperfect cephalon, iinbedded.










Crypkrhus Boothi and CrxphAeus Boothi, var. calli/eles.
Chasmops calypso.
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Order TRILOBITA-Continueil.
Geol. Cat. ITyDeor GENUS SPECIES ANCD AUTHOR. R EFENENCE.
Subdiv. No. IFig'd Sp. Work. Vol. P.IP1 Figs.
Homalonotus Koenig.
11lam. 4 Fig'd. Dekayi (Green).. Ha.ll. I. D. F. Crust. . 2 , 4
- .&P C. Pal. N. Y. 7 7 2 344
2--; .| " .... Ill. 1. D. F. Crust. IO2 10'H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 7 2 To5
4 9 46) 7 IlaHall. 1. D. F. Crust. 5 ,4 2
H.& C. Pal. N.Y. 7 7 4 4, 5
.Hall. 1. D. F. Crust. 5 I-5,
I. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 7 5 4-S,I2,II
" ... .H~~~~~~fall. L. D. F. Crust. ..5 6,7
H. &'C. Pal. N. Y. 7 7 5 IO,uI
4 7 ..-Eatoz. Geol. T. B. 2d ed. 34.
Hiall. I. D. F. Crust. ... 5 II
H.&'C. Pal. N. Y. 7 7 5 9
Orisk. Type. major ..... hkVitfield. A. M. N. H. ' 193 22 .
Lichas Dalman.
armatus...
eriopis............................. .... .............! grandis ............ .........
Nuttainia Eaton....
isparsa................... ........ ... .......
Odontocephalus Conzrad...
U. H. i0L;7 Type. aegeria..Hall. N. Y. S. M. IC 85IP D.F Crust. .12l 2 3,4
H. C. Pal. N. Y. 7 53 iiB 3, 440671 ............Hall. I. D. F. Crust. I2 I6,8-io
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 53 IIB ,2, 7-9
.
6 s coronatus........Hall. N. Y. S. M. :s 86.
I. D. F. Crust. .1.2 17
H.&C. Pal.N. Y. 7 54 IB I2
.F¢ Figd. selenurus (Eaton).. .IZaI. I. D. F. Crust. .. I2 7
4 0
11H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 49 I2 13
If-~~ ~ ~ ~ ZZl.Ila1.L D. F. Crust.... 1I2 14
~~~H. & C'C Pat. N. Y. 7 49 12 2
T-.
" Hall. I. D. F. Crust. .. I2 15
-w H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 49 iiB 204S406s.)9 4 C' 4< HIall. I. D. F. Crust. .. I2 I6
H.&--C. Pal.N.Y. / 7 49 I2 4
Phacops Emmrich.bombifrons...... ......,
Ham. 4 ` Type. cacapona.... Hall. N. Y. S. M. C5 96
" . D.- F. Crust. .S 18-200
Hf. & C. Pal. N..Y 7 27 8 I9-2I
Y9 Fig'd. ?.a.. I. D. F. Crust. . 2I-23H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 27 8 22-24
U. H. AJLZ Type. cristata... .Hall. N. Y. S. M. 1:5 95I. D. F. Crust.. 6 8
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I4 6 II
CataZogue of Types and Figured Specimens.
LOCALITY.
Near Hamilton, N. Y.
East Worcester, N. Y.
Madison Co., N. Y.
l',''
Pratt's Falls, N. Y.
!Coeymans, N. Y.




Near Auburn, N. Y.
Near Ovid, N. Y.
................
Near Auburn, N. Y.
.................
Western New York.




Cast of small, closely rolled individual.
Incomplete cast of small cephalon.
Cast retaining doublure.
Cast of cephalon, a closely rolled, exfoliated individual and a cast
of a pygidium.
Cast.
As the type of Nudttinia sparsa.
Weathered, imperfect cranidium.
Part of a cast of a very large specimen.
water " dam.





Regarded by Hall & Clarke as a subgenus of Dalmanites.
As Dalmiania qgeria.
" DalZ;nanites ageria.
Imprint of under side of individual, almost entire.
As Dalnanites &ageria.
Imprint of under side of cephalon and two imbedded pygidia the
larger of which has lost most of test.
As Dalmania coronata.
" Dalmanites coronatus.
Pygidium and most of thorax, imbedded.
As Dalm.anites cegeria.
A group of casts. Block was found loose.
As DIazlzanites selenzrus.
Large individual, nearly entire, imbedded.
As a type of Daltnanites coronatus.
An imbedded pygidium.
As a type of Dalmanites coronatus.
A partly dismembered individual, imbedded.
See Pliacops cristata.
Cast of cephalon and thorax and an incomplete cast of folded
individual.
Cast of individual retaining small portions of the test, " referred
with some hesitation to this species."
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Order TRILOBITA-Continued.
I ~~REFERENCE.
Type or GENUS, SPECIES AND AUTHOR. W . V P.
Fig'd Sp. Work. Vol. p.PI4 Ii
Ph?acopsEmm-rich-Conzt.
Type. ...........H.all. N. Y. S. M. I5 95.i I. D. F. Crust.. 6 20-257ff.& C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I4 6 I6-2 rI........... all. N. Y. S. M. T5 9 .
L. D. F. C-rust. .6 26, 27
H.& C. Pal. N. Y. 7 14 6 22, 23
I. D. F. Crust.. 6 28, 29
H. &C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I4 6 24, 25
nupera....... Ha. Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 262 ct.Iz6.26L.D. F. Crust. .. 8 26
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 27 8 27
Fig'd. rana (Green)? .H.. Hall. I. D. F. Crust. 14, 1H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 6 241
.
Hall. 1.1 . F. C ... 7 2
if.&PC. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 7 2
i......l.[al. I. D. F. Crust. 7 83 4
H. ; C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 7 3
Hall. 1 D. F. Crust. .8 I-3
,fZ. -C. Pal.N. Y. 7 19 8 I-
......
Hall. I. D. F. Crust. 8 4-7,II
H. &-C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 8 4-7, I2|
.......
I. D. F. Crust. .... 8, 9
iZ. &C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 8 8, 9
.......
I. D. F. Crust.. I3
H. &C.! Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 8 I4
. . .
...f/'all. I. D. F. Crust. 8 17
H.& C. Pal. N. Y. 7 I9 8 iS
Phaethonides Angelin.
_c-- I.. a-rL 7T.A 2T IType.
Phillipsia Portlock.




Scho. -9s .o Type. angustifrons ....... EIaI. N. Y. S. M. C51. D. F. Crust.
z. &-Cc. Pal. N. Y. 7
200 ".... Hall. I. D. F. Crust.ZZ. &' C. Pal. N. Y. 7
U. H. 4aNj< canaliculatus . Hll. N.Y. S. M. IC
" I. D. F. Crust.
H. C., Pal. N. Y. 7
ccA071,clarus....... Hall. IN.Y. S' M. ISI. D. F. Crust.
Scho. 48'1}9 Conradi..hall. N.. S. M......Crst
H. & C. Pal. N. Y. 72855 8" 9lai l. I. D. F. Crust.
T E~~~~~~~~~~.&- C. P'al. N. Y. 7
_-1 ........... Etill. I. D. F. Crust.
-L-IIT ~~H. &'C. Pal. N. Y. 7
9S












































arenicolus ....- t. 0P(,. / Z.L34 I .l
r-lVt:L.U.-. OLICllllirKs; .








Chemung Creek, N. Y.
Kelly's Island, Ohio.
iS Mile Creek, N. YV.
Canandaigua L., N. Y.
Moscow, N. Y.
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Near Widder, Ont.
Near Geneva, N. Y.
Jaycox's Run, N. Y.
Schoharie, N. Y.
Albany Co., N. Y.
-Schoharie, N. Y.
Falls of Ohio River.
Stafford, N. Y.
Albany Co., N. Y.
................
Schoharie, N. Y.
As a type of Phacops bombifrons.
Internal casts of two cranidia.
As a type of Piatcops bobzifrons.
Internal cast of cranidium.
As a type of Pharops bomi.bifrons Hall.




Nearly entire, somewhat exfoliated, imbedded.




A cephalon, an enrolled individual andl an imperfect cephalon.
From the lake shore.
An enrolled individual, slightly crushed.
A partly exfoliated, somewhat weathered cephalon, imbedded.
Front of cephalon with hvpostoma in place. Near Geneseo.




Internal cast of glabella with some test remaining.
Two somewhat exfoliated pygidia, imbedded.
Cranidium, imbedded.
Two individuals, imbedded.
A very perfect pygidium, imbedded.
As Pro/tus margintalis Conrad.
Enrolled individual, nearly entire, partly exfoliated.
See also Pro/us crassimarg-inatus.
Bulletin American Museuzm of Nactural Hiszoiy.

























































































grandis (HIall) Whtitfield. A. M. N. H.
RE FERENCE.
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LOCALITY.




Albany Co., N. Y.





Jaycox's Run, N. Y.
Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
York, N. Y.
Near Geneseo, N. Y.
iS Mile Creek, N. Y.
Buffalo, Iowa.
Summit, N. Y.




Internal cast of glabella retaining some test, imbedded, and two
imbedded pygidia.
Large glabella mostly denuded of test.
Internal casts of two pygidia, the smaller of which retains some test.
The original of figure 29 is supposed to be the specimen which
was figured on page I72, Geol. N. Y., 4th D.
As Proihts Coeradi Hall.
Imperfect internal cast of pygidium.
A partly exfoliated individual, imbedded.
A small pygidium, imbedded.
Internal cast of pygidium retaining a very little test.
Enrolled individual. Probably= Zhillipsia major Shumard and of
Lower Carboniferous age.
Somewhat exfoliated, imperfect individual. Livingston county.
A partly exfoliated individual lacking the free cheeks.
Part of a flattened cephalon.
A very perfect pygidium, imbedded.
As Proiftus macrocephalus, var. a, Hall.
Small, mostly exfoliated pygidium, imbedded.
See Proitus macrocephahlzs.
" " Conradi.
A small, macerated pygidium and a larger exfoliated one, imbedded
in separate blocks.
Obliquely crushed, partly exfoliated individual. Schoharie county.
Imperfect matrix of an individual.
Exfoliated pygidium with part of thorax, imbedded.
Regarded by Hall & Clarke as a subgenus of Lichas.
As Lichas (Terostaspis) gArandis. Cast of a very large hypostoma,
nearly entire, and of another, less perfect, one.
BulletiniAmerican Museumii of Natural History. [Vol. XI,
Subkingdom VERTEBRATA.
Geol. Cat. Type or GENUS SPECIES AND AUTHOR. REFE R E C E.
Snibdiv. No.: Fig'd Sp. Work Vol P. P1. Figs.
Asterosteus Newberry.
U. H. 14 e- stenocephalus. .NA7e-7berr.y. Pal. Ohio. 2 36 54
Sp.Type.1
Bothriolepis Eichwald.
Cats- 4TILb;r. .F .A ...ii>Type. Leidyi ewberry.20I
Holoptychius Agassiz.
kill 417A6 Fig'd. americanus (Leidy) Hfall., Geol. N. Y. 4th D. 28I Ct.I3o 2 (?)
4thD. 28ICt.130
97y7 Type. granulatus.. VNerubery. P. F. N. A. I0o 20








? radiatus Aewberry.; P. F. N. A.
Hall. Geol. N. Y.
Sauripteris Hall.
Taylori Hr. . l.
Sauritolepis Hall ............
Taylori...........................
4.h.... I8 2004tlh D. 2SI Ct.I330
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Class PISCES.
LOCALITY. REMARKS.
Delaware, 0. Specimen shows somewhat less bony matter than is indicated in figure.
Nr. Blossburg, Pa. Pectoral spine and left ant.vent. plate, imbedded so as to show interior.
As Ziolo.ptychius nohlilissimus Agass. A scale doubtfully referred
to this figure.
As ZZoloptychiz.s nobilissimus Agass. A detached tooth, imbedded.
As one of the types of Sauri-pteris Thylfiori Hall.
" " " " " A scale which isprobably the original of the figures in the 4th District Report and
which was stated by Newberry to be the original of his figure.
See Holoptfchiuszi. amzeicanuzs Leidy anid II. iadiaous Newberry.
Nr. Blossburg, Pa. As Iio/o15tychzis nobilissimnus Agass. Two scales in same block.
As Sauritolepis Talori, nomen nudum. A block containing a
mandible, another containing the neural arch with paddle attached
and a third bearing two scales.
Replaced by Sauripteris, q. v.
........ ... ...........See Sair-iPteris Tay/ori.
ADDEND)A ET CORRIGENDA.
Pages 78 and 79.
Receptaculites Pearyi W'zizfield, Bul. A. M. N. FH., Vol. 13, p. I9, pL I,
fig. I. Cape Harrison, Princess Marie Bay. Niagara? Group. Cat. No. '8y&.
Type. The middle portion of a large colony.
Pages 8o and Si.
Calapoecia Billingr,.
Calapoecia borealis Wlhzitfield, Bul. A. M. N. H., Vol. I3, p. 20, pI. 2, figs.
3-7. Cape Harrison, Princess Marie Bay. Niagara? Group. Cat. No. 8I3!.
Four weatlhered fragments of colonies.
Pages 84 and 85.
Halysites agglomneratiformis Whi4/i/Feld, Bul. A. M. N. HI., Vol. I3, p. 20,
pI. 2, figs. I, 2. Cape Harrison, Princess Marie Bay. Niagara? Group. Cat.
No. : A weathered fragment alnd one which has been etched with acid.
Heliolites perelegans Whzi/zeltd, Bul. A. M. N. H., Vol. I3, p. 2I, pl. I,
fig. 2. Cape Harrisoni, Princess Marie 13ay. Niagara? Group. Cat. No. 1'y.
Part of a colony with part of a Recep/aculites surrounding it.
Page iIo, linie 9 from bottom. Instead of " Cat. P. F." read " Am. P. F."
Page I27, line 3 from bottom. Transfer marks of parenthesis to the word
Leptost/rophia.
Page I29, line 4. Transfer marks of parenthesis to the word Lep/orropshia.
Page 140, line iI from bottom. Insert ditto marks under " Type."
Page 148, line 13 from bottom. Instead of "dcefor-mis." read " ceforme."
Page i6o, line I9 from bottom. Instead of "cyrdiformis" read " cordi-
formis."
Page I70, line i6. Instead of " bis.ul/a " rea(d " bisulcata."
Page I86, line 4. Instead of " locustris " read " lactistris."
Page i8S, line i6. Instead of " Groptolithus " read " Graptolithus."
Page I95, line 8 from bottom. Strike out period after "caden.s."
Page 202, line 22 from bottom. Instead of " Fig'd" place ditto marks.
Page 203, lines 22 and 20 from bottom. Ilnsert "As Orthis unzuiculus
Sowerby. "
I'ae 204, lines 23 and ii from bottom. Instead of ditto marks insert
"'ype."
Page 204, line 23 from bottom. Instead of " Scliloth " read " Sc/oth."
Page 2oS. Camarotoechia carolina is out of order.
Page 2I5, line 5 from bottom. Insert "As C;-yp/onella (7cerebratula) ezudora."
[35o]
Addendar et Corrigenda. 35I
Page 2I8, 8th column, lines 5, 9 and I0 from bottom. Instead of " I0 " read
I"19"
Pagres 2I8 and 219, Under Deltlyris insert " Deltzyrirs mesacosialis....See
Spirifer 7nesicostalis."
Page 2I9. The entry in the column of remarks opposite DelIthyrzis acuminata
should read " See Sjirifer mesicostalis."
Page 219, line 24. Instead of "tmzesastrialis " read " nzesistrialis."
Pages 220 andl 221. Douvillina cayuta should be transferred to pages 2IS
and 219, and placed under Cat. No. .4!_4.
Page 220, line 9 from bottom. Instead of " Owen" read " Oc'en."
Page 222, line 24. Instead of " mesacostale " read "mesicostale."
Page 233, line io and below. Instead of "chemnungense" read "chemungw-
ensis. "
Page 286, Ist column, line 2 from bottom. Instead of the ditto marks read
"Ham."
Page 298, line i. Instead of " Palaeosolen Hall" read " Panenka Barr."
Page 308, 3d column, line 29, opposite Vertumnia reversa. Instead of "Fig'd
Sp. and G. T." read " Gen. and Sp. Type."
References to the First Annual Report of the State Geologist of New York
(for i88I, published in I884) have been omitted from their proper places, there
being nothing in the regular edition of the Palveontology of New York, Vol. 5,
part I, to lead to them. They are of little importance, but for the sake of com-
pleteness they are inserted here, as far as the specimens illustrated are in this
Museum.
Megalomus canadensis Hall. Page I58 of this Catalogue.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 52, fig. io=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 9, fig. i6.
Actinopteria Boydi Conrad. Page 262.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. 1, pl. I9, figs. i5, i6=S. G. N. Y., I, pI. 3, figs.
I0, II.
Amnigenia catskillensis Vanuxern. Page 262.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pI. 40, fig. 4=S. G. N.-Y., I, pl. 9, fig. I5.
Aviculopecten dolabriformis Hall. Page 264.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 7, fig. 2I=S. G. N. Y., I, pI. 2, fig. 8.
Aviculopecten princeps Conrad. Page 266.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 5, fig. 24=S. G. N. Y., I, pI. 2, fig. 2.
Aviculopecten rugistriatus Hall. Page 266.
Pal. N. V., Vol. 5, pt. I, pL. 7, fig. li=S. G. N. V., I, pl. 2, fig. 7.
Conocardium cuneus var. trigonale Hall. Page 268.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 68, figs. 5, I3=S. G. N. Y., I, pI. 9. figs. 4,
5, as Conocardium trigonale.
Crenipecten crenulatus Hall. Page 270..
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 9, fig. I7=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. I, fig. 8.
Crenipecten leon Hall. Page 270.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, Pl. 9, fig. 12=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. I, fig. 6.
Cypricardella tenuistriata Hall & Whitfzeld. Page 272.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 73, fig. 23=S. G. N. V., I, pl. 6, fig. 3.
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Cypricardinia indenta Conrad. Page 272.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 79, fig. I3=S. G. N. Y., I, pi. II, fig. II.
Cytherodon nasutus Htzll. Page 272.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 75, fig. Ix=S. G. N. V., I. pL. 8, fig. 12, as
Schdzodus nasutzis.
Ectenodesma birostratum Hall. Page 272.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 23, fig. 27=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 4, fig. I8.
Edmondia Philipi Hall & Whitfield. Page 274.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 64, fig. I4=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. Io, fig. 8.
Euthydesma subtextile Hezll. Page 274.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 63, fig. I2=S. G. N. Y., I, pi. Io, fig. Io,
as CardiomorphaI. textilis.
Glyptodesma erectum Conrad. Page 276.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pl. II, fig. 4=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 4, fig. 3, asGl)p7todesma crectum.
Glyptodesma erectumn var. obliquum Hlall. Page 276.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. 1, pl. 13, fig. 6=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 4, fig. 6, as
Glyptodesma erectum.
Goniophora hamiltonensis Hall &' Whitfield. Page 276.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 43, fig. i8=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 6, fig. 13.
Goniophora truncata Hall. Page 276.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 44, fig. 3=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 6, fig. i5.
Gosselettia triquetra Conrad. Page 278.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pl. 3I, fig. io=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 5, fig. 9.
Grammysia bisulcata Conzrad. Page 278.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 54, fig. 8=S. (G. N. Y., x, pl. IO, fig. I7.
Grammysia globosa IHall & Wzitfield. Page 278.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pl. 62, fig. i8S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 1o, fig. iI, asCardiomorpha cordatus.
Grammysia nodocostata Z9iill &a Wlzitfield. P.age 280.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 55, figs. 5, 6=S. (S. N. Y., I, pl. io, figs.
I9, 20.
Grammysia (Sphenomya) cuneata hzall. Page 280.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I,.pl. 62, fig. 3=S. G. N. Y., I, pi. IO, fig. I3.
Limoptera cancellata I-all &' Wli//iield. Page 284.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. 1, pI. 26, fig. 3=S. G. N. Y., x, pl. 3, fig. 7.
Limoptera macroptera Conrad. Page 284.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pI. 26, fig. 7=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 3, fig. 5.
Lunulicardium ornatum Hall. Page 284.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 71, fig. 26-S. G. N. V., x, pI. I0, fig. 2.
Lyriopecten cymbalon hlalL. Page 286.
Pal. N. V., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 24, fig. 8=S. G. N. y., I, pi. 2, fig. I4.
Lyriopecten interradiatus Hzall. Page 286.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 2, fig. i=S. G. N. Y., x, pI. 2, fig. I3.
Macrodon chemungensis Hall &' WYAitfield. Page 286.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 5I, fig. I4=S. G. N. Y., I, Pl. 8, fig. 5.
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Macrodon hamiltoniae 1all &e Whi/field. Page 286.
Pal. N. V., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 51, fig. t=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 8, fig. 4.
Megambonia cardiiformis Hfall. Page 286.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 52, fig. 2=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 9, fig. io, as
Megamibonia subcordiformis.
Modiella pygmaea Conrad. Page 288.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 76, fig. ix=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. II, fig. I.
Modiola (Mytilops) praecedens Hall &' Wizitfield. Page 2S8.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl.33, fig. I3=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 5, fig. I2, as
Modiola (Afjtilops) pra'cedens.
Modiomorpha subalata Conrad. Page 290.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 39, fig. 9=S. G. N. V., I, pl. 6, fig. Io.
Mytilarca carinata hlall. Page 290.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 32, fig. i6=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 5, fig. 7.
Nucula Randalli Hall & WJzitfield. Page 292.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pl. 45, fig. 8=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 7, fig. 4.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 45, fig. 27=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 7, fig. 5, as
' Nucula lirata.
Nuculites oblongatus Conrad. Page 292.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 47, figs. 7, II, 12=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 7, figs.
I I-I3,
Nuculites triqueter Conrad. Page 294.
Pal. N. V., Vol. 5, pt. T, pl. 47, fig. io=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 7, fig. I5.
Nyassa arguta lall&l WhzitJfeld. Page 294.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. q, pt. I, pl. 53, fig. i8=S. G. N. Y., x,pl. 8, fig. S.
Nyassa subalata Hall &d Whzitfield. Page 294.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pI. 53, fig. 25=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 8, fig. 9.
Palaeoneilo constricta Conrad. Page 294.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 48, fig. 8=S. G. N. Y., 1, pl. 7, fig. i6.
Palaeoneilo maxima Conrad. Page 296.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 48, fig. 33=S. G. N. Y., , pl. 7, fig. 17.
Palaeoneilo muta Hall &P Wlzizyield. Page 296.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 49, fig. 30=S. G. N. Y., 1, pl. 7, fig. 20.
Palaeoneilo plana Hall & Whzitfield. Page 296.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. r, pl. 48, fig. 26=S. G. N. Y., I, P1. 7, fig. IS.
Palmosolen siliquoideus Hall &a Whitfield. Page 296.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 78, fig. 33=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. ii, fig. i6, as
Orthionota siliquoidea.
Panenka robusta Hall. Page 298.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 70, fig. 22=S. G. N: Y., I, pl. IO, fig. 4, as
Cardiola? robusta.
Paracyclas elliptica Hall. Page 298.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 72, fig. 32=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 9, fig. 9, as
Paracyclas ellifptica var. occidentalis.
Phthonia cylindrica Hall. Page 298.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, Pl. 78, fig. 2=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. II, fig. 20.
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Phthonia sectifrons Conrad. Page 298.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, Pt. I, pl. 78, fig. ii=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. II, fig. 19.
Plethomytilus ponderosus Jall &' Whitfield. Page 300.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt.-I, pl. 30, figs. 4, 5=S. (G. N. Y., I, pl. 5, figs. I,
2, as AYZytilarCea (P1ethomytilus) pond1erosa.
Prothyris planulata flaIl. Page 300).
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 76, fig. i=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. II, fig. 6.
Pterinea flabella Conrad. Page 300.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. T, pl. 14, fig. I7=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 3, fig. 3.
Pterinopecten undosus Hall. Page 302.
Pal. N. V., Vol. b, pt. .I, pl. 2, fig. 15=S. G. N. V., 1, pl. I, fig. I2.
Pterinopecten vertumnus Hall. Page 304.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 5, fig. 8=S. (G. N. Y., I, pl. I, fig. I4.
Schizodus cheniungensis Conrad. Page 304.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. I, pl. 75, fig. 39=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. 8, fig. I4.
Sphenotus cuneatus Conreid. Page 308.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. i, pl. 65, figs. I3, I4, I7=S. G. N. Y., r, pl. 6,
figs. i6-i 8, as San,geuinolites cuneatus.
Tellinopsis subemarctinata Conrad. Page 308.
Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. 1, pl. 76, figs. 22, 23=S. G. N. Y., I, pl. II, figs.
9, 8, as 7ellinzopsis eozar,gwinata.
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N. & P......... Norwood & Pratten.
ROMIING .... ..... C. Rominger.
S. &Y ... ...... Shumard & Yandel.
SCELOTH......... Schlotheim.
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OTHER ABBREVIATIONS.
ct, in column headed " Plate".. cut.
table, and refers to the "'Tables of Organic
Remains" at the end of the " Survey of the Fourth Geologi-
cal District" (of New York).
Tp ... .... Township.
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Hamilton and Chemung Groups, by James Hall. 4t0,
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N. V. A. S..... Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences. Svo, New
York, I877.
Pal. Sp .........A Memoir on the Pakeozoic Reticulate Sponges constituting
the Family Dictyospongidx, by James Hall in collaboration
with John M. Clarke. RoYal 4t0. New York and Albany,
i898. This monograph was published in two other forms
also with identical pages and plates, but with different pagina-
tion : pages I-I50 and plates I-47 of the Memoir constitute
pages 74I-890 and plates I-47 of Vol. 3 of the 49th Report
of the New York State Museum, and the same of the 15th
Annual Report of the State Geologist (of New York), for
I895, but published in I898; and pages I51-I97 and plates
48-70 of the Memoir form pages 343-369, and plates 48-70
of Vol. 2 of the 5oth Report of the New York-State Museum,
and the same of the i6th Annual Rteport of the State Geolo-
gist (of New York), for I896, but published in 18gg.
P. F. N. A...... The Paleozoic Fishes of North America, by John Strong
Newberry. 4to, Washington, I889. (United States Geolo-
gical Survey, Monograph I6.)
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PI& Ex. (6th col.) . Natural History of New York. Palieontology. Vol. 5, part
I. Lamellibranchiata. Plates and Explanations. 4to,
Albany, I883. Reference to this advance edition has been
made in this Catalogue only when species were established
therein, or were published differently from the regular edition
of the volume:
P. N. 1,. S.Preliminary Notice of the Lamellibranchiate Shells of the
Upper Helderberg, Hamilton and Chenmung Groups, with
others from the Waverly Sandstones. [Preparatory for the
Palheontology of New York.] Part 2. This pamphlet was
written by R. P. Whitfield, under an agreement of joint
authorship with Prof. James Hall, but it was published
anonymously in December, I869, and January, I870. See
the initials R. P. W., on pp. 84, oi and 93 of the pamphlet.
The genera and species therein established are, accordingly,
credited to Hall and Whitfield (H. & W.) in this Catalogue.
Syn. Am. Foss. Brach. .A Synopsis of American Fossil Brachiopoda, including
Bibliography and Synonomy, by Charles Schuchert. 8vo,
Washington, I897. (United States Geological Survey, Bul-
letin No. 87.)
Note regarding localities.-The user of this Catalogue will find many
discrepancies between the localities given here for the specimens and those
given in the explanations of the plates in the Palrcontology of New York,
especially in volume 8 of that work. This has been unavoidable, because most
of the specimens bear P'rof. Hall's old locality tickets or labels, or show some
other certain indication of the place from which they came, and it has seemed
necessary to follow the evidence thus given by the specimens themselves. When
there has been reasonable doubt in the matter, the specimen has been entered
here as it stands in the published volume of the Paleontology.
Some of the localities from which Prof. Hall collected fossils in his early
work, particularly that for the Fourtlh )istrict Report, are no longer to be
found in the gazetteer or on the map. For this reason it seems to be desirable
to state where some of them were and to indicate the changes which have been
made in the names of others:
Baileytown was on Seneca Lake near Lodi.
Bear's Gulf was in Schoharie County.
Dexterville is now known as East Jamestown.
Hobbieville was a hamlet in Allegany county, N. V.
Jaycox's Run was near Geneseo, Livingston County.
Lapham's Mill was in Ontario county, N. V.
New Buffalo, Iowa, is now called simply Buffalo.
Phillipsburg, N. Y., is now known as Belmont.
Pine Valley was in Catharine township, Schuyler county, N. Y.
Pratt's Falls are the same as Delphi Falls and are near I)elphi, Onondaga
county, N. Y.
Rockville was a settlement near the mouth of Rock creek on the Genesee, in
the township of Belfast, Allegany county, during the construction of the
Genesee Valley Canal." Pal. N. Y., Vol. 5, pt. 1, p. vi.
Summit, N. V. Prof. Hall's locality, was in Schoharie county.
Dr. Knapp's collection is now in the Borden Institute, Borden, Indiana.
